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THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
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PRAISE IS BESTOWED
ON COUNTY POOR FARM
The Calloway county grand jury
after visiting the county poor
farm and the county jail and finding them "stittirtsingly clean" and
in "deplorable" conditions respectively, adjourned Monday for
the August term.
In its last session it placed indictments against the following
persons: G. E. Rushing, charged
with "false swearing", with bail
endorsed at $250: Mrs. Lula Paschall, on breach of peace charges,
with bail at 1150; Marvin Smith.
charged with chicken stealing, and
H. B. Bailey, Jr., this week
bail set at $250; G. T. Skinner, indicted for child desertion, on bail apened an optometric department
of $250; Fannie Wells, for possess- in 'the jewelry store of his father
ing intoxicating liquor. $100; Aub- on the West side of the square
rey Seay, on charges of grand lar- and will be in charge of eye exceny, $2.50; P. S. McEvoy, for al- aminations and the fitting of
undertaking glasses at Bailey's.
legedly
practicing
Ycting Bailey is a graduate of
without proper license. $1.00; and
Azzie Louis, on breach-of-peace Northern Illinois College of Optometry in Chicago, receiving his
charges, $50.
degree there in January. He took
In its last criminal session Mon- his State .Board
examination in
day, the circuit court sentented June.
Edgar Boggess to two years in
H. B. Bailey, Sr.. one of the
the penitentiary -on a charge of most
prominent jewelers in Wes}thy
wheat; sentenced
stealing
tern Kentucky and who has served
Blanton to one year in prison for the people
of this county for 25
stealing wheat; and placed John- years, will
work in conjunction
nie Hunt, colored, under the cus- with his son.
Young Bailey is 23
tody of probation officer Callie yearS old.
Hale on a tobacco stealing charge.
The typewriter cases scheduled
to come before the court Thursday of last week were • continued
until the November term.
In a statement just before adjournment, the grand jury dejail as "a Goitre Treatment is Unable to
scribed
the county
Save Life of Tennessee
disgrace to the citizens and taxWoman
payers of Calloway county" and
said it "is in as bad a condition
Mrs. Earl Cravens. 30. a resident
as it is possible for it. to be and
remain upright". The jury, how- of Jones Mill community just
the
Tennessee-Calloway
ever, . praised the work done by across
the count" jailer": .claiming the county line, died in Murray Tues• Prisoners were well-fed.
day morning at a hospital where
The jurymen also had much. she had been operated on as treatthe appearance and ment for goitre.
praise fcr
She
was
buried
Wednesday
management of the poor farm,
praised its keepers and the sanitary morning at Union Hill cemetery in
condition in which they found it. Tennessee. She was a member of
the South Pleasant Grove Methodist church in this county. Survivals are her husband; her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phillips;
two brothers, Odell Phillips, MurNational Stores Corporation this ray, and Cordell Phillips, Detroit.
Week began remodeling its local
store, refurnishing the store's front
and generally modernizing the,
store's appearance.
Vernon Hale, manager of the
Mrs. Nancy Milstead. who has
store, said the work would greatly enhance the attractiveness of been a member of the Pelasant
and declared Grove Methodist church for 53
the establishment,
that even though the front of the years, died at the home of her
building might look vacant dur- daughter. Mrs. Galon Jarties. Suning the renovation process, that day night after a long spell of
there were values to be found in- failing health.
She is survived by one brother,
side the store proper. The store's
remodeling sales is now in pro- Con Milstead, the daughter at
whose home she died, and several
gress.
grandchildren. Burial was Monday at the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
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T. 0. Turner is moving his shoe
store on the west side of the Court
Square to his basement store on
West Main. Everything will be
mcased by Saturday and Mr. Turner stated that all his patrons are
requested to come to the consolidated store.
Loren Adams will locate his new
shoe store in the former Turner
location in a few weeks.
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Annual Picnic of KELLY GULLEDGE
Legion to be Held
Here September 1 DROWNS SATURDAY
The annual family basket_ picnic
dinner of Murray Post No. 73 of
the American Legion will be held
on the lawn of the N. P. Hutson
home on West Main Street Thursday night, September 1, Commander Hutson announced today.
All Legionaires and sons of the
Legion and all ex-service men are
invited to partake_ of the feast and
to be present with their families.
Each woman is to bring one item
of food.
Principal guest speaker will be
G. W. "Biff" Carr, state radio
chairman of the Legion, a shod man of 27 years' experhonce. He
will be introduced by Joe T.
Lovett, member of the Murray post
and State Department Commander of the Legion.

SUPER HIGHWAY TO
BE BUILT BY TVA
FROM DAM AREA
Thoroughfare to Have 500foot Right of Way; to
Join Route 68
INTERSECTION POINT
IS EAST OF PALMA

IN HENRY COUNTY
Hundreds of Friends Ar
Shocked at News of
Youth's Demise

BURIAL SERVICES ARE
HELD AT PROVIDENCE
A disaster- that shocked the East
Side was the death by drowning
Saturday morning of Kelly Gulledge, well-respected 3Q-year-old
farmer of the New Bethlehem COIn*cross the county line
m uni
in Henry county. Tenn.
,Gulledge, unmarried, lived on
tFe farm of Walls Taylor and
worked for him and his brother,
Preston Taylor. He had indicated
his intenticn of attending an icecream supper Saturday night, and
rejecting a tub bath for the waters
of the Bethlehem baptizing grounds
in Blood River nearby, he left the
house promising to return soon.
When Preston Taylor grew worried over his continued absende
and went to look for him, he found
his body lying in the water, but
Gulledge was already dead.
His soap and towels were unused. It was as if he had dived
into the water and had strangled
before he could regain the surface.
There was, a bruise over his eye,
and many believed he dived into
a submerged stump - and
was
knocked unconscious drowning before consciousness returned. Gulledge wou:d ha,e been 30 year,
old this mOnth.
He had sec. rat relatives in -Gal.
,
loway county, and there were hundreds who knew him. His closest
surviving relative locally is his
83-year-old
grandmother, "Aunt
Lott" Housden.
His father, a
lumberman in Arkansas. arrived
Monday for funeFal services which
were conducted by Charles Sweat
and Charlie Taylor, Church of
Christ' ministers. at New Providence Church a Christ of which
the youth was a member.Among other Cal' way county
relatives who survive were one
mete, Andrew Efoosden: and four
aunts. Mrs. Willie Stubblefield,
Mrs. Linda Simmons, Mrs. "Clexe
Lax, and Mrs. Thula Burton. A
half-brother and step-mother survive in Arkansas.

EAST ST.-4.0U1S. 111., Aug. 10
—Hogs 6,500, 1,000 direct; very
, slow; few sales 10c lower at 8.75
4,8 80: odd Ids 8.85; light lights
and pigs 10-15c lower; 140 to 160
lbs. 7.750'8.25; few sows.. 11.00er
7.00.
Cattle 3,000, calves 1.500, 750
through; includes .12 cars western
grass caUle; two Mads Hight Steers
10.15; 'bulls and venters stead*:
top sausage bulls 6.00; top vealers
10.00; slaughter steers 6.584r11..50;
slaughter heifers 6.004710.50.
Sheep 3.500, 1.000 through: sellers holding lambs; no early sales:
mostly trUck-in natives; few sheep
steady; slaughter ewes 2.5050.00.
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Mrs. Carroll
The Rev. and
Tuesday
left
for a
Hubbard
week's visit to Louisville and
Leixngton, dividing their time
between the homes of Mr. Hubbard's aunt, Mrs. Fred Durham
in. Louisville ind his uncle, Dr.
J. E. Fox, Lexington. They will
return Saturday.
Miss Mary Margaret Futrell spent
the early part of the week visiting
- •
friends ,o Paducah.

Vote is Light, But
City is Crowded

Election

On
Evening

Considering the more than 10,000 registered voters in Calloway county, the 6,642 votes cast
in the 25 county precincts Sala
urday for both Democratic and
Republican candidates was Ox+
ceedingly light.
In last summer's primary
county election in which slightly more than 9,000 voters were
registered, an average of more
than 7,000 votes were cast for
each .major office.
However, notwithstanding the
number of vote,s cast, there was
a crowd that threatened alltime records in Murray Saturday night, and it stayed late.
Even though a light rain was
falling, the streets were filled
and traffic moved with difficulty. When a loud speaker
installed over Chandler headquarters boomed out the votes
by precincts, tremendous cheers
swelled up from the audience.

year in Callaway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Steuart Counties.
$1.cn a year elsewhere in
the State of Kentucky.
year to any address
a
other
than above,

$2.00

Live Wire Injures
Worker in Benton

Clinic Hospital Notes

Coronet Pictures
. Dr. Lauretta Kress

Backusburg Picnic'
is Scheduled For
Saturday in County

Volume CVI; No.,32

Barkley Margin Exceeds 70,000
Governor Promises Full Support
In November General Election
BARKLEY LEADS IN'Results
of Last Voting SENATOR'S BALLOT
Saturday's
COUNTY BY1,217
BREAKS RECORDS
VOTES; CITY BY 666
FOR MAJOR RACE
•

Chandler Carries Only Fivel
Seven of Nine Districts Go
of Calloway's Twenty- 'Dexter
for New Deal
137 58
i
five Precincts
Candidate
150 123
Almo
Kirksey
124 84
ONLY 107 VOTE ON
69 151 REPUBLICAN VOTERS
Jackson
REPUBLICAN TICKET I S. Brinkley ,....
NOMINATE HASWELL
104 103
3-1
ley
.
.
.
.
69
-N,ITank
A•final check-over tabulation of
W. Barkley,
Alben
Lynn Grove ..., 124 67 Senator endorsed
by the New
strongly
votes in Calloway county gave reHarris Grove .
110 85 Deal, won the United States Demelected Alben IV. Barkley a ma- N. Swann
145 42 ocratic senatorial nomination on
jority of 1217 votes in this county. S. Swann
131 141 the basis of complete returns from
Fair
176 91 Saturday's primary.
The count was 3,859 to 2,642.
144 44 These figures showed Barkley
The total number of votes cast E. Hazel
114 73 got 294.214 votes to 223,429 for Gov.
was 6,642, and of this number 107 W. Hazel
.,
101 121 A. B. Chandler, his major opponeig.
Liberty
S.
candidates.
were for Republican
Liberty
58 84 The Senator's majority was 70,N.
Chandler and Barkley together re991 89 785 with a record of 517.643 votes
Providence
ceived 6,518 votes and other Dem1191 98 being cast.
N. Concord ..in Louisville
ocratic candidates received 17.
S. W. Concord .. 129 84 The Barkley surge
Governor Chandler carried only
which reached 30.000 pushed the
165 137 New Deal's advocate to an unS. Concord
five precincts in Calloway. They
1904 125 precedented majority in a Kentucky
Prominent Tobacconist Was were Jackscn. in which he had a Faxon
323 154 primary. The Senator's state-wide
lead of 151 to 69; North Brinkley, W. -Murray
Manager of E. M. Farm197 166 lead was more than 70,000.
69 to 31; South , Swann. 141 to N. E. Murray .
er Tobacco Co.
131; South Liberty. 121 to 101; and N. W. Murray .
216 167 A few men have won final eltgees,
Liberty, 84 to 59.
S. E. Murray ... 161 77 tions by higher majorities,- but
LARGE CROWD ATTENDS North
The five Murray precincts were
none has equaled the Barkley priFUNERAL ON FRIDAY the first to be counted and they S. W. Murray .. 5421 209 mary lead. Only Barkley himself
2642
13859
TOTAL
the trend of the county as
approximated the margin by

1I

E. M. FARMER DIES
THURSDAY TO END
RESPECTED CAREER

A super highway leading from
the Gilbertsville dam area to U. S.
Highway 68, intersecting at the
Walter English place about three
miles southeast of Palma, will be
constructed soon, it was learned
Ewen M. Farmer, who for the
authoritatively here toady.
last half century has been a symThe Land Division' of the Tenbol of the tobacco industry in
nessee Valley Authority here today
Calloway county, was buried Friannounced that acquisition cf a
day afternoon in the Murray ceme500-foot right-of-way from Giltery.
bertsville to Highway 68 is already
Nearly 2,000 people heard the
complete in its entirety and is now
in possession of the TVA.
Rev. E. R. Roach, pastor of the
Martin's Chapel Methoidst church
The road will branch off from
of which Mr. Farmer was a memHighway 68 about a quarter of a
mile wed cf the Henry McNatt.
ber, tell of the man's courage, his
honesty, and his .-worthy life in
place—or a quarter of a mile west
funeral service's condoned Friday
of the junction of the old Briens-.
afternoon at 220 -at the First
burg road with the - highway, west
Methodist church.
of the curve where the concrete
Death came to the 73-year-old
joints the pavement on the highmanager of the E. M. Farmer
way-9nd will go across farm lands
Tobacco Company here at 5 o'clock
in practically a straight tine for
Thursday afternoon after a critical
approximately three miles to the
5-day illness that left him steadily
W. T. Ruggles place, where TVA
weaker.
property begins. and thence to
He had been in ill health for
the dam site.
two years, and had frequently
Reliable though unofficial infortaken treatments in the Baptist
mation was to the effect the super
hospital in Memphis. When he
roadway will have a 20-foot-wide
returned in the spring for the last
road-bed with black-top condi- Youth Also Falls When
Ladder time, he was reported to be much
tioning and it will be principally
Breaks and Braises Self
improved.
an access road to the dam at- GilRather Freely/__
Mr. Farmer had been in the tobertsville.
bacco business nearly all his life,
.It will be in
practically a
Duncan Maline, 30. employes of He and his brother, Ed Farmer,
straight line, with no major curves,
the Central States Light & Power who was connected with him in
and at all points on the road there
Company in Benton. Suffered ser- the operation of the E. M. earmwill be 1.000 feet of sight distance.
ious injutes and narrowly escapej er Company, were among the first
There will be- no contributing
access roadways. That is, no traf- death at 3 o'clock Tuesday after- —if not the first—independent tofic may come into the highway ex- noon when he was shocked by el- bacco buyers in this county and
cept at its junctions with other ectricity and fell from a light pole soon formed a marketing agency
locally which received wide promroads. Two roads, however, will to the ground.
Malin was working on the pole inence.
cross it—the Birmingham-Palma
There were those in Murray who
road and the Briensburg-Gilberts- when he touched a live wire which
Johnson. described him ,as "a model man-.
ville road—and traffic over, each held him until Williaa
of those right-of-ways may travel manager of an ice company plan't, He was industrious, loyal, capable.
over the highway.
Landowners could shut off the power. When and 'dependable, his friends said.
The son of Carroll Farmer, one
whose farms have been cut in half the current was cut off, Malin fell,
by the TVA right-of-way will also unconscious, and lodged between of the erstwhile leading Methohave access to the roadway. Few the light pole and two fence posts. dist ministers of the area, he
roads joining it will lessen inDr. F. C. Coffield, who treated early received distinetion .as a
terference with speeding traffic. the injured man, said he suffered zealous worker. A native of the
The width of the right-of-way, sericius burns on arms and hands, farm, he knew tobacco well.
The following patients a:ye been
He is survived by four sons and
it
was disclosed reliably here, is a scalp laceration, and bruises about
admitted to the Clinic-Hospital this
two daughters
They are Clete,
designated
as
.a
safety
feature.
The
the
faec
and
head.
week:
Jack, John, and Arthur Farmer
move
will
avoid
the
encroachment
Another injury the same day. and
Robert Lyle. Benton; Mrs. James
Mrs. Herschel Corn and Mrs.
Sable, Benton; Miss Janice Weath- of dangerous obstacles and the though not serious, was that which A. B. Austin. One brother, Ed
erection
of
questionable
businesses
befell Thomas Holland, 20, who Farmer, also still
erly, Murray; Mrs. Edward Smith.
lives, as well
Buchanan, Tenn.; Miss Katherine along the right-of-way. It was sustained a broken arm: a bruised as do many and
widely...scattered
believed
no
concessions
would
be
Outland, Murray; Elmo Williams,
hip: and contributing body injur- relatives.
Murray route; Wells Overbey, MUr-t- given by the TVA for any sort of ies. He was taking down a BarkHonorary pallbearers were Finis
ray; Mrs. Sam Flowers, Hardirtr business alqpg the right-of-way ley campaign sign from a pole in Outland, Dallas
Outland, Jabe OutDennis Cunningham. Murray; John within the 500-foot limit. No un- front of the Benton Theatre when land J. D. Purdom, George
UpHill, colored, Murray; Hubert Wit- sightly adventising billboards may his ladder broke and he fell to the church, T. H. Stokes. George
Hart,
ty, Murray; IVLre. Tbny Currier, be erected.
ground.
and C. H. Bradley.
On farms 'which would have
Murray; Herman Foster, colored,
been crossed leaving an acre or
Murray; }rub Nance, Hazel.
LICENSED TO WED
The following patients were dis- two separated from the main farm,
the land acquisition division of the
missed this week:
The office of the county court
Mrs. Beauton Hatcher, Murray; TVA included such corners in the
clerk today disgosed license for
Wells Overbey, Murray; Roy Lyle, right-of-way purchases, it was said.
Dr. Lauretta Kress, 75, mother marriage during the week hhve
At the junction of the TVA
Bentcn; Miss Janice Weatherly,
Murray; Prentice Scott. Idanslim road with U.S. 68. the TVA pur- of Dr. Ora Kress Mason Ok'' the been issued to the following perDonald Skaggs, Dexter; Mrs. Tony -Chased a rectangular strip of land Mason Hospital, is pictured in. the sbns: Fonnie Brown, 23, BakersCurrier, Murray; Herman Foster, on either 'Side of the junction to current issue of Coronet Maga- ville. Tenn.. to Sybble Braden, 21.
4allell the Waverly. Tenn.; and Ronnel HinkMurray; Dennis Cunningham, Mur- safeguard agairpo con9vit.r*tthp:*(,ea& :".,..,..41zidt ,ske
busines?" concerns or - VS.trabliih- ratistaion of
delivered ley, 23, Waverly, Tenn., to 'Ruby
ray.
metafs being constructed near the 4,149 babies in 43 years and never Collier, 21, also of Waverly.
intersecticn without special per- losing a mother.
Not until 10 years after they
mission. Where the roads join,
G. A. Murphey, commerce inthe TVA thoroughfare will de- were wed did Mrs. Kress and her
scribe a huge "Y", with the curves husband decide to study medicine. structor at Murray State College.
left Wednesday for Lexington. Ky.,
of the roads leading into 68 having On her golden wedding anniversa slight distance of not less than ary, 802 of the ,children delivered, where he will take examination for
his Master's degree at the UniThe Backusburg picnic, twice- 1.000 feet.
by her were in attendance. -.
postponed, is scheduled to fake
Since the right-of-way is com- , As pictured ip Coronet, Mrs: versity Of-'Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Lassiter and
place Saturday of this week. Ac- pletely in possession of the TVA Kress ,is holding a baby while its
daughter, Martha Nelle. returned
cording to advance notices from and the roadway already surveyed. mother looks on.
its sponsors it will feature an ar- it was believed' constructicn will
• this week from Sarasota, Fla.,
ray of radio stars and movie en- begin early this fall.
Mr. and. Mrs. Willard Flowers where they had spent'several days
tertainers which will be unique in
Of Waverly,Tenn.. Misses Lucile with Mr and Mrs. Bethshares- Lasthis part of the country.
Miss Rebecca Jane Cobb, Nash- Christianson, Elsie Ranscher and siter. son and daughter-in-law of
• Stations WSM, WPAI3, WREC, ville, returned home Sunday morn- Frances Marable. and- Mrs. Bu- the Lassiters.
WSIX, and others will be fea- ing after a few day' visit with her ford Christianson of Erin, Term.
An interesting meeting is , in
tured, including movie, performers aunts, Miss Eva Cobb and Mrs. will be' week-end guests of the progress at Salem Baptist church
in the photoplay, "There's A Gold Luther Mills and. Mr. ,Mills of latter's. 'parents, Mr. and Mrs. conducted by the Reverend Mr.
Mine in the Sky."
Ethan lrvan.
Lynn Grove.
Winchester of Benton.

Mrs. Milstead is
Buried on Monday

Turner Moves
Shoe Store Site

$1.nn s

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon August 11, 1938

Mrs. Earl Cravens
Dies of Operation

National Store is •
Under Renovation

101r.

spelled
they gave Senator BarkleY a lead
of 666 votes. 1,439 to 773.
The closest precinct was South
Brinkley in which Barkley led
104 to 103. Barkley carried every
other precinct by comfortable and
largely landslide or decisive margins.
Ottier Democratic candidates for
Senator in Kentucky received few
votes in Calloway. Hugh K. Butlitt garnered 9 votes; G. A. Hendon, Jr., 6; frank Coyle 1: and
Ed L. Mackey I.
Although county ballots contained a place for votes for Congressman Noble J. Gregory. who was
unopposed, election officials did
not tabulate Gregory's vote. One
vote,—a written-in name—was cast
for Max B,, Hurt. assistant Murray
postmaster, as a Republican nominee for Congress.
Republican candidates for the
Senate received
the following
votes: Roscoe Conklin& Douglass.
24; John P. Haswell, 56; G. Tom
Hawkins, 10; Andrew Ritchie. _Ift;
and Elmer C. Roberts, I.

RUSHING SELLS
SERVICE SHOP
Has Been Established in Murray
for Last Ten Years; Lennox
Is New Owner
Cordie T. Rushing, who for the
last 10 years has been in the garage
business in Murray, has sold his
sales and service to L. W. Lennox,
effective September' 1, 1938. Mr.
Rushing stated Wednesday that
the business would be operated by
him until -that time.
The many friends of Cordie will
regret his leaving the field, and as
yet his future plans are not known,
except that he will remain in Murray.
Mr. Lennox comes here from
Oklahoma, havins..been In the sales
and service field there for 17 years.
He witl have the DeSOto and Plymouth agency here, the same as
Mr. Rushing has had. He ie 38
years old, married and' has one
child. He is reported to be very
civic minded in, all enterprises.
Mr. Lennox could not be reached
before press time for a statement
as to his plans for the future. Vt.
Rushing stated that his same personnel would continue under Mr.
Lennox.
County Schools to

Receive Visits From
County.Health Nurse
1 Miss Virginia Irvan,
county
health nurse, will be at the following schools on the dates and time
indicated to vaccinate for typhoid
fever.
Tuesday, August 16, Outland at
8:30: Chestnut Grove at 9:30: Cherry at 10:30, Stone at 11:30; New
Providence at 1 o'clock; and Macedonia at 2:00.
Thursday,'August it Woodlawn
at 9 o'clock; Pleasant Valley at
10:00; Pine Bluff Ica) at 11:00;
Grindstone at 12:30t,Mallory. at 1:30;
and East Shannon at 3:00.
Any person in the community,
the health department said, who
wishes to take the
vaccination,
may receive them at the schools On
those dates.

INJUNCTION TESTS
COURTHOUSE'RULE
y

-Petition Asking for Restraining
Order Was Filed Wednesday
With Judge Ira Smith
An injunction testing the validity
of the fiscal court's recent brder
that the courthouse be closed at
night was filed Wednesday with
Circuit Judge Ira Smith for ruling.
Signed by County Judge J. W.
Clopton, Jailer Conrad Jones, and
County Health Doctor J. A. Outland as plaintiffs, the petition asked for a restraining order whieh
temporarily would
prevent the
jailer from closing the courthouse
doors until the case can be disposed of.
The petition named defendants as
members_ of the Calloway county
fiscal court and identified them as
W. C. Robinson. G. E. Rushing, J.
W. Underwood, L. N. Moody, G. M.
Potts, Gatlin Clopton, J. G. Denham. and J. W. Clopton. It held
the jailer is the legal custodian and
superintendent of the courthouse
and public buildings and charges
the fiscal court exceeded its authority in making the order.
It further asserted the fiscal
court has no pcwer to prescribe
what hours the courthouse shall
be opened .and testified that its
closure is a menace to public
health.
•

Hospital News
Patients admitted to the William Mason Memorial Hospital during the past week are as follows:
Mrs. R. E. Call, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Finis Outland: Muway; J.
W. Hicks, Murray; Mrs. Geo. W.
Brandon, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. J. E.
Bailey, Murray; Mrs. Finis Weatherford, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Edward Flora,- Model, Tenn.;; Opal
M. Marlow. Whitlock, Tenn.; Willa
Dean Short. Murray; Joe Phillips,
Model, Tenn.; Henry Nris. Scott.
Btandon;
Mrs. Maude
Faughn,
Calvert City; Jackie Eugene
Knight. Murray; Mrs. J. A. Kelly,
Cedar Grove, Tenn.; Miss Eurene
M. Witty, Murray.
Patients diamissed during the
part week: .
Chas. Walker, Newburg; Finks
Outland, Murray; J. W. Hicks,
Murray Mrs. R. E. Call. Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Mrs. Geo. W: Brandon. DoVer, Tenn.: Mrs. Minnie 80-,
Ord. Golden Pond; Mrs. Clifford
Hicks and baby, Camden, Tenn.;
Miss Opal M. Marlow, Whitlock.
Tenn.; Willa Dean Short, Murray.

has
which he won Saturday's primary.
Six years ago. he won over George
B. Martin, Catlettsburg, by 66.000. but that never was regarded
as a serious party contest.
The extent of the Barkley sweep
was illustrated in seven Congressional districts which he won to two
for Governor Chandler. A change
of 2.174 votes would have given
Barkley every district in the
State.
He carried Governor Chandler's
home district, the Sixth, by 1.919
votes.
He swept his own. the
First. by 18.323. He carried the
district where Governor Chandler
was born by 12,512. The Seventh,
at the headwaters of the Big Sandy
and the Kentucky where coal is
mined, gave Barkley 9.349 majority. He won in Tfie Eighth which
includes "Bloody Breathitt- county. He won the Ninth. including
Harlan. by 32 votes. palling 16.090
to Chandlers 16,058.
The count had not gone far Monday when Governor Chandler conceded defeat and wired Senator
Barkley._ a .pledge of support this
fall. The telegram read: "The returns from Saturday's primary.
while not yet complete, indicate
your renomination to the Senate
by a safe majority. President Roosevelt said he desired- your return.
and a, majority of the Kentucky_
Democrats agreed to return you. I
bow to the will of the majoqty of
my fellow citizens. I have no 'excuses. alibis, or regrets. As the
Democratic nominee. You will have
my active support in the November election, and I wish you a successful term in the Senate".
Senator Barkley answered: "Let
me thank you most sincerely for
your cordial telegram regarding
my renomination for the Senate".
The Barkley landslide was accumulated generally among all
classes of voters in all residential
districts or communities. The two
districts Chandler won, the Fourth
by 2,000 votes and the Fifth by
the same margin, showed Barkley's
relative strength even in those distries.
If the Kentucky Democratic vote
was large, the Republican total
struck a new low, Judge .1,.5tts P.
Haswell won the Republican l•..-viination as Bagkley's opponent with
less than 40.000 votes.

The Weather

Temperature as- recorded by
Government -Weather
Recorder
-Pat Wear:
Date
High Low
Thursday. August 4
90
74
Friday, August 5
92
73
Saturday. August 6
93
71
Sunday. August 7
-34
70
Monday, August 8
95
76
Tuesday, August 9
93
78
Wednesday, August 10
91
71
Rainfall during past week totaled
The members and friends of the .06 in. Total rainfall to deft. for
First Christian Church will hold August .47 in.
the' annual Sunday School and
Church p.cnic this afternoon at
Mrs. a B. Boone, Sr.. and David
Hale's Springs. The majority of Boone of Blytheville. Ark
and
the crowd will meet at 2 o'clock at Mr. and Mrs; A. A. Kowert, Hanthe church on North Fifth street. nible, Mo., will arrive here SaturDinner will be servecVat 5. Those day. to spend several days with
who can't go in the afternoon, can 0. B. Boone, Jr.. and Walter Boone
come out for IffRmer tonight.i-Every- and their families. ,
one
. is asked -to bring a basket
Mrs. Florence Hale of the ehunty
lunch. Recreation, will be pro- is the guest of-her son. Bradburn
vided fbr 'all.
Hale. and Mrs. Hale.
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will go to the school.
ICE CREAM SUPPER
41.
ces Outland. Mrs. Ryan King and era in a picnic Wednesday afterGladys of Carthage. Tex.. Mr. and
.•
daughter, Patsy.
mien at Peggy Ann Springs.
Mrs. 0. M. Kendall and children.
An ice cream supper at PotPHONE 247, PLEAS/
NIBS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
Mary Alice. 0. M. Jr., Porter. and
Approximately 400 acres of coiln
Swimming, sandwiches. and cool- tertown school will be given SatJean Kendall of Richmond Ind
ing rotteidunents were enjoyed. urday night, August 20, school of- were planted in Simpson county
Book And Thimble Club
Thursday, August U
Mrs. Annie Priahard of Sedalia.
About 30 were present.
Meets Wednesday
ficials have announced Proceeds front hybrid corn
Woodmen Circle will meet
Mrs. Robbie Wheeler and children.
The
8 p. in. at the B. and P. W.
Mis Dewey JUD•S entertained
Pryor and Porter of Cuba, The at
Club room.
the Book and Thimble Club WedRev. and Mrs. L. R. Riley of Lune
ne,,lai afternoon with a party on
Oak,the. Rev. and Mrs. Joe T.
Tuesday. August 111
Odle and son. Joe, of Paducah.
The Bell Circle of the Alice the lawn at her hotne.
Th, hours were spent informally
`
4
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Billington -Waters Missionary Society will
Copy for this page should be submitted not Later than Tuesday
and nan. G. W.. if Kirksey, Mrs. ineet at 3 o'clock at the home of after which a lovely party plate
afternoon each week.
Lowell Edmonds of Kirksey. Mrs. Mrs. C H. Bradley with Mrs. was served.
lecluded in the hospitality were
_
Matti Miller of Murray. Mr, and Elias Robertson assisting hostess.
.,
Mrs Luther Jackson, Mrs. Carroll
Mrs. Luck Lawson of Stella. Mr
ADDITIONAL SOCIETY ON PAGE Oliver 'Hood, Dickie l'to'd. 'Wells and Mr* Robert Perry
Las -t ter, Mrs. Lester Farmer, Mrs
and chilThe Baker Circle will meet at
Lovett.„-_John Daniel Lovett, GarTIRLEE. SECOND SECTION
dren. Ann and
Jane perry of 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. sloe Baker. AL's. Charlie Hide. Mis
nett Hood Jones, Charles Callis.
Graham.
Mrs.
Byron
Morganfield. .the Rev. and Mrs. Charlie Cain with Mrs. Nolan Jet- ICA]inan
Wade Grahapi. J. Buddy Farmer.
Mary Frances Williams
B. • R. Winchester and children. ten and Mrs. Henry Elliott assist- Bead. Mrs 011ie Chambers. Mrs.
C'elelsrates Fifth Birthday
Solids Hale, -Hal Kingins. Conrad
H.., bet t limo. Mrs. Boyd Gilbert.
Jeanette and Jean Winchester of, tug
Jones. James Dale .Clopton. Dan
1.onme
Shetiat
and
the
Benton. Mr"-ana Mrs. W. H. PerIn re,pense to clever and orig- Hutson.
host.- Wednesday., August 17
ry. Clarence Perry. Mr. and Mrs.
inal .3,11‘itaeeras friends of little . .
The U. D. C. Will sponsor a silA.. A Jackson. the Rev. and Mrs.
Williams.
Miss • M.!, Frances
D. ('. Will Sponsor
furniture prices at a lower
B. G. Arteburn and son. Bennie of ver tea Wednesday afternoon at
Not since the kw point of the depression have you seen
daugper of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Silver Tea
Bridge Club Meets With
styles
Detroit: the Rev. L. V. Henson of the home of Mrs. W. S. Swann.
Williams. gathered at her home on
than they are for this great sale .. . and only the finest of furniture
level
Mr* *tower%
August
furniture
at
in
new
invest
-54-44=-4a1 Benton. the Rev. Sam P. Martin of
111442'.61
to
savings.
"
Plan
sensational
Soul!'Etghth st reet Monday'sheer- --111e--1
these
at
are offered
will "be a Murray. the Rev. R F. Gregory of
nooneto celcorate her fifth birth- events,for the summer
The Wednesday bridge club was
Sale prices—low levels you may never k now again.
tea given by the J. N. Williams Murray, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Ken- worth. Mr_ ,and -Mrs. James W.
day..
7 The 1.ttle guests brought
entertained yesterday afternoon by
chapter of the U. D. C. Wednesday. dall
Strader. Mr. and Mrs. Oakland Mrs. Roy Stewart at her home.
tricyce
• : s and other rolling
theAugust 11. Five hundred invitaCunningham and children Clara
toys and enjoyed a- pleasant afterMrs. J. H. Branch won the prize
tions have been printed and ,will Robertson-Overby
Nell and Harold.
Engagement
noon 'p:ayir.g in a section of the
for nigh score. Dainty refreshbe
mailed
in
,the
next
few
days.
Is Of Interest
Mr. and Mrs. W. E Blakely and ments were served the members
strees wh..r. had been roped off
The colonial home of Mrs. W-Si
sons. Keys. R W. and James. Mrs. and Mrs. W. G. Swann who was
for tpeir safety.
Mr. and Mrs. ,Luther Robertson Lizzie Hopkins. Mr and
Swann will afford an appropriate
Mrs. Thales an additional guest.
The 4tDasement play room. where setting for the beautifully planned anhunce the engagement and apGraham. Mr. and
Mrs. Asher
refreshments were
served, was party. Ladies dresiied
in costumes proaching marriage of the* daugh- Whitlow. Mr. and Mrs.. J. E.
gaily-- decorated ,with pink and of, the Civil War period, assisted ter. Dorothy, to John Overby. the
sshitt crepe paper and summer by little pickanninies will take wedding to take place early in Tucker, Mrs. Sally Stroud. Mr. and Putnam Circle Bea All Day
Mrs..N. F. Graham and daughter, *Meeting
flowere. The ices. drinks and the part in the gay and colorful. affair. September.
Rubene. Beatrice Sue Norsworthy.
beautifully decorated birthday cake The roster of plantation entertainMembers of the Putnam Circle of
The above announcement is rewith•eta,five tiny candles carried ers will include Murray's talented ceived with cordial interest in Keys Cleaver, Coy Hale, Leon the Alice Waters Missionary SoJones,
W.
E.
Clark and son. J.
out the chosen color scheme, young socialites and children of Muraay where Miss Robertson and
ciety and several guests gathered
W.. Mr. and Mrs. Rupert HenPlaten cups and napkins were the
at the home of Mrs. Keys Futrell
Mr. Overby are popular among a dricks. Mr. and Mrs.
Confederacy.
Virgil Walsdainl.paper ,ones decorated in
at Almo Tuesday fox an all day
wide circle of friends. Miss Rob- ton and sun. Will
Rob.
birthaay theme.' Favors of novel- Missionary
meeting and picnic lunch. Several
ertson
has taught for several
Society Meets
Afternoon guests were Mr. and
ty whistles and balloons were
Al Mrs. Graham's
• years in Murray High Sch•ol and Mrs. Will Belcher and sons, How- members -of the Alm° Missionary
presetted each guest.
The Missionary Society of the Mr. Overbe holds a responsible ard and Urben. Nell Pace. Melvin Society were present for this deAmong the invited guests for First. Christian church
lightful occasion. A bountiful picmet Tues- position iu Salina. KAI
Young. Charline Tidwell. Mr. and
this happy occasion were Gloria day afternoon at the hoine of
nic lunch was served at noon.
Mrs.
Guy
Farley.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Et he rlo ge. June Overcast. . Peggy Mrs. Osier Graham with Mrs. Kit
A splendid program, under the
Hendricks Family Is Honored •
Orval
Jenkins.
Ann Turner. Joanne Morris, j3efty- Redden and Mrs.' Ben
leadership of Mrs. 0. J. Jennings.
flood asWith
Birthday
Party
The
afterncon
was
engaged
With
t-otharn. Nancy Cothani. Zetta Ann sisung hosts.
%set, enj.yed. The devdtioanl ex singing and conversation.
2-Piece Suit
Yates, Lochia Fay Hart. Carolyn
ere /S(.43 were led by Mrs. E. A
The three daughters and grand• • •••
Mrs. Gatlin Cloptod was leader
Mehigin. Frances and Kay Weath- of the program and
Tucker. An outline of the work
"Kroehler Built"
Mrs. J. H. children, relatives and. friends, of Mrs. Wesley Brown Honors
erly, Patricia Broach. Barbara Coleman conducted
at Sue Bennett Ccillege at London,
the devotional Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hendricks
A SENSATION if there ever was one. $59 for suites of this character is indeed
fairs. Elkins At "Dexter
Asbcraft. Betty Jean Thurmond. exercises. Mrs. W. J.
Ky.
.• was given by Miss Edna
Gibson gave gathered at their h_ me Sunday.
an innovation in value giving. Compare every angle of design and construction
Ann Kelly Gardner. Peggy Kelly. an interesting talk :on -Alcohol' August 7. and honored Sirs. HenMrs. Wesley Brown honored Mrs. Patterson. who is a student there.
and you will find that this offering is superior in every respect. Choice colors.
Joanac Love. Nancy Wear. Janice Talks To Youth.Edith Elkins with a stork shower Miss Alice Waters gave an interMrs. R. L dricks with a birthday dinner.
Plan to be early for this great "Buy.”
and Rachael Blalock. Wanda Sue wade.s subject was ..A103401 arm
A delicious table was set at the Friday afternoon at one o'clock esting summary OQ "Conditions In
Diuguid. Edward Overby. Allen the Latest Church."
China." The meeting closed with
noon ,hour. Three birthday cakes at her home.
.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT OFF SALE PRICES FOR CASH
Havens. Danny Neal. Buddy ValMrs. Elkins received many mioe prayer.
At' the' conclusion of the pro- were presented Mrs. Hendricks.
entine. Buddy Shackleford. Wil- gram a dainty
.§
There were forty-three prod&
gp4usfLgjLjs._
ice course was who received many nice- gifts.
Parker: •
hem • Thomas
Refreshments were served to:
served..7h-Tre were eighteen mem- -Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
•
•••
BOOrit- Max Horace and " James bers present
James B. Cooper. Mr, and MA: Mrs. Hugh Edwards. Miss Lois
Mason Churchill. Billy Joe ParOttis Ward ,and children. Billy Walston. Mrs. Lewis Ernstberger. Sunday &hoot Climes Enjoy
ker. Piaelles Wayne Mercer. Dal- Mr.. Hoed
Ray. and Mary Frank, Mr. and Mrs. Marie Walston. Mrs. Lloyd . Outing
Is Bridge Club
Soay school classes at Mrs.
las 'E. Doran. Jerry Knight. JerMrs. Carman Outland and. daugh- Pritchett. Mrs. Carrie Reeves. Mrs.
fermi Valentine and Mrs. Tax
Bobby
Carson. Harold, Mrs. Ben Hood was at
ry
to; ter. Jane. Mr. and Mrs. Cgskie Ralph McDaniel. Mrs.
Richard
•
home
at the Alm° Church of
•Tolley.
Gene Hendon. . -Jimmie her bridge
ma and grandchildren. Mr. and %Ye/6ton. Mrs. W H. Cleaver, tam
club Wednesday afterwere guests of their teachLover Donald .Starks. Bill Aden. oon.
_
Mrs. Howard Moss.'Mc. and Mrs. Bob Kelly, Mrs. Joe Pritchett.
Gene; punn and Clegg Austin. tn The prize for
high score was Dow Clark. drandmother Sanders. Mrs. Wavel Pritchett. Mrs. Henry
• • •••
.•
Thorn. Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis. Mrs.
I won by Mee W. J. G.:Tyson and the all of Paducah. •
lasabarbereed• Iles*** •
consolation prize by Mrs. Desires: . Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gardner A. W. Brown, Mrs. Garvis Lee,
111110..Phillipe
.
arid -daughters, Mary Ruth; "Anna Mrs_ Edith Elkins. Hilda Pritchett.
4 Fa
•
Misr Marion Sharborough enterWhy tolerate old out niaded furThose
ir.
present were Mrs. George June. of Hardin: Mr. and Mrs. Gracie Thum and Miss Alice
• • •
--teeter .Tuesday evening at her
niture when you can buy a beauEd, Overby. Mrs. Desiree Fair. Mrs. Hershel Pace and ,,50n. Ronald Pritchett
tiful creation like this-as up-tohorne with a Bunco party and , Hebeit Dunn
:.mr.,.. Wolter
.141. mot Mr*. John. Gitaballt, ,TINott* sendlag gifts were: Mrs.
Buena.
Nits - kit on Sonth Ninth street,
lime at the finest meter oar. Tist
Mr-and
Mn.
wal4hit'l°0 feast tehich - wa3
Claude
-Paul
Dailey
and
Thorn. Mrs. Merle An......_
1.11-: Mrs. 417 B. Docile. Mrs, Joe Parbed. the chest of drawers and
roninlimerit to her house a"m- I ker" MI6. Max Churchill and Mrs. daughter. Gwendolyn. of Fturyear. drus. Mrs. John Garland, Miss 50x175 feet. $800. Paved street. all
either the vanity or ithg dresser
the
va
71e
R
, tty Phillips
and
made.
water
connections
hi
sewer
.of Richmond. W J.
with
the ever popular modern
Mr. and Mrs. Curt, Graham, Mr. Inell Walston. and Mrs. Etta HopGibson.
design in fine matched %metes
.
AR paving paid for.
and Mrs. Orval Whitlokv, Mrs. kins.
• • - *'
go on sale at this sensatioinsl
The-game of Bunco was -olaYed-- 1 Kendall
Beautiful lots on Broad street,
Pauline McCoy.
Reunion Is Held
low price tomorrow.
at 5ft:tables with prizes w - n by,
Mrs Ed Stroud and son James. Mins Jerlene York Entertains
the coming street of the city. 60x
Miss .'Martha Robertmon._And Hal. Friends and relatives - met at Mr. and Mrs. Jess Egner and son,
With Party
.240 feet $250 each.
Kingl/ns. Contests were enjoyed the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Buddy of Benton, Mr. and Mrs.
Carrying Charge Added
after.,Which ice -.cold watermelon. Kendall. of Locust • Grove. for a Colman Hurt. Mr. and Mrs. N.
Miss Jerlene York entertained MANY OTHER NICE LOTS FOR
was !Nerved on. the lawn.
.
family reunion on August 6.
P. Hendricks of Hazel. Mr. and with a delightful birthday party
SALE
•
Thi'guest list included Misses I At.-the noon hour a delightful Mrs. George Marine and daugh- Saturday afternoon 'between the
Betty Phillips. Martha Bell 'Hood. feast Was .spread on the spacious ter. Thelma Dale. Mr. „and Mrs. hours of 'three and five. The,
5„1 11,1;,
- • finorate.• Bailey. Charlotte Wear. i lawn under the magnificent shade Laverne Craham
and daughter. party was given at the home of
hou.se
6-room
on
North
modern
Mara. Calls. Mayme Ryan. Frances I trees.
:Doris Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Houston her parents. Mr. and Mrs. York
Fifth street. nice lot, double garSied1.• Emma Sue' Gibson. Lnui...e i TN. ,
•.:e present included Mr end Miller and daughter. Anna Lee. on North Fourth,street.
N.
.
Putnam. M..
Games and contests were cn- ige, nice sleeping porch. A real
joyed by the young people and nome at a 'bargain.
,t.lightful
refreshments
we r e
Nice house and lot in Dexter. a
rved.
2 porches. electric lights.
Those .prentent were -eters Joan"
ins
'.Iton. Miss Aletla• Farmer, Miss Big stable- $650. $300 cash. balance
•
Donne
Mercer, Miss Yvonne 1, 2, and 3 years at 6 per cent inOn THURSDA1 S ,
Ice 'Miss Sareh Ruth - Rhodes. terest.
ss Jewel Dean Aroritten, Miss
• eda Smith. Miss Edra . Lanett
eith. Miss Jackie Ann Holcomb.
Dress up that dining room
Jean Cochran. .Miss Zane
Beautiful 52 acre farm, 48 acres
with a modern suite et
/comb. Miss Ann "McClain; Miss cleared. 0 roam house, tobacco
Beginning Thursday at Noon. August la. and each thursda)
our low August Sale price
Oecca Thurmond. Miss. Mao'. been. • te stall stable, good Well, 2
Afteessuee •tei reatter through September 13th
which includes 8 pci.
• ,nces Bailey, Miss - Sarah Ruth
fruit trees, on ,mail and
Our plans Anatirei 0 .n.pli,luat ;lie .rc syrionymcnfs wilt
Now
.I, Clure. and Miss Jerlent York. ponds,. 40
$89
these aims:
slat.'
School
milk
bus
to.
route.
.
• • • •
.
China Cabinet
$20
To 'give you the beet beauty cultnre possible in Murray
school, oh new Coldwater highway
Mrs. Lomeli King Entertains
To make your personality reflect the 'beauty. which is your
s4.500 on good tertian,. An ideal
1 Daughter
heritage. •
borne. pldee.,
To give you sincere and basic advice concerning your prea
I On Wednesday. August 10. Mr,
cid be.u'y rt. i.'
Good 82 1-2 acre farm on Haze!
' Lowell - King
entertained
hr
e
To make it possible for you to benefit by '
„ daughter. Nowata, with a fare- highway 1 '1-3 mile from city Innthese tremendous sale savings, we have
Modern Beauty Shop
k VII party.
it. 4 room house, new - tobacco
let down the bars and offer terms to suit
was
Music
furnished
by
the
guest
steek
barn.
new
16
4
any
stall
norm
requirement that you may demand.
Myers Beauty •Shop
honor and she reeeeved many acres in Jap and Red Top; 10 acres
Plan to open an account now-benefit by
the low prices is effect at this store. Pay
Its
Mai-Donne Beauty Shop
bottom land. - An ideal stock farm.
for your purchases sj convenient. A real
Retreoinsents were serevd:
No Carrying Charge Added
sating et mt.
Murray Beauty Shop,
On electric high line; school bus to
Thec-Jtuest list. included. Marelle
College. Good terms.
Murray
State
id'
telle
Young.
Elite Beauty Shop
Jenny Wren
Katie Witty, Minnie Le,
La Van ite Beauty Shop
, 'hurchill. Wanda Fuzzell, Sea'
F.% a heti Thurman, MauTelephone 249
-Peeve Futrell Frana
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Social Calendar

I,

THE FINEST VALUES
AT THE LOWEST PRICES SINCE 1933

A New Modern
3
. Piece
SUITE

fihrist

LOTS FOR SALE

No

Homes for Sale

Ultra Modern
8 Pc. Dining
Suite

... One Afternoon Each Week

The BEAUTY SHOPS OF MURRAY
Will be CLOSED

$89

Farms for Sale

About Credit

Farmer & Rhodes

Heavy Modern Axminsters
A WORD OF THANKS

The Consolidated Store
The Coolest Store in Town
Main

Street Entrance--Remodelea--COnvenient

•

Everything You. Wear

stand hard
usage and retain their beauty. Choice of
modern patterns and colors. 9x I 2 ft.__

Finer type rugs that'will

GORGEOUS VEEP PILE RUGS

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking
the friends of Governor Chandler in this county
who gave to me such splendid co-operation in the
recent campaign. Your friendship•and kindness
was an inspiration to me and I assure you it has
been a sincere pleasure to work with you. And I
shall always cherish to the bottom of my heart
the new and sincere friendships of those who

Deep soft pile rugs in gorgeous colors that
tell these creations are new and yet sale$3950
priced. 9x12

Print Pattern Marvel Rugs, 9x12, $14.95
FREE DELIVERY TO-YOUR HOME

HODES-BURFORD

stayed so loyal to the Governor and myself in this

Many Bargains to Reduce Stock.

campaign.

Come In

HIRAM TUCKER

T. 0. TURNER

111CORPORAITD

Satisfied Customers Built Our Stores

Chandler Campaign Chairman
Calloway County

E

MAIN STORE 118-120 NO.4TH ST.-- PADUCAH
Exchange Store, Corner 4th and Jeff., Paducah, Ky.

Branch Store, Mayfield, Ky.
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lower
styles
ugust

THURSDAY AFTERNOON,'AUGUST
Pottertown News

Hill Billie Rambler Cole's camp Ground

and naming amount of money. lc
.
'
LOST-Buick yellow metal side.
election
Lost
cover.
wall of tire
day in Murray or Wadesboro or
Jackson precincts. Finder notify
H. 0. Blalock. Gatlin Bldg., Mur1p
ray. $2.00 Cash Reward.
WANT TO BUY-White Oak timber or logs. Tel. 2705. T. W.
tf
Erwin, Murray. Ky.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC-The
Outlet Furinture Company, makes
the following announcement: We
not only sell furniture, we buy.
sell, or trade for anything of
value that you may have.•A ring
will bring our appraisers, who will
give you hn estimate on anything
you may have to sell or trade.
te. Outlet Furniture Company, across
..rom Bus Station. Phone *um'`-‘,
ber will be carried in next week's
1 tc
ad. -

Suit
uilt"
'deed
talon
21ors.

YOU

ARE BOUND to make money
by raising Baby Chicks this aum\ mar becanse..there_are_ 20% -‘ leas
eggs in storage and 36% leas
poultry meat in storage which
should make prices higher. Feed
is cheap which lowers your production cost and our prices for
..• double•tested ibiiks are low. $6S 25
. hundred, your choice of heavy
Order Now! Have a
breeds.
few week-old chicks at $8.95 hundred. E.• J. Graf Hatcheries.
Dept. LT. Evansville,' Ind. Allp

CASH
-a.

Washing
SALE- Bicycles.
FOR
Other
and
machines. Maytag
makes: bedroom suites; livingroom
suite: _dining -room suites; breakfast suites; Cogswell chairs; throw
rugs; Axminster and Wilton rugs;
all sties up to Iluix15; tapestries:
pianos; odd beds: day beds;
lounging chairs: bed springs, both
coil and link: new cotton mattresses; radios: vacuum cleaners;
Singer Sewing machines: junior,
bridge, and radio lamps; Cocktail
tablesf-unfinished chests of drawers. differiTrit sizes; iron skillets:
mirrori: Congoleum rugs. new
and used..flidt dud 9.12 -sizesr.
merchandise will be sold to highest bidder. Fri. Aug. 12. 7:30 pSm.:
Saturday. Aug. 13. 7:30 p. m.. and
Tuesday. Aug. 16. 7:30 p. m. Good
chairs. electric fans, and ice water
will be furnished free to all who
attend.- Valuable attendance prizes
will,be given away. Outlet Furniture Co.. Across from Bus Station. H. E. Wall. Jr., manager
lc
and Auctioneer.

10

59
ZO

fit by
have
a suit
nand.
Iii by
. Pay
i real

All Phonographs are not Victrolas, All Refrigerators are not Frigidaires, neither are all Feeds, PURINA.
There is ONLY ONE PURINA FEED and it comes in the CHECKERBOARD
BAG, and you can ONLY secure it in MURRAY at OUR STORE.
U. S. Government reports 119,000,000 less cases of eggs this summer, COMInirwith 1017.

ed

If you expect early eggs this fall when the prices will go up, start
feeding

PURINA LAYING CHOWS NOW
"A Feed for Every Need"

ECONOMY FEED STORE
Phone 338
RUDOLPH THURMAN

North Third Street
• CHAS. LYNN

ome To Church Sunday

Owsley county farmers and business men have completed plans
for a county fait: Sept. 22-24.
Othello Smith, Butler county 4H club member, has a flock of
200 Jersey White Giant chickens.
WANTED: AT ONCE
Responsible Party to Take Over
Grand Piano Account
Left on our hands by customer unable to complete. payments.. this
lovely - Grind Piano will be sold
to responsible party foe $144.80.
BALANCE DUE, on easy terms of
only $8.00 eel- , month. -Instrument in perfect conditioo with
new guarantee. Act before someone gets it. Write today CREDIT
ADJUSTER. care of this paper,
and we will Inform you where to
see instrument.
house on
RENT-5-room
FOR
Wells St. basement, garage. ColJones,
lege 'Addition. See W.
ltp
Phone 77.

You Have Something for the Church

El

El

FOR RENT-5-room apartment on
Hughes Ave.. see Emma J. Helm.
lc
•
Phone 509.

El

El
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thing about a Democrat is, that t and woman give of our talents in
while he deserves to himself the ! supporting our great President, and
Congress.
privilege of voting for the candi-' our repsesentatives in the
All for one and one for all in the
date of his personal choice, in the battle-of democracy.
primary, when he and his fellows
Sincerely,
Nels Waggoner.
have expressed themsefees there,
!
OPEN LETTER BY
County Chairman of Democratic
the nominee then is his nominee
NELS WAGGONER
Committee
as much as if he had voted for
To the Democrats of Calloway
him in the primary.
County:
We are proud of our Democracy,
A new potato called Warba, tried
The primary is over and the and of its representatives. May in Lee county. outyielded Cobblers
Democrats of Calloway county we all put our shoulders to the and other common kinds.
have expressed themselves. In the wheel of progress, and work hard
heat of a primary camapign we tor.- and get every Democrat out
One hundred and fifty dollars
sometimes allow our enthusiasm to to the polls to vote for Senator
carry us too far. That may have Barkley in the November election. in cash prizes will be distributed
haupened in some instances in' this After we have done that, let us among 4-H club winners at the
However. the great not be content then, but every man Carroll County Fair.
campaign.

Teachers, Other
Officials to Be
Examined Here

On behalf of Senator Alben
W. Barkley I wish to thank the
citizens of Calloway County for
their support in the Democratic
Primary.
Sincerely,
FRANK STUBBLEFIELD

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Sunday, August 14, 193$
At tile morning worship 'hour.
will
pastor
10:50 ,p'clock. the
preach from the text, "He went
about, doing good." This is a goal

ImSunday . School at 9:30.
the. study
mediately folliwing
period communion services will be
held so that anyone wishing to attend preaching services at other
churches may do so. This schedule
will be followed until the return
ef the pastcr, Rev. C. L. Francis,
•
who is away on his vacation.
No Sunday night services will be
RëW utiTiT Tanner-notice.
The Mid-Week prayer meeting
will be held at the usual hour
each Wednesday -night.

ny Church
ill Welcome You
..SUNDAY ..
Murray Churches
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH*,

Hazel Churches
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
FIRST BAPVST CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
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ARE YOUR INSURANCE POLICIES 'CORRECTLY ISSUED?

FRAZEE & MELUGIN
Gatlin Building
FIRE
"It Does Make

INSURANCE 'AGENTS
Telephone 331
BOND-R:
CASUALTY
:
Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

.!.3-x

BOONE'S
Fine Cleaning

LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL
DIAMOND 760 LUBRICANTS
FIRESTONE TIKES
WASHING : POLISHING : GREASING

South Side Square

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
Phone

e 234
Telep-fiiiIl-

East Main Street

208

FOR EXPERT DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY

TURNBOW DRUG COMPANY

Telefitione 44

NATIONAL STORES CORPORATION

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
WE THANK YOU

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY and DRY
CLEANERS

Murray,'Kentucky

HAZEL. KENTUCKY

Owner
THOMAS BANKS,•.

DEES BANK OF-HAZEL

HONESTY, QUALITY AND COURTESY
LADIES' and MEN'S READY-TO-WEAR
COMPLETE LINE OF SUMMER PIECE GOODS
VISIT OUR STORE AND -SAW

THE BANK OF SERVICE

_ Drink C. & H. COFFEE
A HOME PR04CT

COFFEE CO.

C.

W
_ •-S. FTTTSZL
EAST MAIN STREET

MthtttriV,

KROGER'
Food Market
Complete
The
Si

JAMES M JONES, Manager
TELEPHONE 408

V

T. 0. TURNER

Use

Exclusive Flour and Vita Pure Meal
NEW CONCORD MILLING CO.

H. I. NEELY & SON

EVERYTHING YOU WEAR

LYNN GROVE'S BEST
and
HARVEST DREAM FLOUR

QUALITY MEATS AND GROCERIES

Groceries.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

LYNN GROVE MILLING COMPANY

FREE DELIVERY

Lynn Grove, Ky,

TELEPSONE 12

0

501 MAIN STREET

MURRAY FOOD MARKET'

GOLD SEAL RUGS, MATS, YARD 000133, CLOOR OIL, MATTRESSES. SPRINGS. BEDSTEADS. COTS, CHAIRS,
CREAM SEPARATORS. KITCHEN
CABINETS, STOVES
•
Baling and Fencing Wire
PHONE 20
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

0

Consolidated Stores

Murray, Kentucky ,

HAZEL KENTUCKY

0

"Guaranteed Lower Prices"

MURRAY, KY.

0
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This Campaign-is Made Possible by the Generous Support of the Firms and Individuals Whose Names Appear Below:

0=0=0E=
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

A native born Egyptian Mission.' There will be no preathing serary will preach at. the morning vices at the Fleet Christian Church
hour. At night the pastor will en- until September It. The minister,
deavor to answer the questain re- A. V. Havens, will be away on his w
cently pronounced to him by a vacation..
man.-WHY DO MEN DO WRONG . The Sunday School. led by Supt.
RATHER THAN RIGHT?"
R. L. Wade. will meet each SunSunday School every Sunday at
day morning at 9:30 and will be fol9:30, sharp,- with classes for all
lowed by a communion service.
ages under the care of faithful ofThe Christian Endeavor Socic- ,
ficers and teachers; each class
'tti. wilt-metst'eat*Sunday- evriiingt-meets in-e-separitte-restn,Union meets every at 8:30. The Juniors will meet in
Training
Sunday night at 6:45, with a spec- the lecture room and the young
ially arranged program for each- people in their parlor.
Tuesday night at 730, the Chess
Union. There is a Union for each
age beginning with the Junior age. and Checker Club will meet at the
find your place home of ft. M. Pollard. s
people should also be diligent in You are urged to
in the Union to which you belong.
The. Mid-week ineetings'swill be
the work cf the Kingdom.
at
Mid-week meeting every Wed- held each Wednesday event
We are glad to report that our
This very
Epworth League has won the sil- nesday evening at 7:30.
of
meeting consists
ver -- -having cup for efficiency important
message, testamong the leagues of the North prayer. praise. Bible
imcny. request for prayer for variThe church and pastor earnestly
Division of the .Paris District.
Cbme and invite thespeople to worship here"
If you have visitors in your ous objects and persons.
neighbors and whenever'timeopportunity is affordhome during these' fine i summer 1 bring the family,
A 'warm hearted welcome
ed.
days, bring them to _church. It all friends.
A brief Bible study for the of- awaits one and all.
will _bele them and you.
immedficers and teachers follows'
Sam P. Martin, Minister
J. Mack Jenkins. Pastor. iately the mid-week meeting.

1•ll"mtssaailettifflORTIERA-L-EPEP,OSIT INS}YRANCE CORPORATION
614AZEL. KENTUCKY

dft

-:- , The Church Has Something for You!

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

METHODIST CHURCH SOWS

that every one can reach. Some
of us cannot sing. Some cannot
pray in public. But everyone cilia
adopt the slogan of this text and
-live up 4e-it The service at the evening hour
will be called in that our people
may avail themselves of the opportunity to hear the baccalaureate
sermon at the college at eight
o'clock. We are always glad to
cooperate with the college authorities and certainly the people of
Murray should give the commencement speakers a good hearing. We thus honor ourselves.
All the services of the church
will be continued at the regular
hours and we urge our people to
be true to God and the Church
during these days of the summer
time. Sin and Satan are busy
just now and certainly God's

WANTED-Home Owners, Home
builders, .. housekeepers, in fact
buying
contemplating
anyone
furniture. PUBLIC AUCTION of
high grade. new and used Furniture. Friday Night. Aug. 12, 7:30
GLADIOLAS, 50c dor; Delphin- P. M. Also Saturday and Tuesium. other cut flowers. Murray day nights at same time. Outlet
tic Furniture Co.. across from Bus
Nursery. 'Phone 364.
Itc
Stations
WE HAVE parties calling at our
office daily, wanting th buy FOR RENT-Furnished apartment.
houses. 3 or 4 rooms, electric stove and
homes, farras, boarding
business houses, hotels. cafes. If refrigeratc.r. steam heat in winyou have a farm or any kind of ter. Phone 276. J. G. Glasgow. lc
property that you desire to sell,
REAL ESTATE-We have for sale
write us. at - Benton, Kg.. or else
at reasonable prices. small farms,
see Attorney F. F. Acree, at Murlarge (arms, timber lands, and
ray, Ky., and list same with Us
city property. See W. H. Finney
and we will find you a -buyer.
or Hewlett Clark. Phone 259J. lp
Peterson & Company, Lovett Bldg..
Allc FOR SALE-1931 model Chevrolet
Benton, Ky. Phone No. 9.
Sedan: also 1934 Chevrolet pickPLANT MADINNA LILIES and
up. priced to sell. L. F. ThurAugust.
Oriental 'Poppies -during
lc
mond.
' Murray Nursery has good supply.
lc PLANT MADINNA LILIES and
Phone 384.
•
Oriental Poppies during August.
IF YOUR RADIO is not giving
Murray Nursery has good supply.
it
check
us
let
reception
good
lc
Phone 384.
eost
very
may
but
k
thoroughly.
•
condilittle to fix it up in good
FOR SALE-My improved farm
tion. FREE tube testing and radio near Cherry, 45 acres good level
checking. WESTERN AUTO land: on good road. mail route, 0
STORE. For service call 432 or, and -near school. $1700. W. Z.
lp
1 p Carter,
259-J.

at
ce
:s.

we want t-L, du better each time.
We have 0 students enrolled and
everyone is trying to come every
day We are expecting sonic new
seats this week.
We were glad of our pictures,
for we had waited so long we had
already decided we weren't going
to get them.
Our visitors for this week and
last week are as follows:
Opal Mae
McCage, Kathryn
Knight, Mary Louise Herndon,
Myrle Kimbro, Hilda Gray Thomas, Maurine Moody, Ford Thomas.
Hilda Gray Chillcutt. Creston Bucy,
Tray Steele, Earle Steele, Delan
Brewer, Raymond Kimbro, Eva
Mai. Kimbru.
Honor roll for first month of
school:
First grade: Fay Fowler, Rosetta
Elkins, Nancy Douglas, and Mary
Frances Ciinningham.
Second grade: Paul Cunningham,
Mary athryn Parker. Eugene Smiths
Ralph Scarborough and Noble mor-

The people from this neighborEveryone around here is busy
hood were in Murray Saturday to
cutting tobacco and canning.
From
elecefiOn .returns.
hear
Mrs. Lucy Boatwright enterwhat I hear I and several others
tained the Pottertown Club lust
lost our votes. Any way I guess
Thursday evening. The evening
we, can hear something else talked
hours were spent informally.. Lemnowwatermelon
Qulte a bit of tobacco is being onade, cookies and
cut in this, community. The rust were served.
Mrs.
The guest list included
is taking a heavy toll on the weed
crop. Cotton and corn are doing Voir Hale, Mrs. Pearl Wicker. Mrs.
Fay Roberts. Mrs. Slena Outland,
well.
Roberts, Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Cecil Whittatch and chil- Mrs. Voline
Mrs.
dren of sunny Florida' arevisiting Moody, Mrs. Lela Roberts,
Hutrelatives in CalloWitY and in Hen- Charity Falwell, Mrs. Vera
Mrs.
chens, Mrs. Madie Cook,
ry county.
-- Several of us Hazel Route 2 Ruby Nance. Mrs. Dona Hale and
folks went to school with Kelly Mrs. Maud Wilson.
Stanley Wilson, of Detroit. Mich.
Gulledge at Macedonia.
Kelley
left us Saturday and we will not Mr..and Mrs. Bud Pitman. of Lynnsee him- again in this ._werld of ville. apd Mrs. Repsome Morten of
grief and pain. He will be missed Bell Chy, visited in the borne of
by friends and relatives here far Mr. and Mrs. Connie Wilson last
and wide and his loving mother week.
will greet him on the other side.
Pottertown school is progressing
gall,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearlie B. McNutt nicely.
Ruby CunningThird grade:
of near Brandon, were in Murray
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland reSaturday.
turned home from Lexington Sat- ham, and Euel Lee Kimbro.
Fifth grade: James B.
Everett Housders Robert and urday.
Scarborough. - andShackles,Brnt Kidell
Roy Edwards, and Truman Oliver
Mrs. Mellie Hopson spent SaturSmith
visited in •Kirksey. Coldwater and day at home.
Murray. last week.
Eighth grade; Myrtle McCage.
Dick Roberts of Texas is apending
"Uncle Don" Wilson has been a few days with his son, J. D. RobEveryone come to our ice cream
WOODIJIONN SCHOOL NEWS
working the road for several days. erts.
supper Saturday night, August 27.
This was written by Alfred CunHere we are again with the fifth Yes, he is over 80 years old.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Falwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Cay Moore and
week of school and our work is
Fay Roberts and Lucy Boatwright ningham, Gentry Thomas, Edith
baby left for their home in Degoing along nicely.
attended church services at Cher- Thompson, and Myrtle McCage.
Several of our students are ab- troit Friday.
ry last Thursday night.
Truman Oliver, Robert and Roy
sent because, of the rush in farm
Mr. and Mrs. Tom. Nance visited
Edwards cut tobacco for Arlie
work.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Flavel Pendigrass on
Workman
Tuesday.
month's
first
our
having
We Ate
last Sunday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aubrey
Moore
and
nice
‘
tests, and we are all making
Miss Frocie Hale spent the week
family and Mrs. Guy Moore left
grades.
end at home with her parents,
We aie adding new pictures to Sunday night for Chicago. They
will visit a few days there and Mr. and Mrs. Curt Hale.
Our room.
The Calloway county health deJimmie Morton is spending the
Our Student Council is com- then motor to Detroit. Mrs. Guy
partment will give examinations
Mr.
grandparents,
week
his
with
posed of Cassel Garrison. presi- Moore will visit for several weeks
each Monday and Wednesday mornand Mrs. Connie Wilsons-Confucdent; Argenteen Sills, vice-presi- with her children in Detroit.
ings to high school teachers in this
Mrs. Lila Drinkard visited her ius.
dent; Viola Johnson. secretarycounty: all bus drivers.' and school
son, Blanch. and family in Murtreasurer.
janitors, it was announced today.
ray Saturday.
PLEASANT VALLEY SCHOOL All examinations will be physiOur enrollment is growing.
Mr. and • Mrs. Aubrey Moore
We had a nice ball game Friday
NEWS
cal. ,
with - McCuiston. The and family, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
afternoon
It is a requirement of the county
Wood.
of
Moore
visited relatives In Paris
scores were 9-8 in favor
One month of school is gone eon board of education that teachers
Friday.
lawn.
everyone is studying hard trying and other affiliates of the school
We are expecting Grindstone to
P. D. Wilson was in Murray Sat- to make better grades than tart system be physically fit before
play a ball game with us next Fri- urday.-Sweet Pea.
month, for we are never satisfied, school comMences.
day on our diamond.
-Written by Hobert Brandon.
..grade; Rebecca ...ColeMans
fifth_ grade:, Argenteen Sills, seventh grade, and organizer.

We are very sorry to hear about
Kelly Gulledge getting drowned
Saturday
morning. Mr. Cleve
'Gulledge came in from Marvel.
ANNOUNCEMENT-1 am Install.
Ark., Sunday night after the death
ing soine machinery at my mill
of his son.
to
Murray
make
finSoutheast
In
,
Cleve Gulledge sPent Monde)
ished lumber, such as flooring,
night as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
othand
ceiling, weatherboarding,
Cleave Lax and Mrs. Lue Houser kinds, Please see me before ton and children. John, Velma.
tfc
buying. W. D. Sykes.
Susan. and Betty Jo Lax of near
CUT FLOWERS FOR SALE- Macedonia. Mrs. Hattie Frances Bucy and.
Gladiolas and other flowers 50c
per dozen. mrs. I. T. Crawford, baby spent Sunday as the guests
tfc of Mrs. Prentice Hart and chilMurray Route 6.
dren.
RENT-7-room apartment.
Mrs, Linda Simmons. Cleve Gul(*OR
Hardwood floors. Private beat. ledge. Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Burton,
Garage, West Main Street. John George and Patricia Gipson and
tfc Mrs. Prentice Hart and children.
Ryan. Phone 334-J.
Janice and Bennie Lee were MonAUTO LOANS: $5 and up. Any day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
make or model. Capital Finance 'Lax.
•
Company of Paducah. See N. A
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Hart and
Klapp:- representative. 505 South- Clyde Mitchell were- ill Paris Fri6th Street, Murray. or phone day. .
Slc
374-W.
Bill Simmons, Cleve Lax, John
s
Williams. Clyde
FOUND-Money tied in handker- Lax. Charles
chief. Owner may have same by Mitchell. and Paentice Hart atat Murray
calling at the Ledger & Times of- tended the speaking
fice and describing handkerchief Wednesday night.-Curly Top.

i
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HAZEL NEWS
Mrs.. Inez Phillips Cravens
Mrs. Inez Priiiiips Cravens, wife
of Earl Clan ens, died at the Mason
hospital Monday following a long
period of illriess of goiter. Besides
her husband, she leaves her pairents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phillips
and two brothers. Odelle of Hazel
and Curdell Phiiiipa ut i)etruit.

report. Edd Miller gave a report
on the trip to Metropolis Lake
which was made several weeks
ago.
Bob Turnbow reported on the
trip to the State canvention. in
Bowling Gi ern.
The juaging team which will
represent the local ehapted in
Louisville soon, will meet Tuesday ingot. August 9, to set the
date for departure.
After the president had. appointed sevei
committees, the group
Was entertained by Joe Pat Lamb.
Light refrestinientS Wine served
•
after which the meeting closed
by.repeattng the FFA pledge.

Mr. and Mrs. Harman James and
daughter, Helen of East St. Louis,
Miss Eddy Lamb Miss Burlene
Lamb of Louisville returned twine
last week after spending iseseral
daa s here with relatives and
fi tends
Dr. Edd Oabron of Texas is is
Hazel thin week as the guest et
his aunt. Mrs. Vecua Osbrun and
'Sun, W. C. Osbron,
Will Clanton of Paducah is visiting Hazel relatives this week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hull ant
family of Pain spent Sun
afternoon as guests of Mr.
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and fain.
F. F. Acree and wife af
ray, were Hazel visituis Sunda.
at Lerman's
T. R J:4:1011, Murray, was in,
Hazel Saturday . to visit friends. :
D. N. White and J. M. Marshal,
Wete Murray visitors _Saturday.
Miss Lula .Paschall and Edd
Paechall of Paris, v. ith their
-tier& front- Texas. slatted in- the
home of Mrs. F. L. Meador rscently.
Miss Audrey Ruse Oliver syna,
the week-end guest in the toment
Mrs. F. L. Meador,' sister, and
Miss Berne Paschall.

_

.

Coldwater News

VANCLEAVE SCHOOL

Mr. and Mrs. Cary Richie and
children. Anna Nell, Frankie, Herand Sue visited her sisters in
M.ssouri last week.
Miss Hellen Haneline, St, Louis,
spent her vacation with her - parents, Mr..and Mrs. Claud 'Mlleline.
a. Its. Raymond Sanders is unisrt•
pi aved.

By R. E. Wright and
An,artne Lovett
This week finds VancleaVe working hard toward the second month
of school. We worked hard last
week taking examinations.
Although we were rested Friday by
a good ball game. Pottertown
started out in high speed, by scoring three runs the first inning.
Vancleave slowed them down by
letting them get only one more
score during the game. When the
game ended, the scores were 10-4
in our favor.
Those visiting our school last
week were: Floreta Wells, Imogene Clark, Estelle Lovett, Frances
Vasser, Aaron Burkeen, Earline
Burkeen, Elmus Morris, Dorothy
Pool, Lattie Fennell, Jewel Hicks,
Mrs. Helen Cole, Brent Cole, and.
Mrs. Cecil Hopkins and children.
We were also pleased to have
the.ReVerends Mr. inogers and Mr.'
Blankenship with us Thursday.
We enjoyed their talks very much.
We have a new pupil ih the
first grade, Billy Jo Coursey.
Honor Roll
Those making the honor roll
this month are as follows:•
First grade, Eugene Burkeen.
Second grade. Vernon Ramsex.
Third grade, Myra Dell Brandon. Dale Todd. Martha Lou Morris. Rexie Morris.
Fourth grade. Marie Brandon.

A Love Team

Mr. and Mrs: Will Wrather spent
Sunday, August 7, with his sister,, Mrs. Stanley Kirkland and
Mr. Kirkland.
. Glad to know Fate Mills is able
to go to Coldwater again.
Mr. and Ws_ E. E. Wright of
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Kingins and
•
Bruceton, Tenn.. were in the coundaughter., Henrietta, have returned
ty this week because ,c4- the death
to their home in Detroit.
of Mrs. N. J Milstead. They are
Mrs. Dillard Finney and daughnatives Of this county and each attier. Mrs. Henry Black, spent Sattended the Hazels high 'school. Two
' urday afternoon with Mrs. Edd
years ago. Mr. Wright was elected
'Prince and children.
trustee in Carroll county, Tenn..
Mr._and ,Mrs. Noynce Roge'rs and
on the Demucratit ticket
The
; children were dinner guests of
county being normally Republican,
1Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Finney. Sathowever on August 4 of this year,
urday,
he was re-elected without opposiI Mr. and Mrs. William Smith visittion.
ed .her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mr. and Mrs. John Meador of
Darnell. Saturday.
Jackson. Tenn., Mrs. Joe Meador
Mr. and
Mrs. Burie
Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Paschall and
of Memphis. 'nn.. were weekspent the week end with his
Her
first
dramatic
role
has
Ruby
Memphis.
Tenn.. arend visitors of their mother. Mrs. Norma Lee of
mother, Mrs. Effie Christenberry.
rived in Hazel Tuesday and- will Keeler playing opposite James ElL. Meador in East Hazel.
Cutting tobacco is the order of
Miss Berne Paschall visited in spend several days visiting his lison in principal featured roles the day:- some report rust an their
brother, C. D. Paschall. and family. ,with Anne Shirley and a seasoned tobacco.
Murray last week-end.
Miss Frances Brandon and sisMiss Alice Grant visited her
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Guthrie left ter, Miss Clara. of Paris were cast in "Mother Carey's Chickens:"
Kate Douglas Wiggins notable nephew, , Stanley Kirkland, - and
Tuesday for'Detroit Mich. after Hazel visitors 'Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Kirkland over the week-end.
spending several months in Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Orr had as book success picturized by RKO
Surprise Birthday Dinner Given
- K. T. Did
Mr.
Guthrie
was
to
called
back
Radio.
Starting
Sunday
at
the
their
dinner
guests
Sunday
Mrs.
In Honor Of W. M. Ptachill
work.
Capitol
Theatre.
Orr's
stepmother,
Mrs.
R.
W.
Chris. - W. M. Paschall, „who lives one
It Pars to Read the Classified"
mile east of -Hazel. was given a sur, Harold White. C. C. Duke. Frank Man and Mr. Chrisman and Mr.
Nels and Mrs, Frank Page.
prise birthday dinner at the home Albert Stubblefield. and
•
of his son. Bill Patichall last Sun- Waggoner of Murray were in Hazel
Mr. Grady Meador and wife of
day by Mrs. W. M. Paschall and Tuesday visiting friends.
New Orleans, have just returned
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sam
Garrett
of
mother. Mrs_ Alpha _Paschall.
from an eittended trip over in
,A number of " relatives and McKenzie. Tenn.. were Sunday Europe and other places Of interguests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Felix
D
enfriends were present and at the
est and report a wonder trip.
'noon hour a basket dinner was ham and Mr. and Mrs. D. N.
Mrs: Hattie Hester is seriously
spread and enjoyed by those pres.- White.
ill at her _home in Northeast Hazel.
Billie Ray and Bobbie Doherty
ents Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Paschall
W. D. Kelly and Mrs. Durrias
and children. Mr. and Mrs. W. of Arkansas are in Hazel visiting Clanton are : in. Dawson Springs
in
the
home
of
their
aunt,
Mrs.
In the winter of 1936nn a mother brought her infant,
G..Hooper. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lawwhere they are spending-'their vaeleven months old boy. to Inc.
rence and ehildrett Alford Paschall. Audrey Simmons and Mr. _ Sim- 'cation.
s
Chester and Walter Elvin Pas‘chall. MORS.
Will Hal iall. Paducahas is in.;
The child was blind, deaf, his skin wai covered with
During , the afternoon. cdniterse- Salt. and _Airs. D. N... Whit/N.:wad Hazel visiting relatives and also I
Mr.
and
sores, And it was having convulsions or epileptic fits in a
Mrs...
-0„
R
Tutabow
atticnn picture making and singing
visiting his unCle, Mr. and Mrs. I
tended the funeral servn•es for
severe form. Severe) phyncians had been nonsulted including
were enjoyed-.
Mrs. Nancy- Milstead at -S outh Jim Thompson. north, of Hazel.
one baby specialist without ars ressatt
nnand with one consoling
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jen.a.:•
Pleasant
Grove
lstoday.
.
e
sari F. F. A.
thought, that her child would never. see or hear.
Hazel, and Mr. add Mrs. Guy t Miss
Brooksie
Nell Wilcox. who
- The Hazel chapter of FFA held
Icy. Murray. were among thus.
' After a series of efficient Chiropractic Affjustments
Sta second --meeting of.3he summer. is taking a nurses course in the attending the birthday dinner at
the child was made to see and hear, the skin got well, and
Au,enst S. in the high school audi- Baptist taaspital in Nashville. is
and
Mrs.
Hetspending her vacation - here with
the convulsions stopped.
torium.
dricks near Almo.
The meeting was opened by Rob- her mother. Mrs. Grace Wilcox.
Today a strong, healthful child plays at home and
Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs. 0. B '
Mr.. and Mrs.' Charles Clayton
ert Hendon. president in- charge
Turnbow. Mrs, R. R. Hicks is I
lAaddens the heart of a father and mother, a.
grandfather and
and 22 members answered to the had as their Sunday guests. Tandy
Miss Eva Perry spent Wednetwo grandrnothers.
roll call. All officers were pres- Orr of Detroit. Mich. little Emma'
in Murray as guests of their
ent with the exception of the re- Orr and Wiliam Edward Orr of
A small vertebra, the Atlas, at the base of the skull
Mrs. J. H. Thurman and tam:
porter_ Edd Miller was appsinted Crossland. and Luther Orr of near'
had been thrown out of place in a so-called big hospital by
Mrs. Finis Weatherford
to act in that capacity for the Crossland,'
a bungler, inefficient obstetric!an at a worming big price, and
Mrs. Alice Orr returned home taken seriously ill Saturday night
meeting. '
this. so-called' big doctor denounces Chiropractors loud and
Offtctal business • was perfrmed Sunday after spending.two weeks and was rushed -to the Mason Hospital ler treatment.
long as fakers, humbugers and cnanatans.
•
• .,r with her children in Crossland.
.
. .
wonin
Mrs.
Mariam
Wilson
2.- Sirs:- Mite Orr returned home
Doctor, we are proud that we knew enough to eorrect
Sunday after spending two weeks Murray Wednesday visiting relatives.
,your mistake apd to open the :ears and the windows of the
with her children in Crossland.
Charles Wflson was in Murray
Cyril Nix -of Detroit. Mich_ is
soul and allow sound and light to enter that 'little brain,
spending his vacation tiere with Tuesday on business.
and to turn a hopeless.case into strong robust health.
Horner Marshall.- who has S- • •
his. father. Dee Dix. and . niter.
This child lives in Marshall County three or four miles
confined to his bed with illness .
-Mrs. Bills -Wright and faintly.
West Of Benton on Route 2.
• - Mrs. Lathe Farris, daughter Miss -reported some better. at this writ.-- •
Sady Nell1 and Mrs. Dirk 'Miller ing_
If you are sick, trir Chiropractic, the science luSt
attended the meeting. at Locust
Miss Ira Dunn, East of Hazel. n
gets you well and makes ydu happy.
Grove last Friday and tniday' confined to her -home with illness
night.
"Mi. and Mrs: Coleman 'Hurt and
A survey in Todd county incl.Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hendricks spent rates that the best 'proms -Mn.
Sunday near Alma where they at- niade by farmers who have live- .,
•ork as well as ri-f,o,
tended it boahd2v dinner_
Funeral 'serve:ea Were held from
South Pleasant Grove Monday
afternoon for Mrs. Nancy Orr
Milstead. 77 yews old. wno died
Sunday night at the home .of her
daughter, Mrs. Gaion James in
Crossiand.
The funeral services were held at
South Pleasant' Circ.ve Methodist
church, where age- was a member.
with the Revs. J. H. Miller and IL
G. Dunn odiciating in toe presence of a large crowd
- Mrs. Mistead's husband. G. T.
Milstead, died 27 years ago and
left her with two ctuldren, Mrs.
• Audie James and Conn hinsteaii,
Live grancicnactren, and one great
granectuld. three brothers. Charlie. Jim, and Tom and two sisters,
Mrs. Ellen Paschall and Mrs. Lena
Paschall.
Active pallbearers were Mrs.
Milstead's nephews.
Mrs. Milstead was a fine Christian woman, loved and admired
by a host- of relatives and friends.

F.

i

L. E. OWEN

ICE CREAM SUPPER
There will be an ice cream supper at Pleasant Valley School Saturday night, August'27. The proceeds will be used for the benefit
of the school. Everyone invited.

Two hundred bushels of crimson
clover seed were used in Casey
cOunty after the last cultivation
of corn.

•
Fire, Windstorm, Auto Liability, Compensation,
Health and
Accident

INSURANCE
WE WRITE BONDS

Phone 159,—Murray, Ky.

FRIGIDAIRE
KEEPS MILK SAFE,
WITH NEW SILENT

•

METER-MISER

Eyes and Ears Made
To See and Hear!

•

PROTECTS ALL FOOD...AT LOWER COST!
-FIRST RULE

•Keeps Milk Safe
•Keeps Meat Fresh
•Keeps Vegetables Crisp
•And Makes Ice Cheaper
Than You Can Buy It
•Spoiled food costs money, endan-

- of Hot Weather
Food-ping
Keep milk safe ... in teen.
peratures under 50 degrees,
the U.S.Government warns.
Above 50 degrees, milk
spoils rapidly, curdlesz gets
sour. Other food, too, begins to spoil in higher temperatures, though this its
not so easily detected as
in milk. Below 50
degrees, milk and
other food is safe.
Check your refrigeration now!

gers health! Don't risk it! Keep food
safe, fresh, sweet in a new 1938 Frigidaire with the new Silent Meter-Miser.
And save money besides! Well show
you how you can be sure your foods
are safe. .even in the hottest weather.
And we'll prove to you how Frigid'
sire with new Silent Meter-Miser will
save you money on refrigeration in
AM 4 Ways!
Saves More on (cereal with the
amazing new Meter-Miser, simplest
refrigerating mechanism ever built.
Saves More on hood Saves More on
kg. Saves More on Upkeep.
Come in and find out how you can
get more for youe money...and at the
same time be sure that the foods you
store away are kept fresh, unspoiled.

Johnson-Fain Appliance_ Co,

W—C—OAKLEY,D. C.

CLOCK CONTROL
OF OVEN, TOP ELEMENT
OR CONVENI'ENCE OUTLET

Fiftb grade, Mildred Ramsey, i ALMO FHA BOYS GO
Anarine Lovett and Duel Burkeen.
TO STATE MEETING
Seventh grade, R. E. Wright
and Lucille Washburn. s
Raymond L. Story, agriculture
instructor at Almo high school, acSchool Rhyme
It is neither here nor there,
eompa.nied by four of his pupils,
We have the best school anywhere, represented the Almo community
Our teachers are the very kind In the state meeting of the Future
They train our heart* they train Farmers of America at Bowling
our minds,
Green the last week in July.
That is why we like them fine.
Taking his boys
Wednesday
When our teachers .give a test,
morning through route 1 at MamWe always do our very best.
moth Cave, Professor Story then
We do what conscience says is escorted them to the
mpus of
right,
Western College where they regisWe do with all out' mind and tered
for rooms an meals. Enmight.
joyang an FHA program at 7 o'clock
Now if you don't believe that this
in Van Meter Hall at Western, the
is true, '
boys then slept on the straw withilk
Just come and see
about 400 other delegate* and reWe charge no fee.
You'll find us all as busy as a bee. turned the following day.
Future farmers making the trip
Long may our school stand
were- Aaron- -Puckett, Johnnie Gus
As a firm -united, band. ,
Walston, G. W. lroods, and' Aaron
Strong pillars in our hands—
Burkeen,
Our pride and love.

South -grae—Court Square

Phone 56

GIVES YOU

When Temperature Reaches 95...

Life Depends on Tire Safety.
_
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--Here's a Tire for Every Purse and Purpose

Noon
11.1.111TRATED
11-4-11

EQUIP WITH
BLOW-OUT
PROOF

TIRES,
TN=

Get Our Prices Before Buying
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•-a special _Norge feature- the left
-ear ttip- burner, the Norge Utilitnooker, or any appliance you in..
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S I 5 016
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• By

let may be s
by the electric cluck stist as the inn
is. Norge has every feature y,,
have -a-v-ar -dreamed of and trion
;cane in today for a demonstratich
•
•

YOU CAN BUY A
NORGE ELECTRIC RANGE
ON TERMS AS LOW AS

15`
A DAY

RIORGIE
CLECTRIC RANGES

NORGE STORE
It F. PLNIFA (1ST. Manager
Melt of Western, Linton (mire
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Non-Skid Balloon
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Courier Balloon

. Out on A New Set of Firestones AND BE SAFE--;----LAND YOU'LL SAVE MONEY!
"Roll" Into One of Our Stations-1ton"
•
•

SUPER-SERVICE -STATIONS•,
Phone 206 for Fast Road Service—East Main Street
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JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
West Main Street at College Station, Phone 9117'
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Mrs. F. E. Crawford and SOW.
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Lassiter and
Miss Sarah Ruth McCInre was
L. A. Whitnah and son, Donald,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cullum.
J. P. Phelps. manager ot'Phelp's
Ice Cream Shop, was a visitor Benton, are visiting at the home Miss Martha Nell Lassiter have re- Lincoln, Ills have beers inkling Pat. and Phil. accompanied by Mrs. the hbuse guest of Miss Jerlene
Friday in Bowling Green at the of the latter's pareists, Mr. and Wined from a visit with Mr. and Mr. Whitnah's parents, Mr. and D. L. Gaughan, mother of Mrs. York last week.
Woodcock, and
aiss ,bzurtry
Bethshears Lassiter in Saraso- Mrs. R. V. Whitnah, and his sis- Crawford, mill motor to Memphis
home of his sister, Mrs. C. R. Bell. I Mrs. Rafe Junes on West Main
ta. Fla. They were accompanied ter, Miss Roberta Whitnah.
6....k4lle4Ake
this weeks-end where they will masees zee veeesy 4114.1
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Francis are street.
Dave L. Redden, for many years cis the trip by Mrs. H. H. Graham
visiting Mr. Francis' mother in
Mrs. Pauline Copeley„ school meet Dr. Crawford who has been 1..iveiLei, asia litalala htle Wea, jjva resident of Murray and at one ol Clinton.
Eastern Tennessee.
teacher nom Davenport. Iowa. taking a three-weeks' vacation at 0015, al-wu., VASILea u lug WC
time postmaster here, was in the
spew. the Labt weeks visiting ilium Hot Springs. Mrs. Gaughan will paa WCIAW. at Use uutne us aes. A.A1
Miss
be
the
will
Oneida
Wear
atfamily
vaughan
and
W.
0.
Miss Sally John,son, Mrs. Scotty
Miss Dorothy Dale was a visitor
city a few days this week meeting vest this week-end of Mr. and es,iseria wnonah anti bar. dial ears. go from Memphis to her home in
4. Ada v AC bt1/111.1. LuaL
reunion
tended
at
the
fluefamily
Mills, and Joe Pat Johnson. drove Sunday night in Mayfield.
, old friends. -11e-Tlas been located Mi.. Daniel "Wear in Bruceton.
ZA,Urady Camden, Ark., but the Crawfords
se 5.
t.LUeIt 410:11..vtal and sons, Harold
Mrs. Eddy Swadner -a sister of
Mrs. W. T. Wilford, Sedalia, hanan, Teen.. Sunday
will return to Murray.
slew Unmans, La.
din* tau..111.1 oce la J./eat/Al, Vaal:Cochran of at Columbus, Ky., for several years.
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Don kdmonds of La Port, Incl:,
Mrs. Jshnson—to Salem. Ky.. Sun- spent last week with her son,
He said Murray was about to outWeca. w use Motile Ld. At1The Stele end bus. A. V. Havens I Ray Be.arrian is spending the eta
day where she joined her sister-in- Freeman Wilford. and his family. Kirksey spent a few days last week grow him, and that ;rem now on sts•nt the week-end with - friends
Detroit, Mich. 01411 1 l•pk.a. sLey labt)
iVikui, week visiting in
Mr. Edmonds was sum ennuten, tteen atlCl
law, Mrs. Frances nucleus, on a She returned to Sedalia Sunday; in St. Louis buying fall merchan- he will return semi-annually so he ill Murray.
dise for his store.
(tinier line coach at Murray State. I W Ail lease la/LOA vW MU111111& hot From there he will go to Niagara uip wet.. 11eLla aat tO 011.1411Ullai
trip by motor to Detroit. Mrs.
Vernon Smith, railway
mail
:soy,
aaa weie accumpaLutd
Max Shackleford, who has been will know "where he is at." He
Thos. YeElrath of Wilmington. A.alabaS Lity W /let e tticy Will Veal
Swadner's homesis in Detroit. She clerk, is
spending a short vacation spending the :summer working on has two brothers here, C. H. and
Del.. was the guest last week of sass. nasiais' !nuttier, Mts. V.
Miss Dixie May Beaman is visit- u y 1.11.5 taa ails/ A Ler, Jeb.ble Lv1.1111C,
hadsbeen visiting relatives in Mur- with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. his graduate degree at the Uni- Asberry Redden.
unianisini. Aster spencung two ing .her cousin, Miss Loretta Jones, a/a0 4 /114,P4.44.,ni, 1VJACttl S lippo. ear.
his father, Mr. Tom McElrath,Tand
ray throughout the summer.
Wilson Smith.
Our good friend Ed Hutton. other relatives.'
versity of Wisconsin at Madison,
a iv-a...wit maul balab 1 t•ALL Lieta w Leweres unere.suey win return via of Sedalia, this week.
Mn. Lexie Nann,ey, pester, spent
L. V. Henson. pastor, assisted by returned here Saturday to spend Charlotte, -Tenn., was again reut./.6 atat
A allay 4140 WC/C aCClallwuere they w41
Edgar Melugin, former Murray all, niessims,
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Bryan B. -1t. Winchester; Benton. began
Mrs.
J.
W.
Rev.
Wiland
The
the summer vacation with his par- eiected. sheriff of Dixon County biy.
has been Iu. Paducah sperm a tees ueys won ears. Susie ford, Clinton, Ky., visited Mrs. loaaaal i1 Ole 1411.1C C1•1•114111.et, 1•41but
who
Mrs. Nannisy and Mrs. a protracted meeting Sunday at
Neale.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Shackle- by an overwhelming majority in
•01•0,. 101. •• 1.WU
sesiisugne, an aunt us Mre. navens.
ee.s visit Wan
Neale are sisters-in-law.
Wilford's father, W. D. Sykes. Sr.
Salem - Baptist church in Lynn ford, before leaving for Mam- last Aiseek's eLetSion., This is his for a number of. yisars. was a
1 ear r
Acuta.
Mies
susepnine
inter,
Sterilises
Sinters
with
.
relatii•es
and
friends
and
other
family
Sykes
and
Mrs.
Report was received here today Grove.
moth Springk, Ark., September 14, shied sikeessitte term, all he is here
Alei la4iiC Wishher 1.1.1114
Va'aell Lel' AL1111., AL/14. Al1011 nat- relatives here the first part of the
the first of the week. ,
that Mrs. Frank Crass, Kansas
Mr. and Mrs. frenry Chambers to resume his duties as high school allowed' under Tennessee laws. He
Ava a.S 1151e0 ala/ de.ealaS St-1100/ at
ins JI•l•cll s.gLau street last week.
Mr, and Mrs. 'Randolph Long •
City, ,Mo., daughter of Hiram Bean, of near Hispisinsville were the Lush:tic:tar where he left off _ las_
t_ visits Murray frequently, and is a
.1.11.4044:1.
week.
Paducah, committed suicide by guests of the former's sister. Mrs. spring.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Green and
sun-in-law of Chas. M. Hood, West and daughter, Miss Gretthen, and
air. and Mrs. Alton Barnett atess. and Mrs. Harry Jenkins atEd thief, Jr., of Sunnerville, N.
esfektog lysol last week at her Clifton Key, in Lynn Grove SunDr. and Mrs. P. A. Hart and Slain street.
tentieu toe soapoux derby us Mew- daughter, Miss Letha Green, east e-ie....Ai a Lava/A5 la -.V.
11 CJ.
are
Ourys,
Swanns,
visiting
the
home after an extended' illness. day.
has
J.
been
D.
Sexton,
conwho
son. Jim, left Tuesday for Virginia
pins iest WeCAL-tiAl. leetaries Liars. of Murray, Miss Audie Green, who aaaa ticalatu a in
LOUIS S.LicSIAL,)
,
Her husband is a brother to Lon
Mr. and Mrs. Rome Vance, Ben- and the Eastern Seaboard where fined to his room for several weeks H. P. Wears and' the Mrs. Geo.
Princeton.
teaches
at
Ky.,
and
Mr.
• 4.3411/111 Ll mans. Alitraett, wno won
•••••• Iry 4.4‘••••••1•4•4 V.I. tiltS WeC,11..
Crass of this county and is an ton. spent Sunday in Hazel with they will spend a several-weeks' with illness, is ieported to be im- Gatlins.
•
and
Mrs.
Holland
Roberts
and
son,
at 1%/1011C.1.42, was emeseu in tam
•
•a a••044061..A
VI. 1A115 Li. .is.
tura* of Tar Commissioner Dewey the husband's parents, Mrs. R. M. vacation touring and visiting in proving, and his many friends in
Glen Rogers is improving from
ase.nuyAma
uerby, Out Won Ong 'Glen of Eggner's Fen"; visited Mr. • ua•au I t•as; %.“.••••e•U•j, 11C•C•
Murray and surrounding territory an operation at the Baptist HospiVance, Sr., and family.
Creak
that section.
and
Mrs.
Gee'.
Carnell
Sunday.
i.hitv 'mitt&
14.a.
. r A au.ee
and
Mrs.
Revival meetings began Sunday
Dee Thomas, Buchanan, Tenn., will be pleased when he again ap- tal in Memphis, Tenn., it was reMr.`-and Mrs. Doyle Pierce and
all•. i111(1 Mrs. Carl Snow, IndeMrs. Al Farless, of two miles Alia..••••1 ••••-••j Au/at-a Ma. /dice
at
son, Bobby. and Mr. and Mrs. at Hazel and Kirksey Methodist undertaker, spent Sunday in Mur- pears at his old stand, Sexton Bros., ported here this week.
southwest
of
Kirksey.
is
visiting
pendence,
Mu.,
have
returned
•/..a5.01.151ta-al Iry a v 0,11), 5 taw., tar
hardware concern in this city.
ray.
Meredith Pierce, all of Detroit, churches.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nix spent home after a few days' visit with her son, Corbit Farless in Chicago • bow oas
Coo1p.ml5 cal0 Lla•111.41,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Turner. of
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott were
;ire spending
few days with the
In a check-up on the cars and the
leek-end with home folks.
this week.
111 14.114 W CC.A.
Messrs. Pierce's grandmother, Mrs. Huntington, W. Va.. are visiting first-of-the-week visitors in Mur- trucks in Murray last Saturday, as They are now located at Lakeland. Dona Padgett and family.
Lee Norsworthy, of the Kirksey
freeeboro. Tenn.
Miss Jessie Nix is spending her
TC. Broach and their mother. relatives in this county.
observed by a Ledger &Times rep- Ky. Mrs. Artie Nix returned home
neighborhood, is confined to his
Mr. and Mrs. Cart Turner and
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Pirtle and resentative,•twenty states were rep- this week
vacation
at
Detroit
Mrs. Alice Pierce. who is visiting
visiting
friends
Mrs. Vester Stewart, of Para-after a two months'
room with illness.
family of Huntington. W. Va.. are
there.
She
will
be
gone
here' from Hollywood, Fla.
about
gould. Ark.. and Mrs. Mellie Wals- small daughter, Sandra. Paducah, resented, judging from
two
license visit with her son. Myers Nix, and
Mrs. Eulala Boatwright Nofcier, visiting relatives in Murray,
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Robinson ton, from Southern Illinois, spent svere the guests of Mrs. H. E. Far- plates displayed. The states were: family, of Indianapolis, Ind:
of near Covington. and her husley
and
family
pn
South
Mr.
Tenth
and.
Mrs.
Ralph
Mrs. Lucy
Karsner
of
Rhakies and
Miss
with
Mr.
the
'week-end
and
Mrs.
Oklahoma,.,,Missouri, New York,
and children, John Lloyd and
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus 'Atkins and
band. a Methodist minister, are Esther Rhodes are the guests of
Street over the Week-end. Mrs. Louisiana,
Arkansas,Nancy, Bowling Green, Ky.,- are W. L. Underwood and Mr. and
Alabama, baby. Margaret Ruth. have' return-s Frankfort have returned to their visiting
Mrs. NoLcier's father, J. relatives in Hattiesburg, Miss.
now visiting here with the respect- Mrs. Bob Parker. Mrs. Walston Pirtle was formerly Miss Margaret Kansas. Michigan, Virginia and ed to Murray to make, their home home after 'visiting friends and. F.
Boatwright ansi family of the
relatives in Murray.
Mr: and Mrs. Ralph Penn and
Virginia, Texas, Florida, they are now
ive parents cf the couple, Mr. and is a sister-in-law of Mrs. Under- Farley. The couple came to Mur- West
located on West
ray to vote in the Senatorial elec- Ohio, Tennessee, Indiana,
Dr. Hal E. Houston and wife East Side. Mr. Nofcier is assisting Miss Virginia Sue Penn of MarMrs. Oscar Robinsoir and Mrs. wood, and both are sisters of Bob
Illinois. Main street. They moved
from were business visitors in Louisville Olon Boatwright in. a 'meeting at tin. Tenn., spent Sunday with Mr.
Parker. . Mrs. Stewart is the tion between Sen. Alben W. Bark- Mississippi. Colorado, Minnesota,
Ethel Bowden.
Princeton, Ky.
Gilbertsville.
ley and Gov. A. B. Chandler.
last week.
and Mrs. Frank Pool.
widow
of
the
late
Rev.
Charles
and
Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.---MarkMr. and Mrs. Le.n Rowland.
Stewart
of
the
Side.
She
had
East
well Itsft Monday for Martin. Tenn..
0. V. Perdue and family. Tom
kiajtfield,
were
visitors
in Murray
Wear and Miss' Helen Sylvia, of
__where they will spend a few days not visited here for 28 years.
Sunday.
J. B. Morris. and son. Edwin,
Mrs. MarkweIrs relatives
Paducah were week-end visitors in
with
Elmer
Cochran.
who
was
were
grad- Murray.
week-end guests of Mr. and
on s
befbre going. to Henderson. Ky.,
uated from Murray State College
to visit Mr. Markwell's parents. Mrs. J. E. Thomas and family.
hroat has joined the throng
this
spring,
was
a
week-end
visitor
B. G. Arteburn, after a 4-weeks'
cf new home-builders and , will
Markwell, who is manager of theo
.here.
Cochran.
who
was
captain
\ McElroy's Five and Ten Cent' series of Baptist meetings which
erect a modern residence at the
Store here, is on a 2-weeks' vaca- included fevivals at- Oak Grove, of the Thoroughbred S1AA cham- corner of Tenth and Olive streets.
Saturday night we are starting a series of Community Sings in this Theatre, a feature you will
pionship
football team last fall and
enjoy. Come and
Miss Mary Frances Perdue, Coltion. He Will be substituted foi Elm Grove. -Hazel, and Locust
join the quartette in singing the old songs we all know.
as manager during his absence by Gr-ove, left this week fur Graves who was named on the Associated lege Addition, is visiting for a
county where he began Sunday a Press' Little All-America team. few days this week with her
L. E. Hodge, of Madisonvilte.
will play for the College All-Stars brother, 0. F. Perdue,
Mrs. PerMrs. Willie Baucum. recovers series of meetings.
against the Chicago Bears. profes- due and children
of Paducah.
ing frorri a chest injury sustained -14:--11.----L4aedengems president of sional
_organization,
all
a
Mrs. Pat Moore had as her guest
in an automobile accident near Freed-Hardeman - College
ben 1 in Chicago.
this week her two brothers. Artelle
Murfreesboro. Tenn.. is not yet minister of the Church of Christ,
Sunday
dinner
guests
of
Mr.
and James Hale, Wichita Falls,
able to be up, it was reported to- is conducting a revival meeting in
• •.-Maw--Lynn Key were Mr. and Tex., and her mother, Mrs. A. B.
day, and will stay in bed the MayfieK to which may Cello- MrssItubert
Hooper.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
wayans have gone during the
Majority of next week.
Adolphus Wilson. Miss Mary Cath- Hale. Hopkinsville.
P. F. Warterfield is enlarging
Miss Gwendolyn Crawford spent week.
erine Hoeper and Miss Beauton
•• latter part of last week with
Willie McCarthy. Louisiana Brandon. Monday dinner guests and repairing his home on West
Starring
SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY
SWEETHEART Of "3 COMRADES"
siends in Paducah.
farmer from the vicinity of New were Mrs. Virgil Dnderwood ,and Main street. Two rooms are being
JACK_ LUDEN
-to—s Callus,es baby and Mrs. Jennie Underwood. added and the building being reDr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland
•
Miss Virginia Irvan. county nurse, this week after an absence of 44
Mr. and Mrs. Neal McDonald. of modeled with solid foundation.
•
Miss Frances Sledd returned
Attended the monthly health elide years. While here, he was the Gary, Ind., were the guests of Mrs.
STI11116 IS WIT1111•COL7 WATERS
from Prattville,
Ala.,
Coale
r the First 'District held in Pa- guest of B. C. Wells; of his niece: McDonald's sister, Mrs. L. L. Green, Monday
where she spent the past month
"FLAMING FRONTIERS"
'ducah Monday. Dr. Outland . is Mrs. Betty Hill Farris; and two here last week.
with
her
grandparents,
Mr.
and
nephews,
Albert
and
Max
Hill.
president of the association and
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Yarbrough
Chapter Six
Miss Irvan is secretary. The Cal- Sterling. Ill.. who,met with him of near Concord spent Saturday Mrs. T. J. Hinton. "
Mrs.
Gladys
Halley
and
sons,
at
the
home
of
their
sister,
Mrs. night and Sunday in Murray visitloway county physician returned
Saturday from the University of Farris. near Cherry.
ing their ddughter. Miss Laurene Guilford Avery and Jim of Paris.
Kentucky at Lexington where he. Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Harwell, Yarbrough of South Third street Tenn., were week-end guests of
CAPTAIN AND THE KIDS
andseveral other county health Jackssnville. Fla.. stopped
by and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox of Mrs. George Gatlin and Miss
[duct= I,
in
•U c POTTS§ •
department heads in this area have Monday for a visit with Mr. and South Eighth street. They also Eleanor Gatlin.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott are
FROMM IT
-Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath as they visited their daughter, Mrs. James
been taking short courses. •- "THE CAPTAIN'S PUP"
101111,11L MIflIIWICT
Miss Delma Chrisman, extension were journeying toward Eastern E. White. and Mr. White of Hazel. spending several- days this week
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde 0. Hicks and with relatives in Murfreesboro,
,•cretazy in the county agent's Kentucky. Harwell was a mess••ffice, spent the week-end near mate of Dr. McElrath during the children, Betty, Odelle. Johnnye, Tenn.
Mr.. and :Mrs' Robert Burnett
Hazel with her mother. Mrs. Alma war, and awarm friendship sprang and Ann Hicks. and W. B. and
.
up between them.
Clyde Ellis of Electra. Tex., are Miller of Nashville were guests of
Chrisman.
J. A. Snter. Nashville, industrial visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hicks Mrs. Ben B. Keys last.. week-end..
Misses Kathleen Caldwell and
Mrs. W.. G. Scott of Houston
Willie Kelso: were the guests cif agent for the N. C. & St. L. rail- on Murray, route 8. Mrs. Cordia
sssis- the—guest- e---hertheir parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. C. road spent Saturday night and Maye Evans, also visiting, a daughCaldwell and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sunday reviewing industrial ac- . ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hicks, Mrs. Zelna Carter, and Mr. Carter.
W. M. Hinton of Alton, Ill..
over. tivities in Murray and Calloway had not seen her parents in 25,
Kelso
. in South Lynn Grove
.
spent Saturdaynight with Mr.- and
county.
years.
the week-end.
Willard Davidson. manager of
Mrs. Rafe Jones. Mr. and Mrs. E. Mrs. H. I. Siedd, Mrs. Hinton and
Miss Effie Watson and Mrs.
Thelma Farley returned Wednes- the National Hotel, will leave , G. Neale, Mrs. Chesley Butter- Mary Kathryn Hinton. who were
day from St.: Lsuis -where they today for the Great Smoky Moun-'stertth, and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton guests, last week of 'Mr. and Mrs.
purchased fall materials for the tains where he will take a week's !accompanied the Barkley motor- Sledd. accompanied him Sunday
Murray Garment Company of vacation in East Tennessee and cad.' through Western Kentucky to their home in Alton.
Miss Margueritte Holcomb reNcrth Carolina.
which they are representatives.
' villages Friday.
turned to her home in Lexington.
Tenn.. Wednesday after spending
the past week with Miss •Dorothy
Ro
Robertson.
mi
bess may
•
Surpassing all the soictta Yarhell returned
called thrills on earth
to her home in Paducah Tuesday
... the sweet sensaafter a visit with Misses Emily
and Oneida Wear.
tions that hit the heart's
Miss Emmie Ellen Wade
deep
spots...laughter
Oxford. Mimi, has been Theand heartache ... tenof 'Miss Mary E. Mellen derins
the past week.'• Both Miss Wado ,
derness and tears ...
arid Miss Mellen are recent gral
...Dashing madly from one
romance
and longing
uates of the University of Miss,
and fear and hope!
sippi .and will return there this
hilarious situation to another,
fall to work on their master's do=
gree.
Harold Uoyd gives
Mrs and Mrs. Elmo Hay and
daughter and Miss Mary Virginia
you his grandest
Diuguid cf Memphis were neck_end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
laugh hit!
Filbeek.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wear . of
Bruceton, Tenn., spent the weekKATE
end with relatives in Murray.
Mrs. M. E. Shaw Of—Flickman
NUM
and Mrs. „Milton Spradlin of TamWIGGIN'
pa. Fla., were guests.. Tuesday of
Manufactured by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vernon
Stubblefield.
--s
Jr. Mrs. Stubblefield returned to
Hickman•with them and wilV remain for this rest of the week.

T.

1.1

Balcony
16c Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

ULE

Ither

sing
.intezD.

degrees,
era warns.
sea, milk
dies
:gets
, too, begher temthis is
meted as
&bar SO
milk sod
3d is saf&
nu. reirigenv !

11..W77
w3

Co.

litirray, Ky.

ES,
3ES

uying

TODAY and FRIDAY

I

SATURDAY ONLY

SULLAVAN
Afe'.4 S T W),,j1T

THE

"PHANTOM
GOLD"

COMMUNITY
SING

•

and join the
quartette in singing the songs
we all
know

with WALTER PPGEON

SUNDAY and MONDAY

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

?WS
trtitIG
1410VEL1
fRfOM IVIE
GLORIOUS
O A

It's Good! .

. . . It's Big!

KARMEL POP
Deliciously Coated ICE CREAM On a Stick

DRINK. .

BEER!

INCORPORATED.

KENTUCKY'

l'ADUCA11

SAVE BAGS

FREE GIFTS

at

EAST PINE
•
We

Get Your GOLD BLOOM Ice Cream

IEY!

e 9117

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

A
Thte

Where You Can Always Enjoy a Good Meal
Gold Bloom Ice Cream, Pts. 15c Cups-5c

Ice Cold Melons, WISOles,.,to Carry Home

Serve the
Brands.

Best

DONALD DUCK

hYou'll Find Courteous and
Pleasant Service at
I
Our Place Always!

I•

•

-

A.Igailitoalege•alitia•ur•••••••••••
,4xsaftlar,•••A-,..

'PalliESSOR otwkat

"A GOOD SCOUT"

A Merry-Go-Round of Love, Laughs—and. Murder:

•

W album
• Raymond
Phyllis WelchWilliam
Frawley • 'Ruston Hall
tionel Statist •
Holloway
7 Sthrliat
PiCtUltt
frota Witherspoon
PARAMOUNT
Difton iy eLtIOIT NUGENT • A

6 .

"FAST.COMPANY"

W.' M. BARRoW
East Pine Bluff, Tenn.
•• •L "1"

•

in

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

• .

--- --Hew Aeries-invert — •
•a•••••••WWW•aaao

UI

FRANK ALBERTSON•ALMA KRUGER•VIRGINIAWEIDLER

•

Day - Nite Lunch

Plate Lunch 25c.

• ANNE SHIRLEY• RUBY KEELER
JAMES ELLISON •FAY BAINTE
BLUFF
WALTER BRENNAN

with
MELVYN. DOUGLAS
FLORENCE RICE
---NAT—PEN-DtETOtt'
"
--DtreGLAS.-tUMBRIttr;

•

..•••••••••12•4••••f••••••42
/11•0•0•11111•141000e•atai-17
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4.4r

Mrs. G
Pew.

Bazzell. Nina Mae and
Mrs. Dillard Finney and Mrs,
a' Clettie Black were Saturday even• Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morgan and ing callers a Mrs. Ed - Prince.
The _revival meeting begins_ q
Rachel weic Wednesday everting
There will be -an ice cream sup- callers of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Chris- the Coldwater Baptist church next
per at Coldwater Saturday night tentega.
Suoday night. August 14. EveryAugust 13, All are invited
Mr. and Mtts. Hobert Morgan and one has a cordial invitation.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Clark were
Mr and Mrs. Try Duncan and children eisittld in Murray over
!Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Blinds. Mr. knd Mrs. Mullis Ilaz- the wk-end.
aell and Jultann. Mt ''and Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl 'Turner and Novice Rogers and children.
Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson and
Cecteoft.azzell and Jerry. tieetwoodl children`-bf West
Virginia.. are
&chars
and Rayburn
Hargrove ' visiting his mother Mrs. Turner of children. Graves 'Franklin and Jo
Herman of Pryorsbais -Visited "Mrs.
"-•
Mr. ar..: *trill plata,
si
Efftiu
erda
C3Iinstenberry and children

'Round Coldwater
NCWS

surit•

,.

Tolley & Carson
Food Market
LIVE BETTER AND SAVE MONEY
We carry the best in.Meats and Canned Goods because we believe it is economy to our customers.
FLOUR,Lynn Grove Best, 24 lbs. 65c
Flour, Mayfield Pride of Dixie, 24 lb. 48c
Banquet TEA, quarter lb. 25c and 5c
worth of Lemons Free
Salad Dressing, quart
23c
Dill Pickles, quart jar
17c
Baby Food, Beechnut in Glass — —
the safe baby food,6 glasses . 55c
Heinz Ketchup, large bottle
. 19c
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickle, large 23c
Beechnut Spaghetti, 3 cans
. 25c
Fruit Cocktail, No. 2' 2 can
29c
Coffee, that good Pingdinger, 2 lbs. 25c
School Baskets 25c,- and Tablet
Free
Northern Tissue, 4 rolls
16c
Royal Tissue, 6 rolls
23c
Ivory Soap, large bar
10c
Oxydol, large size
23c
Super Such,large box
1
Half pint Fly Spray and spray gun 35c
Round Steak from Armour's
Best Banquet Beef, lb.
- --- /27c
Our Meat Market is fill of the Be,si le Can
Buy of Cold Meats, Cheese Spreads, Stressed Fry-rs, Veal, Lamb and Pork.
We pay top prices for Eggs

Hams always.

PROMPT DELIVERY

PHONE 37

Mr. 'and Mrs. Herbert Crouch
.ind children were Saturday guests
f Mrs._Izetta Broach and children
Miss:genie Jo Bazzell -spent Sat,.:day as the guest of Missea„-Mtldred and Billy Prince.
A birthday party was given in
honor a Master Arlan Rogers.
Monday. August 8. It was in celebratam of his fourth anniversary.
The 'afteenC.ion leas-sPent in games
and everyone enjoyed. themselves.
In tht• late afternoon delicious refreshments were served. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Novice
Rogers. Mrs. •Lovie Finney and
Gene Pat, Miss' Violet Rogers.
Miss Bobby Roger;„ Miss Edna
Juanita Hargrove.. Miss Lynda Site
Stone, Master Caton Finney„, Master Edward Hargrove. Miss Clista
Finney. Miss Lucetta Finney and
!Master Arlon Rogers.
Elex Crouch is visiting his
daughter,. Mrs. lzetta Broach, this
week.
Mr.• and, Mrs.,. NovIce Roger
Were Saturday dinner • guests if
Mr and Mrs. Ben4 Finney
-Locust
ull

Soil Buildin
an
To Be Oil ined by
County
mrotttees
Explanati
of- the 1038 sAlbuilding
gram 'will be given by
County
gent J. T. Cochran at
Lynn rove on August 15 at 7:30
j-p.
at Paschall school on August
t Hi at 7:30: at Faxon Wednesday.
ugust .17. at 7:30: and at Palestine August 18 at 7:30, according to
an announcement made by the
ttrtis. mormng. -- On the day fcllowing the meetings in each community, members
of the county committee' will be
present in those communities at the
schoolhouse from "8 a. m. until 4
p. m. to a.ssist farmers in filling
out necessary forms concerning
soil-building practices.
According to Ccchran. Calloway
cuunty has lost a total .of $50.000
---or .$25.000 per year-:-because
farmers -in the program failed to
earn their suit-building .allowance.

CLOTH BAG

2 Lbs. Paradise Crackers

25c

Toilet Tissue, 1000 sheets

4 for 15c

Whole Beets, No. 21 2 can

2 for 25c

P. & G. Soap

5 bars 18c

0.K.Soap,80 size

10 bars 25c

Peaches, Libby's, No. 21 2

2 for 35c

OUTLAND SCHOOL NEWS
--An we -cream' *upper w ; i r ,.
held at Outland school Si...,
night. •Angust 11. Et,aa ,g,
cordially invited.
- .,
'We have completed one r.
of successful school wdrk alai
eeived. our report cards Monday.
Our new window curtains with
the flowers in each window add
to the beauty-of --ode ssliout. 'tAek,eral clubs have been organized in,71ucling the Nature Study Club.
Dramatic -Club. Glee Club. and
Woodcraft Club' for boys and
Sewing Club for girls. Only :'•
minutes once a week is r'. '
each club. The Natur,'
Woodcraft clubs ar,
make some birds.
Dutch children. etc.. to beautify
the campus.
As a result of a lesson In civics
, an (-leen. n was held for th,
'freers 4, One of the cltibs.
,tay was registration •day. P
were made as well as
aouth's were prepared. T
was campaign day and c'
I was held arecinesciay. Th.•
I were ,crowded. A` little cr,,
I was witnessed when the '
the election -were ann,
they were c•.unted by grades. T
I class enjoyed " it very much Sr
feel that they-profited by it.
Outs ball team hasn't been completely organized vat Pi nce seeeral
f,f 'h boys has' -1.--r, toisy
work-

1

MILK 22
F10u R 69c
R
70N
,
D
N
20
STEA K.O
15
SAUSAGE
I
VEAL.CHOPS E15ó
,
PET OR

CARNATION

6 Small

Large

Heinz Cucumber Pickles, large jar
WHITE

24

FROST

Lhs.

21c

Swann's Grocery ,

MEAT DEPARTMENT

a_

CHOICE

CUT, lb.

Mutton Roast, pound

9c

PURE
PORK

rouncl

.Rib Roast, pond

10c

Fran,Swifts, pound
Our Meat Drpartrnent is under..nriv management. ,We carry a complete line of Swift's and
Armour's Branded Meats at all times. Call us for
quality Steaks, Chops, Roasts, Lunch Meats. •

Murray Food Mkt.
PHONE4 12 and 9109
,ranthom

1
:aa-laumart.m.m.gerecamaranwa.,

WE DELIVER

I t It phone 11

1 I lephnne

-----
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--ing in tobacco. H. wever. we' have I
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves
MACEDONIA SCHOOL NEWS
Mr. and Ars. Delmus Paschall
had several, games with a hermit, of
spent the week-end with Mrs.
and sons. Calvin Let' and Billie
the community boys who have fin-Will Reeves.
By Bernice Wisehart and John Lax Jean, visited friends near Jones
ished the -8th grade. We hope to
The Marshall county Farm BuThe school held examinations Mill Sunday. They were accomMr. and Mrs. Frank Ernstberger
pray several games with other
reau picnic held Friday. August last week. The ones making the panied by Mr. and yrs. Douglas
daughter
and
Jo
of
Huntingdon.
schools.
5. at Hardin school grounds was a honor roll are as follows:
Vandyke and baby Gerald.
We. welcome visitors at any Tenn.. were Sunday guests of Mr. success and was attended by
First grade, Warren F. Williams,
Mr. and Sirs. Mallual Paschall
time and want thim to know that and Mrs. Hugh Edwards..
Mr. and Mrs. Paol Darnell apd several hundred people. An abund- Jean Williams.
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
the cloars of Oalliind are always
Second grade, Betty Jo Lax, Orr and daughter, Doiothy Jean,
„children ,of Benttai were Sunday ance of barbecue was available for
open to them.
sandwiches at noon served by the iron Williams.
Sunday.
We hope everyon,, will come to visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Homemakers. , Contests of various
Copeland.
Third grade, Lavern, Williams,'
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Orr
tour cream supper
kinds were held in the morning
Willie Cleaver is on the sick list
Mitchell.
and children intend to move to
.and prizes awarded in the after- Mary E.
at this writing.
Fourth grade, Raphael Maynard. Hafizy Paschall's place tills fall.
noon. Music and discussions on
Miss Maud Woodall has returnFifth grade Lucille Simmons.
important subjects relative to the
Speight Wells Winiams.
ed home after 3 weeks in Lexingfarmers were heard from Farm
ton attending school.
Seventh grade, Frances Parker,
Bureau officials and late afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Grace also
Mae Williams, John Edwin
found a large crowd awaiting the Eva
Vernon Gioace and wife of DeLax, Bobbie` Grubbs, and Bernice
arrival of Senator Alben W. BarkMr. ant. Mrs. Firmer Williams
troit,
Wisehart.
Mina Grace Belcher of
left Wednesday for Sv.vet water,
ley who made ail5 or 20 minute
h. visited with Mr. and
Pad
The pupils who have attended
Tex.. to spend a week with Mr.
speech. The senator was enroute
Mr
Lyman
school every days trtis term are: What the Service
Coursey
Sunday to Paducah.
Williairs' sister, Mrs. T. Shipley.
truing. They also had Mr. and
Warren F. Williams, Jean Williams,
Miss Arline Lee Farky returned
Maiming Stewart of Washington. Betty Joe Lax, Eron Williams, La- Shall Cost You
ti's. Frank - Hinkley and daughter
Wednesday from Decatur. III
D. C., has been visiting with his vern Williams. Mary E. Mitchell.
of Benton as dinner guests.
where she hits been than'
Firm In the belie,
Jew- Jackson of Paducah visited sister and family. Mr. and Mrs. Haffurci Brown,. E H. - Soraeons,
friends.
Bob Mathis for the past week. Last Jessie Williams, Raphael Maynard, that the family knows
with 'his sister, Mary Mathis.
Mrs. James. Overby is rec peratMr. and Mrs. Cody Corthorn and Sunday, Mrs. Bob Mathis and son Lucille
Simmons,
Brent
and better than we could
ing at her home from an Rack of
possibry
know,
we
childern of Benton and
Mrs. Paul and Mr. Stewart visited with Speight Williams, Eva Mae Wildiphtheria.
Sarah Corthorn spent Sunday in Mrs. Bertha Kuykendall and Mrs. liams. Bobbie Grubbs. Velda Mae suggest that they make
Mr. and Mrs. Mor
Dowell of Sinithland.
Jennie Stewart of near Hazel. On Hutson, Bernice
Wisehart arid their own decision reMartin. Tenn., were uests lass FriFriday, August 5, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Mitchell,
garding the cost of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Evans
Jackson
and
day of Mrs. W. J
ecoly .and Mrs.
Bob Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
funeral.
family
of
Centralia,
Ill..
are
visitMary Mecuy H I
Mathis and daughters. Dorotha and
Mrs. L. H.
relay and children, ing Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jackson. Jo. Earl Mathis, Mrs. Pearl Joyce
We serve within the
Copeland
Clay
of
Frankfurt and children, Imogene
Katherine
d Dick, of Arlington.
family's means alvia)„.
and James.
spent
the
week end at home.
Ky., are
e guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Darrell Elkins and son.
On the second Sunday evening
L. D.
le and other relatives.
Frankie, Mrs. Lacy Joyce and
Sincerely,
Mr Ed Sudhdff left Tuesday for in August there will be a singing daughter, Mary Jane. Hal Mathis
Mr. and Mrs. Hunan Jones and
her home in
Cincinnati
after at the M. E. church at Dexter. Manning Stewart and Hugh Ed- daughters attended church serThe
s nding sevetal weeks with her Everyone come out.
wards all enjoyed a fish fry and vices at North Fork Sunday night.
Miss Gwendolyn Barnett and
rents, Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Holton.
all-day picnic at Pine Bluff. R. F.. The Reverend Gorden Paschall
J. H. Churchill
-Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale, Mary Elizabeth Keel of Paducah Mathis and others of the group preached
at this church Sunday
of Memphis, and Miss tufa Clay- spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. spent,two hours or more in Stew- night.
Funeral Home
The
Reverend
Mr.
Paston' Beale who ,is attending Pea- Minus Barnett.
art county, Tenn., kodaking and chall is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
The
new
Presbyterian
church
body College . in Nashville. were
Telephone 7
making acquaintances with old Lonzo Paschall of Cottage .Grove,
week-end guests of their mother, was dedicated Sunday evening, friends -C. A.
Murray, By,
Tenn.
August
7.
The
Reverend Mr.
Mrs. Minnie Beale. The latter accompanied Mr. and Mrs, - Beale on Fooks of Paducah conducted the
servICes.
their return to Memphis for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Starks, Mr.
Mrs: Mary Mecoy Hall had as
her Neck-end guests Mrs. Wanda and Mrs. Cedric Pounds of MemWhetger. 'director .of art in the phis. Mr.- and Mrs. Burnett Jones
Kroo:villi• city skti-.-ok. and Miss and daughter, Jerry. of Benton,
Margarot Glace, director of art ed- Mr. and Mrs. Essie. Puckett and
ucation at the Maryland Institute children of Hardin. Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Lewis of Alm, Mrs. Hayof Art. Baltimore,
Dr, Clement Ellis.. Lexington, den Walston and children and Miss'
isited relatives and friends in Beulah Fergerson. all had Sunday
PURE
100 lb. Bag $4.70
LB.
the vicinity • of South Pleasant dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie
CANE
25 lb. Bag $1.25
Hopkins.
BAG
After
dinner guests
Grove this Week.
10
Charles James, Nashville. and were Mr. and Mrs Clyde Jones of
•
James.
Paducah.
brelb„ .
ers. rturned to the home of their
FINEST
We Buy
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Craton
BOXES
BRAND
James. in South Pleasant Grove
this week-end to be present at EGGS, POULTRY, HAMS
and CREAM
the funeral of their aunt.
Nancy Milstead. who died - SuncI
M:jf.44
C. Club 2No.
Avondale
Standard
Mr. and Mrs. T. W Guthrie at* Special Prices on Field Seeds
Fancy
Full No, 2
Phone 38 For Quotations
4 No, 2
2
Cans
the parents of a baby girl born
Sifted
Can
Cans
last week at their home in South
We Sell Feeds and Seeds
Pleasant Grove,
Mrs. E. W. Maxedon of MemAvondale or
Lyon's
t
C. Club
phis is spending the week with hag.
Boka
sister. Mrs: B. W. Ovt4bey and
24 lb sack
Mr. Overbey.
,83

50c
i
I
IVORY SOAP LEAREE9C 1
GODCHAUX

•

Dexter News

Decide for
Yourself . .

Around Paschall
News

KROGER

SUGAR
47c
MATCHES 6
13c
25
25 10
PEAS
FLOUR
65
49
coFFEE.Mracx.0 25

MURRAY
PRODUCE CO

East Maple (Depot) St.

( Additional Locals on Pace 31

ico
iubse

FRENCH
19s
1 prb liiV.42gri
.
11.

Pound

UTOTEEM

2-16-oz, Cello, Bags

EMBASSY

OXYDOL, or

MARSHMALLOWS 25` RINSO Large Box 19`
CAP. CLUB
19`
SAUCE 4 Ncoan2,25c

C. Club

2 No 2 Cans

CLOCK

Twisted and Sliced
20
loaves
—

SUGAR, Pure Cane, 10 pounds

47c

MEAL, 12 pound-peck C. L.

19c

SYRUP, Penick Golden, 5-113. pail

27c

BREAD 2

COFFEE, Maxwell House, 1-pound can

25c

KITCHEN

FLOUR, 24 lbs. Acro, The Best
(Bowl Free)

75c

15` PakTS

KLENZER 4

WESCO
Cans

sc

POTTED MEAT, 2 cans for
SMOKY DOG FEED, can

DILL PICKLES

1 Oc

Perfect Blend for Iced Tea
Half Pound Box

TEA

25`

Del Monte
PEACHES, lge. No. 2 1-2 can
C. C. PEARS, lge. No. 2 1-2 can

25`
15c
17c

Sc

LARD
HOG
Leander BEEF 25
PURE

69c

TEA, Canova, quarter lb. 19c; 1 lb.

6c

BALL BLUE, 10c box
MALT SYRUP, 2 1-2 can

24c

SALAD DRESSING, quart H. L.

23c

DIXIE SMOKED BACON, lb.

18-c,,

GROVE'S CHILL TONIC

29c

MARSHMALLOWS, Cello. 1 lb.

10c

FRUIT JARS, half gals. 93c; quarts

69c

LARD, PURE HOG, lb.

10c

Round or
loin, lb.

BABY

Armour's Sugar Cured BACON
3 to 5-lb. pees.

SQUARES

,r

LAMB

Fresh Ground

Pound

1 0011
,

25

Hind qr. cuts, lb.
Fore qr. cuts, 2 lbs.

15c
25c

PEANUT

HAMBURGER
DIXIE

BULK

SPRING

i

Whole, lb.

U. S.
Inspected

Lean
ROAST
Boiling
Choice Cuts, lb. 20c BFEF
First Cuts, lb. 16c 2 lbs.

STEAKS

39c

MACKEREL, 3 No. 1 Tall Cans

MACARONI, Tumbler,

gal.
ha”

Pound

25c

MARY LOU

24

*special, sale on McCormick'',
Banquet Tea. If you buy quarterpound 2Sc size from the factory
salesman Saturday. she will ghe a
hig discount. See her here or
phone us.
Large' Yellow Lemons, 1 for
ric
Dozen Large Yellow Lemons 20c
3-11S. bucket Marco Coffee
55(
Peabody Hotel Coffee fin tin 25c
6 tiiant tars °Awl Soap
C.
and 10 extra coupons
Kerr- rs,uit Jar(:pa and Lids,
dozen
,
.
25c
110o. 2 1-2 size. can Peaches,
Georgia ,
Ilk.
Old Pacific Calif. Peaches
13c
Del :Sante Peaches
154
Del Monte Peeled Apricots,
- No. 2 1-2 size
Zac
.14 lbs. Exclusive Flour
60c
...
24,lbs. Red Bird --flour
451I lb. bucket Pure Lard
50(
(-lb. bkpt. 5 %%its. old Pure I.ard 35c
S weakly contest.; on Camay Soap,
3 bats
.
la daily corneal% on 13xydol,
large sire, Vic: small pkg.
lar
. (Get Blank.,
s H
22-a,s. jar Dill or Sour Pieta
15ei
-41 '

The Complete
Food Market

Pound

15` BUTTER

•
b,1
Lb
2
p0
ocn; Ea t more Ole

OLEO 130.0

Bulk—Pound

c
10

SLICED BREAKFAST
No Rind,P
N0
0
0n
W
daste 25c
N

c

BACO

5c

boxei

PURE PORK

PEACHES,

Honey Sweet, 11-oz. can

Pound

SAUSAGE

8c

SOLOMON SARDINES, NO. 1 Tall Can .

15`

CHEESE, American Loaf, lb.

20c

BANANAS
LEMONS

BOLOGNA, 2 lbs. for

25c

CALIFORNIA

KRAUT,-Likl,bY...cNa.,
L.RA

.

CIVIC

AWE, pint 7-

JELLO, all flavors, box

100 lbs.

LAYING MASH, 100 lbs.

•

HORSE and MULE FEED, 100 lbs.
DAIRY FEED, 24 per

15c

$1.10

ORANGES

$1.85

NICE

$1.95

CELERY

200 size
DOZEN

BUNCH

TWINKLE, Asst. Flavors, pkg..
JELLO, Flavors, pkg.

$1.40

Pound 111/2t

DOZEN

DOZEN

Size

ta

25` s."

$1.35

cent, 100 lbs.

432

CALIFORNIA

MEAT

2

Golden
Yellow

Sc

lbs. .

PIG and HOG FEET),

7c
19c.

JELLO ICE CREAM POWDER, 2 boxes

WHEAT BRAN, 100

‘VXIE
.T

8c

TUCE

25c
15c

Large 5-doz. size 5c
Per head

5` CABBAGE
FANCY
YO LOW10 Lb
4c
5c

Pound
?c
•

Bag

25C

riN.:-,v014-0-1177)Ti7r"
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION TWO
Four Pages
New Series No. 262

Moderate Rentals
Pay Best is View

ry and Stewart CounUes.
Sl.cn a year elsewhere tn
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Sinking Spring
News

nn • year in Calloway
Si.""
Marshall, Graves, Hen-

Volume CVI; No.3
-2'

received Saturday at the county
Kentucky Issued County to Remain
Specificatiops of 1 superintendent's
office. The counTenant Program
ty board of education will insure
$432,655 in NYA On
building during- construction
For Farm Purchases School Are Given the
up to 80 per cene of its value.
Funds for Studes Calloway county
superintendent T. C. Arnett Anis included

HONOR ROLL -

I Old Salem Church
To Have Memorial
Services Thursdays,

A 10-day revival closed at this
Federal Housing
Administration
place August 2. God's power was
Advises Against Building
Advertisers and Correspondents
in
Memorial Day, an annual celegreatly
manifested among
nounces: Coldwater •,
His
Luxury Apartments
the list of counties in Kentucky
who get their copy in by Monday:
DRIVERS' LICENSES ARE
bration at the- Old Salem Baptist
people. There were many souls More Than 8006 School Enrollees which
School
Plans
Laundry,
will
Superior
Backusburg
remain
under
the
STILL
AVAILABLE,
THOUGH
to Gain Jobs Through
church, will be held Thursday,
WASHINGTON, D. C. Alignat 6 saved and a goodly number joinTenant Purchase program in' 1939,
PENALTIES ARE EFFECTIVE Picnic, Murray Lumber CoMpany, August 18. when the grandeur
Concession
ed the church. There were 5 bapof
It was announced today by Farm
Bloom.
GLId
—Investment. in- rental housing
Lunch,
Day
Nite
&
County Superintendent T. C.
the old hcmecoming days will be
tized before last Sunday and Bro.
Supervisor
J.
Churchill
H.
Funeral
C.
Home,
G.
Dyer.
A.
new Arnett released today specificaThe requirement that motor veTo provide part-time jobs for
find their greatest security in pro- Lawrence baptized 22 last
revived.
Sunday
county added to Kentucky's list is !ions for construction of the high hicle operators' licenses be secured Murray Milk Products Co., Sexton
jects which are both large enough and two or three are to be bap- deserving high school and college
Formerly, the churchyards and
Graves,
Dyer
Brothers.
Oakley,
Dr.
said.
Bank of
school 'building at Coldwater, re- before August 1 has not been exstudents during the ensuing-school
. .
the building could not hold the
to withstand deteriorating neigh- tized later. There were also several
InfOrmation
on how to apply for placing the one which burned—rr tended, department of revenue Murray, Stokes-Smith Motor Comyear, an appropriation of $432,655
crowds of all denominations who
borhood influences and low enough additions by letter. The Rev. Mr. has been allotted to the National loans on the farm tenant program month ago.
officials in Frankfort announced pany, Hendon's Service Station, came
for the footwashing days and
Ray was accompanied by the Rev.
may be attained at the WPA ofCovington Brothers Wholesale
today.
in rental to tap the vast market Andrew Colthorpe
Youth
Administration
for
Kenstructure,
The
a 3-teacher edifice,
the bountiful dinnera-on-theof Mississippi
fice iii Murray from the county will
Grocery,
Calloway
County
Lumtucky,
Robert
K.
Salyers,
State
regulations
The
face either east or west, will
prescribing the
provided by families of moderate who was a very pleasant young
ground.
supervIsor.
Agent's
Li, painted white and will have a method of issuing 1938-39 oper- ber Company, County
Dinner will be served on the
minister and - we all enjoyed very NYA Director, disclosed today.
income.
Applications
Notes,
can
Stone
School,
Methodist
be
made
at
Students
at
34
Kentucky colconcrete foundation, the excava- atcrs' licenses provided that until
ground this time if persons who
Though high rental projects may much having them in our homes. leges and universities are to re- WPA office beginning Monday tions
Church
Notes,
Eagle.
Puryear
for which will be 18 inches August 1 a new license might be
came bring it, according to an anThere were 191 present in Sun- ceive $180,949
pay handsome returns during the
of the fund, while morning, August 15, and each Mon- wide and_ not less than 18 inches secured by a simple renewal pro- Route 3, Hazel Route 1, Hico NeWS-, nouncement. Officials plan to have
first two or three years, the pro- day school Sunday and on the the remainder, $251,706, is to Itre day morning thereafter until clos- deep.
National
Stores.
H.
B.
Bailey.
and
It will have concrete door-. cess. The method of renewing lipreaching services. All denonsinaject which continues to pay satis- Sunday before 205 were in attend- paid boys and girls enrolled in ing day.
steps, and all framing timbers cense's has been extended until H. E. Wall.
lions are welcomed..
factory returns during bad years ance. Our BTU is progressing junior and senior high schools
such as sills, girders, joists, studs. September 1. A person driving
•
and good is the exception rather nicely. We had several new mem- throughout the state. The new alplates, rafters, etc.. will be of during August without a 1938-39 STONE SCHOOL HONOR ROLL
than the rules Studies of rental bers last Sunday night.
lotment, comparable to the one
strong relatively knot-free , oak. operator's license is, however, subThe church wishes to than Conn made last year,
housing experience, conducted by
will make possible
ject to the penalties provided by
Joists will be cross-bridged.
First Month
the Federal Housing Administra- Moore for his many kind deeds the employment of approximately
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars and
law, the department announced.
•
•
There
will
no
sub-floor,
be
but
especially
and
fur
gasoline
the
to
floe and described in the current
daughter, Inez, visited Odie Morris
8,200 young people.
After
September
1.
a
person
Third grade: Sue Hendon.
the main floor will be of number
issue of Insured Mortgage Port- run the light plant. We also wish
and family Sunday.
New game and fish laws issued
securing
a
1938-39
license
will be
In addition to the 34 colleges.
Fifth
grade: June Edmonds,
ane pine. Quarter rounds will be
folio, official FHA publication. in- to thank Mrs. I. T. Crawford for
Mr. and Mrs. Delmus Paschall
required tp make a detailed ap- Blanche Hendon, Willodean Thur- by the state department ,declare the
120
county
school
systems
used
and
at
all
corners
or
angles
of
the
beautiful
flowers
and others
dicate that income from moderate
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deering
180 independent school districts
ihe building's interidr. All out- plication. and his license will be man, and Mary, Alice Winchester. illegality of hunting with any
rental' projects is more stable, who sent or brought flowers or
Sunday afternoon.
sort of light at night. Birds and
participating
under
the
'ode
NYA
stuwoodwork will bea painted forwarded to the Department of* Seventh grade: Hardiman Henthrough good years and bad, than assisted in any way.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Revenue for checking before re- don, John Edd Johnson. Rodney rabbits are the principal game anident
aid
program.
Local
school
with
two
coats
of
lead
and
oil
We were 311 glad to see "Uncle
those from luxury apartments.
mals listed in the prohibition. '
authorities select the students and were Sunday afternoon guests of number one white paint. The in- lease. In addition, such applicants Vickers. and Leon Winchester.
'The chief advantage enjoyed by Johnnie" Myers and "Aunt Ett"
Rudolph Key and family. They
State- law also prohibits the firmay
be
examined
by
the
supervise
State
their
work.
Eligibillty
side
woodwork
such
as doors. etc.,
low rental projects is -the vast de- Myers able to attend one more rewere Monday guests of Mr. and
ing of a gun for any cause other
Highway
Patrol.
is
determined,
first,
upon
the
basis
will
receive
one coat each of oil
"When everything else
mand. growing out of the fact vival. They have been members
falls than in self defense or defense of
of need and, second, upon ability Mrs. Terry Morris,
stain, shellac, and varnish. The
away. love will endure, because it property on a public highway, and
that the greatest number of Amer- herefor 65 years but they are now to
Mr. and MA. Charlie Wicker
perform
satisfactory
school
"Kindness is a language the cannot die while there is life, if it guilty persons
ican families fall into the medium getting very feeble. The awful
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key building will .be' covered with
are subject to a
work.
Employed students, who
Number 1 cedar shingles.
dumb can speak, and the deaf can is true love, for it is immortal
they
came and
income group. In many instances, rainy Sunday
Sunday.
line of not less than $50 nor more
are
between
16
and 24 years of
Bids fur its construction will be hear and understand."—Bovee.
Rider
demand for moderately ,priced , ac- almost swam the horse when they
Haggard.
Dorothy, Lerline and Dewey Bill
than $100 upon being convicted.
age, receive government Checks
commodations
increases
Orr were week-end guests of Mrs.
during crossed the creek. If every one issued on
the basis of time reports
was
as
faithful
as
these
good
depression periods, due to the tendRebecca Paschall and family.
iubmitted by school officials.
ency of many families to move out people wouldn't we have a wonMr. and Mrs. Jack Orr are visitAll of the participating instituderful
church.
of higher rental buildings into
tions are being notified :A their ing relatives here.
medium priced accommodations.
A large crowd attended
Mr. and Mrs. HoLion Byars were
the respective allotments and the
funds
"Well-planned, low-rental pro- funneral services for "Aunt Nancy" will
be made available with the recent guests of Mrs. Byars' parjects such us are embraced in the Milstead at South Pleasant Grove
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester of
next few days, Salyers said.
FAA program frequently have at- Monday. She was a kind woman
Coldwater.
tracted advance - applications for and everyone knew her as a good
The revival meeting begins this
Iola
McKinney
and Helen Mcmany times the number of units character.
week at Hazel. A series of meetGuire of Mayfield, and Mr. and
they offered." the article states.
ings will also begin at Salem
Hillson Myers is slowly recover"Hence, they have been able• to ing after an - attack of appendicitis. Mrs. Will Riley Furchess and chil- church, near Lynn Grove, this
dren. Harry and Beth.
Yes, we are remodeling—Our windows are bare! But what values await you inside. The
obtain full initial occupancy fal- _. Miss Helen Jane McGuire
week.—Humming Bird.
front looks messy, but
of
Mrs. Rebecca Rogers and Miss
the merchandise on the inside is clean and new—just ready to wear and use. Come in now
lowing completion. The careful' Mayfield is visiting Misses Rebecca
and get your share of
Belle Miller spent the week-end
REAL
selection
of tenants
BARGAINS in this'REMODELING SALE.
permitted and. Iva Wilkerson.
with
Mrs.
Rogers'
daughter,
Mrs.
under such •circumstances is an im"Aunt Vick" Miller and Mrs. Gus Alexander and family
of
portant factor in maintaining the Katie Paschall had
as their Sun- Water Valley and Miss Orette
character of the project and assur- day visitors Mr.
and Mrs, Stale Miller accompanied Mrs. AlexanMrs. Shelton who makes her I
ing a low rate of turnover and Miller and
son. Bradley. Charles der home for a visit.
home with her daughter. Mrs.
vacancy, with consequent savings Hanes,
Mr. and Mrs. John Story,
Mrs. Katie Paschall and Mrs. George
Coles, is visiting
her
in repairs and maintenance."
Mks and Mrs. BowdeSi Swann. Mr. Jewel Wilkerson spent
part of daughter, Mrs. Vera Fusburg of
and Mrs, Johnie Hopper and little Saturday morning with Mrs.
Ham- Lone Oak.
son. Bobby. and. Mrs. Miller's lin, the good operator at Harr
CITY ALLOWS ACCOUNtS
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Madrey are
daughter, Mrs. Hansy Paschall. and Grove.
,
the parents of a baby boy born
A close out of straps, pumps,
The city council met In its reg- Mr. Paschall.
last week. The youngster has been
ular session here Friday night
Miss Hilda Paschall left for Deties, oxfords i n whites,
named Max.
CARD OF THANKS
put the only business to come be- truit Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bura Wilson of blacks, tans. Not all sizes of
fore its ccnsideration was Hie alWe are all sorry to hear of the
We wish to thank our friends Memphis are spending their vacaa kind, but all sizes in the
lowance of accounts. tialeich it ap- illness of Inez Cathcart, 17-year- and neighbors for their many
deeds tion with their parents, Mr. and
proved.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of kindness, their many acts of ser- Mrs. Billie Dunn and Mrs. Nora lot
John Cathcart.
vice rendered, and their kind ex- Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Windsor pressions of sympathy
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts "and
in the loss
had as their Sunday guests Bro. of our dear
mother and grandmo- daughter. Anna Jean, were supper
and Mrs. Lawrence Donald and ther. Mrs.
If you lave a bargain,
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs.
Nancy Milstead.
Eula Lawrence, Martha Lou and
you will take advanTo Dr. Miller we w7sh to express James Hester Foster. During the
Ruevene Taylor. Mr. an
Mrs. our thainks also
tage a this unusual offor his prompt ac- evening they attended church setHbrman Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Orvices at Locust Grove.
fer,
tion when called upon and
his
filed Byrd and Anna Jean Byrd.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Brown and
faithful efforts to save her. To the
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson had
• SILKS
undertaker and the ministers we children of Paris and Mr. and
•
Mrs. Charlie Denham of Hazel
Prescriptions
accurately as their Sunday dinner guests Mr. feel greatly indebted . for
CREPES
•
their
spent Sunday as the guests of Mr.
and carefully compounded and Mrs. Emmit Wilkerson Char- kindness and comforting words
of
•
CHIFFONS
lie Adair. Herbert. Charles. and
and Mrs. Wave! Alderson.
of Pure Fresh Drugs.
A close-out lot of odds and ends.
consolation. Also were the beautiMrs. Finis Holland has been con• SHANTUNGS, etc.
ful floral offerinngs deeply appre-'
Values to $1.00 per pair
fined to her bed for the past few
ciated—Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon James dais with
Values to $6, now
illness.
and children; Mr. and. Mrs. Con
Mrs. - Enoch and daughter. BobMilstead and children.
bie Nell of Gibbs' Store section,
Boys' WASH DRESS LONGIES in
spent a few days as the guests of
am proof against that word their son and brother. Fred Enoch
the
season's best patterns. Light &
, failure. I have seen behind it. and family.-Rose Bud.
medium colors. Sanforized shrunk,
The only failure a man ought to
fear is failure in cleaving to the
"You can preach a better sersizes 6 to 18. Values to $1.29 ....
purpose he sees to be best."— mon with your life than
Closing out this entire group the
with yciur
George Eliot.
lips."—Selected.

Puryear Route 3

Ilete
ket

ilc
13c
d25
-49
13c
19
ans

10c
Iced

Tea

25`

•
an

15c
17c

10
25

•

nd

15c
25c

10`

I

ODELING SALE!

Midway News

g 25c

Women's Footwear

Wash Pants

(`
Hendon's Texaco Station

$2

For the Best "OIL IN TOWN"...

low price way.

TEXACO, quart 25c

right

HAVOLINE
Wax FreeQuart

Hot

weather

Boys' Seersucker PANTS

dresses to wear
now—S ilk

Splendid quality Seersucker Pants
in all szies, 6 to 16 years, regular
98c value

crepes, sheers, batistes and voilei—

Aid LAUNDRY
SERVICE

30c

$3 values, now on-

"HANE'S"

Shirts or Shorts

ly—Choice

A Nationally known brand.
Swiss ribbed Shirts, balloon
seat broadcloth Shorts

23e

Fill'er Up With the "BEST" ...

and INDIAN
We Grease Your Car like it was OURS!

45c

49C
79c
49c

MEN'S_

Shirts or Shorts
Good quality broadcloth Shorts. Combed
yarn Shirts.
EACH

15c

Men's Summer Oxfords, in white, gray, and combinations. Made of High Grade leathers, Goodyepr
Welt soles, $3.50 values,
To close out at, pr.,

$2.'9

What a price for-a complete
laundry servicq. Everything,
including. shirts;la returned ironed, ready to use. No fuss
and work for you and we do
the complete job cheaper than
you can do it,in your home!

Boy's White Oxford.
1 to big 6
values, now ciosng out at,

$2.00
PRISCILLA RUFFLED

50c RAYON TAFFETA

Curtains

Lace Trim Slips
29c

59c Values

Wc look at it this way: if it was
OUR car we'd want it done right. But the fact that it's YOUR car does
not make any difference to us. You
still get the best greasing service that
money can buy! Our station
Is
equipped with the most modern equipment and best lubricants in this vicinity: our attendants are experts.
Just remember this: it's your money and sou should, get the most for
it.
When your ear needs greasing.
stop in here for st,Itetter Job for less
money.

Greasing 75c

EACH
By the Suit

Finished Family
10 lbs. $1.00

GAS IN TOWN!

FIRE CHIEF

c
7
•.•

Close -Out Men's Summer

Men's Work and Semi-Dress
Pants . . . Dark Colors

TEXACO -

Pound

Odds Ends Values to $2.50

Every pair sanforized shrunk
— made of high
grade materials
... values up to
$2.50

tste 25c

Pic
I5c

Game Laws Prohibit
Headlight Hunting

Damp Wash
10 Lbs.

37c
Come in all colors, 2 1-2 yds
long. Wide rufflasa, attractively. made curtains at a big
saving.
$1.00 Ruffled Curtains
670

40c

Certified Sealed Seams
The greatest slip value in
years--cut full. well tailored
of splendid quality rayon taffeta; come in all ..sizes—pink,
and tea rose.

MEN'S. BOYS' 6100

Swim Trunks
ALL WOOL

43c
Mark and navy, made with
jockey supporter. belt is included

%OMEN'S RAYON

STEP-INS
8c
Lovely step-ins of novelty
weave rayon, plain or lace
trim, a big feature factory
outlet value.

You will enjoy our SUPERIOR SERVICE in Dry
Cleaning White Suits and Summer Clothes.'

1 Corner 4th and Walnut
PHONE
, 82

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY cLE—RS
IT°
We Call for and Deliver

Phtrnn 44
•

-
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rein creation. Aoything heavier, it tality is higher In young stock. No
tia us that Dr. Fishbein
has been suggested, would not be highly effective vaccine hair been
sorting to. the red-herring techstable enough to hold together.
found nor does a mild outbreak
nique when he charges that subBy
mitting this evidence to the grand
In Paris, however. Jean Perrin, confer immunity. Careful sanitaCorlsolis!anon of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
,rioted physicist, said he believed tion and avoiding drafts on the
jury is just a plot .by the New
JULIAN ft
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928,
Deal to "use the laws and the
he had discovered the ninety-third roosting quarters will help to
Published by The Canoe ay Publishing Company, Inc.
chemical
element—a
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
courts to mould the people of the
substance eliminate this trouble. The trouble
slope near the •VilOn
a-lonely
heavier than uranium. By using is more common in young stock on
United States to its belief_ in every
in
.
the
Turnuof
Maglavit
lage
Neal
Publishers
B. R Meloan and John S.
phase of life and living"
a powerful spectroscope. he dis- a ration either deficient In certain
distsiet of Rumania three
Editor and Advertising Manager
ioiln S. Neal
After all. ian't the issue merely Severin
tinguished four new spectral lines vitamins or on a marginal level.
years ago Pbtreke Lupu, a shep- which he believes
are caused by The trouble is sometimes checked
Entered at the Postoffice. Murrayikerentucky, as second class mail matter this: Whether organized eio,ctors herd, watched his flocks. He was
have the right to use their power
the presence of transuranium, a by adding a small amount of cod
'could
not
talk
and
pltiirdy
benucleus whose atom would con- liver oil in the drinking water
to prevent _patients from organiz- 25
cause of a thickness of his tongue. tain 93 positive
each day, or by allowing access to
ing to obtain the medical services'
charges.
The youth built aircastles as the
tender green feed. The Connectiwhich they want and ere willing
10041AL imarau to pay for, under a method of sheep grazed in the sun.' Clouds What is man's purpose in living? cut Experiment Station has indipayment satisfactory to bath- the hung against the meuntains tops Is it sensation? Is it the mere cated that the following spray
A' SSOCIATgcw4
patient and the jphysician of his and. the sky was a deep purified satisfaction of experiencing, or is may be of some value in the conchoice' If there is any issue of blue.
it something
else, some bigger trol of eoryza: camphorated oil 2
lysol 1 part and kerosene 1
professional qualifications it is not
Suddenly. .according to Petreke's something broader than material
r iilitlt14114.a111- ir
part.
For individual treatment,
clear to us, for all the physicians story, the figure of a white-clothed ,thmes?
I',.rhaps the purpose of life is rubbing Vick's salve on the roof
Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry an° involved in the controversy are man, venerable and bearded, who
Stewart Counties. Tenn, 11.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere_ $2.0U. of recognized standing—all have disclosed himself as God stepped self-ennoblement.. To lowe one's of the mouth is sometimes effectAdvertising Rates and Information about Calloway County marlet been licensed to practice Lanier the forth from a cloud and said to ,.it is to love truth, justice, pa. ive.
furnished upon application.
laws. If the issue were one of him "Petreke. assemble the peas- tience, and.to bring about a conkeeping quacks from practicing ants of thy village and tell them sisal growing toward those ideals.
that the GlIA was sa legitimate medicine., we would quickly side on behalf of the Almighty: the The love-your-neighbor precept is
organization.
with the organized 'doctors—as we time has come for you to turn its most casual ..goal. It would
As we have been having' so
times in the past. your eyes again unto the Lord u-ork toward a 41-ealization df the
But now the doctors are on the have many
A group of Government emBut that's not the issue.
and unto his Divine commands. biutherhood of man, and thus its much rain some of the crops are
ployes in Washington. D. C., form- defensive. For the anti-trust diAside from legal questions of Forgive your enemies. Put an end purpose
ultimately
is to bring being damaged.
ed a co-operative known as the vision of thes Justice Department
Miss Maud Wilson is spending a
about harmony instead of the conrights
andpowers
there
are
queshas
announced
it
will
place
before
and
hatred!"
to
strife
By
Group Health A.ssociatien.
tions of public policy and proThe vision disappeared, and the, fueon of social or international few days with Aer sister, Mrs. Nalt
pooling their health risks, and a grand jury evidence indicating
Adams,
fessional policy. And sit-tee there youth trembled and pondered. it filets.
aharine jointly in The: employment that the American Medical Peso- Bro. Farris filled his regular apof phesiciarfS—arie surgeons. they inatan and its affiliate. the Dis- are in this country a lot of doc- But he feared the sarcasm of the
pointment Sunday and Sunday
Mite tried to obtain. ,)sy collective trict Medical Society. bave been tors who, under the system of in- city dwellers., and did not tell
night at Palestine. Several attendac'tion. medical 'services -which as restraining fair competition in dividualistic medical practice, them of what he had seen sit
COUNTY AGENT NOTES ed and good sermons were heard.
can't collect enough fees to make a heard.
individuals they could not afford. medical ssactice,
Mr. and Mrs. Preston- Lee and
Here is one anti-trust case which decent living, and a lot of patients 'When the vision was repeated
The organized doctors, of Washfamily from Arkansas visited relaPOULTRY POINTERS FOR
can
understand. And. who under this system can't afford the next week, rebuking the shepington. didn't like the idea of layrr , a
tives here last week.
AUGUST
Dr.
Morris
Fishbein. the medical attention they peed— herd fer not having faith,: he callpatients organising. The 'organ.- though.
A cream supper was given at
0d the village elders together and
since
these
things
are
true,
it
spokesman
for
the
AMA.
doesn't
ized doctors were - on the legal
MarVin . Houston's Friday night.
August
is
a
month
of
very
great
told
his
story.
Curiously
seems
to
us
enough
that
a
much.
more
seem
to
think
so.
it
may
prove
to
offensive Jinni Mr. 'Justice Bailey
Miss Juanita Holland and Miss
importance for those who are raisin District •-•
C'
ruled ; be a case that a lot of laymen will sensible statement is that made there was no longer a defect to
by Dr. Channing Frothingham. his speech.
ing Poultry because so much of Ernestine Towesy spent Saturday
i foot far.
.The effect was astounding: not the future income depends upon night with Miss Dorothy Williams.
presinent of 'the Massachusetts
I -The Justice Department •.alleges
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee spent
only did the villagers put faith in the 'management practiced at this
Medical Society:
Up in the Morning
that the organized doctors of ex"Organized medicine is making their • apostle, but within a week time. It is easy for one to lose Saturday. inet with Mr. and Mrs.
pulsion fbrin membership in their
an awful mistake by not follow- thousands from the entire district enthusiasm during theSe hot days Bradley Ofterby.
The refreshing relief so many foliar medical society, are making it
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Harrison and
ing the trend of public opinion in assembled at Baglavit to see and as a result of the increasing outmy they get by taking Black- •-iifficult for the organized patients
go for feed and lower income family visited Roy Ross and chilDraught tor constipation malees io hire competent staff physicians. medical and hospital insurance hear the only man in the world's
plans. The trouble is. doctors are history whose mortal eyes, ac- from the sale of products. It is dren Sunday.
the enthualastle about tau ranee&
li charge, that the boycott extends
vegetabli1- laxative.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lee were
independent fellows and
think cording to their belief, had beheld true that the fryers have been
Elart-Draught puts the digestive tract
seen to threatening expulsion ,of
their rights are being taken away. God, whereas Moses had merely sold and eggs are cheap. but re- Sunday afternoon guests . of Mr.
ba better essetuas to art regularly, every
physicians who take part in mediday, without your cocOnualiy having to
They can't see that they'll be been
permitted
to
hear
the member you are working now for •and Mrs. Nalt Adams.
take meebethe to MICV! the bowed&
cal cOnsultatitins with GHA staff
Thine visiting Mr. and Mrs. Milthese fall and winter • eggs, sis keep
benefitted.
Almighty's voice.
Mat flue. be ease to try
doctors.
burn Holland Sunday afternoon
"rm glad the whole thing is
Today
Petreke
preaches
his up Our interest.
We don't know enough about the
faith and hundreds of thousands' Sawmer Feeding: It is extreme- were Mr. and Mrs. Carlos. Brooks',
corning out in the open."
anti-monopoly laws and the medcome to hear, his sermons. The ly important to keep both graip Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Duncan and
—Columbus 00.) Citizen
ical.
laws to say whether such .
spot where the vision appeared, and mash before the growing put- children. Otho Winchester, Kara
practices as those alleged above
Scott, Misses Dorothy and Lorene
has become a mecca %for the Ruin separate harmers Vfiless an
are legal or not, But it does 'seem
A Web LAXATIVE
manian people. This yeSr. they all-mash ration is being fed. If Williams, Miss Arlene Cunningti'avebegun bull-ding a monastery whole gram is to be fed after the -haws- -Ati&s---Eritestitte---Tt.w...ry,.
,
•
We have all asked this question. on the spot Petreke claimed the pullets area put into the laying Miss Pauline Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McClard,
many times, sonietinies with admi- vision came.
house, the feeding of shelled corn
Mr. and Mrs. Vessie MeClard, Mr.
ation
and. wonder. soinetimes
should be started as soon as the
Until - recently. scientists had pullets are old enough to eat. It and Mrs. Elmer Wilkerson. Mr.
with-hope.—yes, we have asked it,
-what manner of man is this— believed there were only',92 ele- is surprising how. soon baby.chicks and Mrs. Edgar Wilkerson visited
'ins &Dben W. Barkley. from Ken- ments in all mattes. They ranged will start eating wheat and crack- their sister, Mrs. Grace Tatum,
icky. He stands before us today from _hydrogen, the lightest, to ed corn_ As they .roach frying' Reckportsinds Saturday night and
,s an endorsed Senator and as uranium, the heaviest. All except sirs' they will eat. it shelled and Sunday.
Miss Estelle Bogard spent Sun'he majority leader of that august twc. have been isolated in pure it may be substituted for the
day - as the guest. of Miss Pauline
body in which he serves. Not a form. Only 92 elements. c
cracked corn. The ehieken gizwhit more spoiled by the favors ponding ins ,tie ' 92 elements on zard is capable of _cracking or lOuston.
Mrs.,Gladys Overby spent Saturf fortune—the fortune he carved earth, have been discovered in the grinding grains better than any
• ut for-himself, than the least of stars. Scientists have held fre- mill so the only excuse for 'feed- day as the guest of Mrs. Lula Lee.
—Blue Eyes
quently that there may not be ing the cracked corn 'is that Me
us.
We _eften ask. "What is it that more than 92 elements anywhere chicks are .not big enough for shellmakes a ,man great?" What is- the
"Blessed is, tlie man that ened corn. The chief reason corn
iifference in those men who gepw
should be ground and added to the dureth temptation: for when he is
ourdily like a tree in fertile soil
mash in addition to the wheat by- tried, he shalt receive the crown
and those many _others who let
products Is to make the mash of life. whicll the Lord hath promthem grow and appreciate them
more palatable and also to get the ised to them that love him."—
for what they. are' Row did Alben
•
s
chick to consuite more of one of James I.
Barkley become big' ••,
the cheapest grains foe poultry. It
He grew up in the sun. He had
is surprising how much "judgment"
the gift of knowing how to do
the growing chick shows in baland doing. And back of that was
ancing the proportion of grain to
the supreme ambition that made
mash. It the poultryman supplies
him work as fens men work. By
sufficient animal protein 'and the
sheer force of study, by apt and
essential minerals—calcium, phosindustrious effort, by those very
phorus and sodium—in the dry
qualities which brought him up
mash the growing pullets will
_Warn a leg -eabin --home -To the
balance the proportion of grain to
Nation's capital he was' made
mash to such degree that they
great.
When his people called
will grow and mature 'rapidly. In
on him, he answered—and More.
experiments in which the protein
And that is --Albezi-Barkleys, the
_cceitent—of the mash is high the
man—the sitizeris of whose state
pullets eat more grain than in
sent him back fia Washington to
pens where _llie protein enntenr
lead' the Senate of the United
the mash is low, thus balancins
States, Kentuckians could not say
their own ration.
to those from other states who cast
vaccination: Many Vosges failed
their __votes .for him as majority
TO produce as they should Iasi fall
leader that -his awn peeple held
due to an sinbreak of chicken
their prophet in no honor.
pox. Flocks on farms _where pox
Perfect th not every way is
was present last year should be
VOU can't really know there's a difference until
Alben Barkley's character, but it
vaccinated to prevent recurrence
I you've tasted them both, used them in your
is perfect enough te turn .his very
Of the trouble. No time, should
cooking or tried them n in a few of the many other
imperfections to -charm,'
be lost in doing this vaccination
4.40.21
ways that milk is used. Sunburst will always stand
Arid,to Governor- Chandler—who
because the pullets should remain
We got the 'tuft ...
has pfoved his bigness in many
$855
on the range for 6 dr 8 weekii after
one look will conways, if not in all—to GoveiVer
since y ou that
vaccination has benh done. If
Chandler we want to say we are
there's plenty of
chickenpox has net been op the
4.75-19
mileage built into
sorry two such worthy Kentuckians
and if the flock- is small
S975 -farm
the tough, husky
sought at the same time an honor
vaccination is tibt necessary for
center - traclion
so signal it was possible only for'
once vaccination has been .started
5.00.19
tread. Plies are of
one to receive. •
it shOuld be done each year thereblowout-protecting
after.' It is good insurance to vac-'
Sup•rtwist Cord.
cinate regardless of whether chick"We do net meet with success
'Prices are LOW.
enpox has been on the -farm, if
5.25-17
except by, reiterated efforts, and
for sucli-ITIGH
100 or more pullets are to -ife4
&ten at the iiisfant when we dequality.
housed. Turkeys should be vacspaired
of
niccess.”—Mad
de
cinated against -fowl pox if you
Maintenon.
had-trouble last year. SPe your
GOODYEAR
GOODYEAR
County Ageht or vetarnarian for
SPEEDWAY
advice regarding the purchase and
A wbal• of nal,
ALL-WEATHER
use of vaccine. Do not vaccinate
economy buy
against blackhead as it is a_ waste
Tia• forgost
with lif•tise•
of time and money. Sanitation
Loos) tfr•
guaranies.
holds out the .only solution of -the
I. th• worki.
--- _"' •
-As S5S5 blackhead problem.
sure Is •ee it.
suawner colds: '• A cot._ try thig4
head la referred to as seeryza"
with. chickens. This tvm is Used
to identify a type.of cold caned
by a definate'germ. 'Affected bird.
WITH NEW
sometimes shoW. swollen eyes and
WREC'S Angelina and her yodelling Cowgirl Band; the Texas Drifter, aca _nasal discharge. Coryza 'affects
tor and singer; Lone Star Cowhands, WSIX; the Stamp Book Quartet; the
bird, of :01 ages but hr mor- Ainumminis,
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Hie° News

Doctors in Court

{

* Scattered News
Maxine Hutson spent Friday
night with Sue Nance.
There are lots of people cutting
tobacco on account of the rust.
Sue Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson and daughter, Mildred Jane, spent July 30-31 with
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Osbrun and
children of Puryear.
Payton Nance, Bob Morris, Robert Carlisle, Henry Morris and
Brent Morris went ,Friday. July
29, in Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Fermon Bucyi
D. McCuiston of Detroit are visiting relatives here.
Raymond Hutson was in Murray
Saturday morning on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Fertnan Bucy, Mr.
and Mrs. Oren Hutson - spent Saturday with Mr, and Mrs. Guy
Hutson.
Morris
Hafford
and Edward
visited Sunday with their uncle,
Bob Morris and his daughters,
Carleen, and Bobbie Ann, and their
grandmother. Mrs, T. C. Morris. -- Evelyn Morris spent Saturday
night as the guest of Sue Nance.
Sue Nance was the week-end
guest of Maxine Hutson.
We sure were sorry to ,hear of

Kelly Gulledge's getting drowned
Saturday - morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance and
children, Sue and J. T. visited Mr.
and Mrs. Will Dobbins of Puryear
Tuesday evening.
Robert Carlisle, Will Dobbins,
and Mrs.sPayton Nance were
Murray Wdlinesday on business.
Bob- Morris, and Robert Carlisle,
Jr., were in Hazel Saturday,
—Blue Jay
"Let no man despise thy youth;
but be thou an example of the believers, in word, in conversation,
In charity, in spirit, in faith, in
anerity."71. Tins. 4.
•

as, stool
10614e
Stepped inaregvNtnutes
MoneyBack

GROVERGRAILim
REMEDY
Nark teem prelim-littler' el'

Forepaw

Hipassell specialist. Quickest relief fel
ludigestlea, gas, heartburn, bloating,
gettruees, aridity, belching aad other
Me,
Why wet give year
stomach the. beet atesey tau by. Gel
IS today.
at WALUS DRUGSTORE

TIME: 1940
SCENE: Any living room
WIFE': "Mary says their rent has been
raised again."

Feeling Fine!

•

BLACKDRAUGH

One of Ours!

HUSBAND: "Were we smart to build
'38, or were we -smart?"

Y

OUR own experience will convince you of
"the faithfulness of that conversation. Rents
zeal go up—and so will the cost of new
homes. That's why an increasinn• number of
people are deciding lo build now.''It's a smart
"hedge" against the certain rise in building
materials and rents.
See us now for a Complete building service.
from plan to financing.

4

Smart People Build Reforealloo-m

Murray Lumber Company
Phone 262

East Depot Street

Auction Sale!
High Grade New and Used

FURNITURE

BUT...
ONE OF THEM 'IS'

SUNBURST

FRIDAY, 7:30 P. M., AUG. 12
SATURDAY, 7:30 P. M., AUG 13
TUESDAY, 7:30 P. M., AUG. 16

GOODMA

out.
It's Safe ... Pure ... Healthful—Because
.
IT'S PASTEURIZED—,

1

SPECIAL, SAT. AUG. 12
From 2 to 4 P. M.

MurrarMilk Products Co.

S1055

Telephone 191

sub

X 12 New Linoleum Rugs
ma All Colors
.
,17
$2

e;

and Patterns

•
Outlet Furniture

Backusburg Picnic, August 13
Approximately 100 Stars; 8 Stations.; WSM'S DAVID STONE',
Master of Ceremonies. Continuous, 7:30 Till =down.

Company
Across Street From Bus

Station
H. E. Wall Jr., Manager and Auctioneer •

REPLACE OLD PLODS

GOOLOVEAR
DOUBLE EAGLE

Delmore Brothers; thrGolcion W„eat Cowboys, with' Abner Sims, radio's fastest
Fiddler, featuring little Texas DAis9; the 'Crook Brothers' Old Time Band; Uncle
Dave Macon, the Dixie Dewdrop; Lonnie Glosson, the famous hound dog imitator; Sid Htrtreader & Co.; ,the Radio Parker, WSIX; the Yellow Jackets,
WPAD; movie acts, in person, from "Gold Mine in the Sky," by identical actors; blackfaces, child prodigies, comedians, and many other things too numerous to mention just here.
• ft
t

SPARK PLUGS
New one-piece construction savep on
Was and oil, gives
more mileage- with
less drain on battery,

I

65c EACH

You will miss the grandest Ofogram of your life, if you fin to go to Backusburg SATURDAY, AUGUST 131. All the original fine prograin scheduled will
efora Bailey's "Pan American" and
be there in person. That race• between
Lonnie—GlottiOn's fast hound dog is eagerlf awaited by many people.

STOKES--SMITH
MOTOR CO.
re

Phone 170

BERRY INSURANCE AGENCY
General InsuranCe and Bonding

Thornton Building

West Side Of Court Square
Telephone 81

:

Murray
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•
••••••••
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a unique record for a large fam- nice shower Monday. Some wild
ily circle unbroken by death.
fire through here but hot so bad akHERE AND THERE
Of the eleven children who were in some places.
BY R. B. WEAR
present—ages of which
ranged
JJ. D. McCuiston, of Detroit, visfrom 28 to 51 years—no deaths had ited his sister, Mrs.(1.:- D. Linville.
come to any of their children or and family last Tuesday. Mr. and
Columnists, sports writers, edigreat grandchildren as there had Mrs. T.
A. Linvilfe, Mr_ and Mrs. 'urs. Commentators and spectators
been no deaths among the brothOburir Henry and .children. Mr. have written line upon line about
ers aria 'sisters.
and Mrs. Otis Falwell and baby the phenomenal progress athletics
After the first members of the
spent last Wednesday at the Sul- have made at Murray State Colfamily grew up, married, and
lege. There are few present-day
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday j
moves away, others were born,— phur,Well.
students at the College who have
and
and
Darrell
Wilson
Mr.
Mrs.
afternoon each week.
some of them step-brothers and
had the opportunity to watch the
step-sisters.—and not all the fam- baby spent Saturday night and sruwth step-by-step since
the birth
Sunday
with
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Hardy
ily was together at the same time
of Murray State College.
Robertson-Overby Engagement
[Mrs. Pogue Outland.
Wilson and son.
until
last
Sunday.
•
•
•
•
•
Is Announced
Having always been interested in
They now are scattered through
Miss Laura F. Osborn spent last any
and all sorts of sports, It has
One of the lovely mid-summer Mies Mellen Honors Guest
five states, with Tennessee hav- week with her uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
been a great pleasure for me to
Miss Mary E. Mellen entertained
parties was the bridge-tea given
ing the majority.
Andrew
Ohbron
family,
of.
and
witness the amazing and breathSaturday afternoon, August 6, by at two informal parties last week
Present at the homecoming, Puryear.
taking advancement of sports
Miss Dorothy Robertson at which in compliment to her house guest, which was featured at
noon
by
.tr. and Mrs. argon Buchanan ..vents out at Murray State.
her engagement to Mr. John Miss Emmie Ellen Wade of Ox- huge baskets of.Atsod spread
on and baby went to Humboldt, Tenn..
If some one were to now speak
ford, Miss.
Overby was announced.
the ground and tooling drinks, Sunday te jive. -We sure hate
to 1- Irby Koffman I doubt that a
On Thursday evening Miss Melwere the
Bridge was played at three tables
step-father-and-father have thent move away.
,,ngle person enrolled in Murray
het guests for bridge includwith Mrs. W. G. Swann winning len
and mother of the eleven children,
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Mayfield of College at this time could connect
ing Miss Wale, Miss Annie Smith,
and the following children: Mrs.
high score prize and Mrs. Ed Frank
Humboldt, visited Mr. and Mrs. his name in connection with sports
Miss Lillie Atkins, Mrs. Robert R.
L. Whitford and family, Tharpe,
Kirk winning second high. A proBuchanan from Friday till Sun, at the school. I had the pleasHoffman, Mrs. M. 0. Thomas, Miss
fusion of summer flowers adorned
Tenn.; Ray Reed and family,
ure of attending the first football
day.
Betty Hayes and Miss Ruth Richthe spacjw rooms of the RobertSpringfield, Mo.; J. N. Reed and
mond.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Salmon were meeting the "Normal" ever had.
family, Hamlin, Ky.; Mrs. Edith
-son home.'
.14The announcement of
Plans were made for the first seaGuests pf Miss Mellen on FriCoffman and family, Russellville, Saturday night guest's of their
the wedding date. September 2,
son. I was then attempting to
day evening were Miss Evelyn
Ark.: Dr. Hollis Miles and family, parents, Mr, and Mrs. G. E. Linwas revealed in a scroll in a minbe a wearer of Murray High's
Ruth Gingles, Miss Virginia FranBolivar, Tenn.; Hayden
iature wedding slipper on a very
Miles. ville, and Dot
ces Crawford and Miss Mary E.
G Id and Black. I' listened in on
Mr. and Mrs. Don Nix attended
Humboldt, Tenn.; Edmund Miles
attractive party plate
the plans for the Norrnal's first
Roberts.
and family, Trezevant, Tenn.; Mrs. the funeral it New Providence
Miss Robertson. who was dressed
Stella Dunnigan and family, Gib- Monday and stopped by to see Mr., football season with an open mouth
in a pretty trousseau frock, was Maine Bell
and staring eyes. Little did I imHayes Circle
son, .Tenn.; Miss Edna Miles, Hum- and Mrs. Geo. Linville a short
assisted by her mother, Mrs. Luther
agine that within a short number
Enjoys Picnic
boldt,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Ruth Cudd and time.
Robertson, and sister, Miss Rebecca
I of years Murray
State College
Members of the Mattie Bell family, Washington. Ind.; and
Misses Nell and Sue Morris visMrs.
Robertson in receiving the follow- Hayes circle of the Alice Waters
R: L. Etheridge and family, Mem- ited Mr. and MrS. Tobe Adams on would produce a Mississippi Valing guests: Mrs.. Robert Burnett Missionary Society had
ley winner and at the least be an
a picnic phis, Tenn.
Sunday morning.
Miller of Nasheille. Mrs. Burie Monday evenipg at the Luther
outstanding merpber of the world's
Phillips and Miss Juanita Phillips Jackson farm on the Hazel highathletic
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stone and largest
association—the
Moonlight Party Is Given
of Memphis. Miss Margueritte Hol- way.
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Dave SIAA.
_
On
last
Wednesday evening, Hicks and family Sunday.-- comb of Lexington, Tenn., Miss
A delicious picnic supper was
The initial season got under way.
Lula Clayton Beale, Miss Kathleen enjoyed and informal entertainment Kiss Osha Rogers of Chicago, Ill..
Mrs. Bess.Linville visited Mrs. That Particular season.. Murray
was surprised with a moonlight
Robertson, Mrs. L. A. Rains. Mrs. furnished.
Ode Grubbs Monday afternoon.
High met several of the same
party at the home of Miss Rudith
Tom Rowlett, Mrs. W. G. Swann.
Guests included, in addition to
Dot Linville visited LaLura T. teams the Normal played. At that
Crouch where she is visiting.
Mrs. J. R. Williams, Mrs. Ed Frank sixteen
Osbron and Jackie ollins Monday tithe, of course, there were no- colmembers, Mrs. Homer
The evening was enjoyed in
Kirk. Miss Juliet Holton, Miss Pogue. Mrs. Morris Adkins,
afternoon also Mrs. Ocie Grubbs. lege buildings and the Murray High
Mn. playing a
number
of
outdoor
Christine
Johnston. Miss
Opal E. B. Howton and Mrs. Hugh -HousRalph
Robertson visited his students were pushed upstairs and
games which had been prepared
„Johnson, Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss toh.
the Normal occupied the lower part
by Miss Crouch and Miss Reba grandfather and family the past
Frances Sexton, Miss Hazel Tarry,
of our building. Therefore, we
week.
Rogers.
Miss Mary Lou Outland, Miss Ruth
Miss Sibyl Simmons visited in both used Murray's High's practice
Lassiter, Mrs. Price Lassiter. Mrs. Kpzelian Clam Meets Monday
Those present were Miss Carolyn
field on the campus and played
Paris
last week.
Evening
carrot Lassiter. Miss Catherine
Rogeitst Miss Louise Manning, MiSs
our games "Down by the railroad".
Poop
Pappy.
Deck
The
Euzelian
class
S.
S.
of
the
Purdom, Miss Ola Mae 'Farmer.
Nell Sheridan. Miss Laura Lou
The teams .scrimmaged against
Baptist
First
church
met Mon- Rogers, Miss Lucille eooper, Miss
Mrs. Luther' Jackson, Mrs. Harry
each other and naturally a spirit
day
evening
at the home of Mrs. Velma li._4;ers. Miss Eula Lee RogSALEM SCHOOL NEWS
Stout, Miss Elizabeth Randolph and
of leeen cbmpetition developed: I
Alton Barnett with Mrs. Ile Doug- ers, Miss Rudith Crouch.
Miss
wouldn't be surprised if there
las, Mrs. Burman Parker and Mrs. Opha Rogers, and Miss
By Velma Louise Rogers and
Reba Rogwasn't more energy "cut lose" on
Charles Mercer assisting hosts.
Lucille Sheridan
ers.
practice games than there were in
When Women
After devotipnal exercises conOur school has been going on a
IL S, Rogers. Otto Che‘ter, Wat- effeire- - - ----- -Need Cardin*,
diiëtU by Mrs. Ralph Chtii
=
chill lace Rogers. R. C. Sheridan; Brent month. We. took our tests -last
Murray High had a tough schedIf you seem to have lost moms et the hours were spent in needle- Manning. Burie
week
following
inclthe
pupils
Harteline,, Will
ule that year and lost several tilts
your strength you had for your work.
Stanton Rogers, Codie Dee Adams, were placed on the honor roll:
by close margins but managed to
favorite activities, or for your houseThe hosts served dainty refresh- Ophas Crouch. Kelton Rogers,
grade,
First
James
AlWork . , . and care less about your
stay above the "50-50" mark. In
Second grade,'Billy Stone.
meals . . . and suffer severe dis- ments to the eighteen members bert Stone, Elmo Carter, and Andy
the meantime, Murray Normal's
present.
Fourth grade, Helen Cooper, BilDuel Carter.
comfort at certain times, . . . try
first grid team was pushed arid
ly C. Kelley. Lenith Rogers; cuffed
Cardul!
around from one end of the
Thousands and thousands of Family Has Get-together For
Charles Ed Rogers. Harry Rogers.
field to the other and a "win"
women say It has helped them.
Fifth grade, Emma Lee Man- was
First Time Sunday
foreign language to it.
By increasing the appetite, Imning. Mary Stone, Kenneth ManThe Reed-Miles family of eleven
The next season rolled around.
proving digestion, Cardul helps; you
ning.
Our
community
children
indeed
were
was
together—all
of
to get more nourishment. As strength
Of course one year's experieeseH
Seventh grade, Lucille Sheridan;
returns, unnecessary functional them in one bunch—for the first shocked Saturday morning when
helped the team and also several
aches, pains and nervousness fat time Sunday in a family union at the message came telling of the Frances Rogers, and Velma Rogers. of Muni High's graduating
"skin"
The following people visited us
seem to go away.
Sulphur Springs. Tenn., that set drowning of Kelly Gullege. He was
niters enrolled at the., "Normal."
last_week.
Stanton
Rogers,
"WIII
born and raised near New ProviPrebably -the outstanding man on
dence. His father. Cleve Gullege. Wallace Rogers, I. W. Rogers. Rice the Normal outfit the second year
Rogers.
R.
C.
Sheridan,
Dee
Adof Arkansas. an aged grandmother,
was Oren Wells, who eventually '
Aunt Lou Housden, several aunts ams, Jean Camp, James Key, Otto developed pito one of the most
and one uncle, besides other rela- Chester, Elmo Carter, and Harold powerful and alert ends to, wear
tives and friends survive him. His 11.uglas.
the now Gold and Blue. And this
We received our _photographs
mother, Ona Housden Gullege,
brings up a little story, so here
this week. Most everyone kept
goes.
died v.hen he was a tiny baby. His
theirs.
It so happend that Auburn Wells
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Mr. Grogan, county attendance
and I played on the same side of
Housden, and aunt, Thula Tucker
officer, visited us , Monday and
the line on the Murray High team
Burton, raised him. Kelly was
made-- a nice talk,- 1-am sure afteF
brother to Auburn,
member-0 the Church of Christ his fine talk everyorie
will not played
left end on the Normal
and was always a gocid boy. We want to miss a day from school. .
eleven. It so developed that both
were very sad over his early passWe were terribly disappointed
ing away, being 29 years of age. because we couldn't have (air ice teams were sorta cocky when they
Our sympathy is extended to the cream supper last Saturday night. met in practice scrimmages and
bereaved family.
Bros. Charlie but on account of rain we had to were very "uppish" one to the
Sweat and Charlie Taylor conduct- put it off until another date. We 'tother. Stanley Houston, Murray
ed the funeral services at New have decided to have the supper High coach, and Irby Koffman,
•0•
mentor for the Normalites, deProvidence Monday morning at 10 Saturday night, August 20. Please
cided it was time to put both clubs
give us your oupportt
o'clock to a large crowd.
pack to earth and for once and
,Cutting tobacco is the order of
for all settle "whcfs who and
the day around here now. Had a
"why". So a date was set and ,both
to
.•
schools fell immediately into a
-friendly" rivalry that nearly took
the old-- school building off its
Charlie Taylor. Church of Christ foundation.
minister from Parkerlsburg, Vit: Va..
The probable lineups were anwill begin a revivAl meeting at the nounced several days in advance
Kirksey Church of Christ Sunday of the game and to the dismay, of
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. Willie Wells. mother of Oren
The public is invited by the and Auburn, they faced each other
membership cif_lhe Kirksey church across the scrimmage ling and she
to attend the services.
immediately said, "You can't do
that to my boys." That at once
HO-meinakers throughout Ander- .threw a large size monkey-wrench
son county are making use of a li- into Coach Houston's long planned
brary started by a Lawrenceburg "ways and means" of attack. So
club.
not knowing that I was a_ cousin
MRS. HARRY I. BUDD, Editor
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to the Wells boys, I was prorapuy
shoved over one notch and there
I was with a 200-lb chunk of pigiron across the line froin me in
the form of Oren Wells. Houston
calls us off to one side before the
game and says, "Now boys, you
have just one assignment in this
ball game—GET OREN — never
mind where the ball is, who has it,
on both offensive and defensive—
you have your job, so go out
there and do your job." Well, it
was funny to see us pounce on
Oren when the hall was way across
the field or when he was entirely
out of the play. We divided honors
up, I would hit Oren low and
Auburn would hit him high and
then we would swap. The three
of us played a nice, little private
ball game all to ourselves. And
believe - it-or- not our Cousin and
Brother Oren remained against
Mother Nature's flat surface for
about 98 per cent of the ball game.
But I have strayed rrom the
original story to some extent, but
on that day Murray high downed
the Normal by a score of 12-0 on
straight football.
The third season rolled down
and by this time Murray Normal
had a second team and the shock
group got set for a head-bumping
with Murray High. With Ty Holland and Voris Utley leading the
way, Murray High went down in
a hard fought battle by a 6-0
count and from that day on Murray State took long hungry strides
under the watchful eyes of men
like
Cutchin, Morgan, Miller,
Stewart and Moore..
And with the '38 grid season
just around the goal post Murray
and West Kentucky will witness
the toughest schedule in history
for Murray State. Coaches Stewart
and Moore are confronted with the
problem of filling the center spot
and in rchinding out the backfield.
From my own observances the
"big" problem lies in the backs.
We need a bone-crusher or two
to smash the secondary and then
send our speed merchants by 'em.
The line looks good to Me and
reserve strength in that department should cause no trouble.
When fall practices get under

PAGE THREE
way out at Memorial Field we
will try to give you the low down
on progress made for the initial
tilt of the game when the Stewartmen will load up and go to Superior, Wis., early in September,

Cedar Knob News
The week started ett wrong
when the news came reporting the
death of one of our neighbor boys,
Kelly Gulledge. The youth was
drowned in Blood River, oral
Adams school-- house, Saturday
morning.- Burial ser v ices were
held
Providence
at
Christian
church Monday morning. Many
friends and relatives mourn his
death.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lovins were
week-end „visitors_ of .1e.s.se_. McClure.
Dr. Hale. Murray physician, was
èèlled Friday night to attend Mrs.
Henry Ellis. She was suffering
from a heart attack.
There was much disappointment
in the community when . the ice
cream supper at Macedonia schobl
was postponed last week.
No
date has as yet been set.
Mr. and Mrs. James Henry
Gipson were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Dick.
Mrs. Kattie Simmons visited Mr.
and Mrs. Cleve Lax Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Simmons and
son, John Jess, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Willoughby over the

week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Aylon McClure
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Dick Saturday night.
Tobacco rust is taking a heavy
toll in this iection. Some of the
farmers had to cut their entire
crop. The heavy rains also did
much damage by scalding the weed.
Robert Ellis was a Sunday afternoon guest of Johnnie Simmons.
Miss Lucille Simmons and brother, E. H., were Sunday morning
callers of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Ellis.
Marelle
Mrs.
Williams
and
daughter of Cedar Knob visited
the former's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmus Mitchell Saturday night.
Robert .Ellis we in Providence
Friday- on business.
. 54,r. and. 14.ra. Colatenei Hutwn and
daughters. Genella and Velda Mae,
spent Friday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Strader.
Visitors at Macedonia school
this week were Miss Frances
Grubbs, Decey Mitchell, James
Wisehart, Miss Maude Parker, Herbert Dick, Clyde Mitdhell, C. C.
Williams and Mrs. Katie Simmpns.
Mrs. Katie Simmons wishes to
thank her friends who have beers,.
so kind to her through her illness. Friends who _knew she was
not yet able to walk. sent a car to
her home Sunday morning to car- -.'-'
ry her to view the remains of
Kelly Gulledge.—Written for 'Kentucky, Bell.

THE WORLD'S GOOD NEWS
will come to your home every day through

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Ac botemational Daily NewsPaper
It records for you the
does not exploit ero.,•
but deals correctively u
_-• . 7 .0 ) :r. e
'family, including the %emir Magazin, Section.
The Christian Science Publishing SOCirtY
One, Norway Street, Boston. Massachusetts
Please enter my subscription to The Christian Science Monitor for
• period of
.
I year $12.00 SI months $600 3 months 63.00 I menth $100
Wednesday issue, including Magazine Section: 1 year 113.00, C issues Vic
Name
Address
Sasarpf, Copy

OW ROV011i

OUR HOMES and
OUR INDUSTRIES!

FOR SALE

any

CHEAP
Large Ice Box

hone 262

•

Three compartments, 500-pound ice capacity. See this box at Tolley & Carson.
COVINGTON BROTHERS

Charlie Taylor
Preach at Kirksey

WHY PAY- MORE ?

Every home owner in this city ... everyone who plans someday to
own a home here ... has the same common interest in the progress
of Murray and Calloway County, and its industries. For the worth
of your home--.the worth of this community as a place to live—is
dependent upOn the prosperity of the industries and agriculture
which supplies employment and furnishes the payrolls which are the
life blood of this community.
Modern, Neat, Comfortable ... countless homes here are a striking
tribute 'to the thrifty citizens who own and take 'pride in them—a
tribute to their vision, their confidence in our community's future.

"L.

STOP!

)
WHERE THE TOP IS

4

H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Announcing the Opening

• 4P)

$250 DOWN TO $150

if the

HOTEL AUDITORIUM

Optometric Department

People who travel consistenily,
that fancy prices do not make a hotel.
They have learned by experience that
solid comfort, excellent location, and
superior cuisine are requisites of a "sod
hotel, and that they don't have to pay
too 'mkt' For them in St. Louis. They
• rave about the economy of the Auchtritium's spacious outside rooms, tech
with ceiling fan and bath'. and about
the splendid service and hoinit,like
atmosphere, too!

H. B. Bailey Jewelry Store
MR. H. B. BAILEY, JR.,-1N CHARGE
---Cradpfite of the•Northern Illinois College of Optometry
Newest and Most

Modern Optical Equipment Installed

WE,CORDIALLY INVITE YOUR INSPE.CTION

•
.
•••••••

•••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••711••••••,..

-•••••••••••,•411••••

•••

..•

Progress has come in the past—will come in the future, as our
citizens strive together .. • harmoniously ... understrandintly . .
in an affort to live, to attract new business, new industries, new,
residents here. That is Why you should weigh carefully the conseciii0rices of every
individual or civil action ... should do all in your power to bring
progress to our community based. on AMERICAN TOLERANCE'and
FAIR PLAY. That is your duty to yourself , • • and the community
of which you are apart; •
We Offer You .
COMPLETE'BANKING FACILITIES

of

EVERY NATURE!

BANK of MURRAY
Nth Si. Garage

are

That future depends largely upon YOU and YOUR FELLOW,:
CITIZENS who take a like pride in this community—arid who hay.)
a ,stake in its welfare.

PINE STREET AT 18 TH

Opposite
Storage 504 for 24 Hours

Si. LOUIS

PERCY TYRRELL, Prot

"Big Enough To Take Care of You—
Small Enough To Be Aware of You"

•
wala

•

111
.mb
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business
NEW YORK. August 11-BUSI- tune moment to press his ambitions
NESS -' Construction of small in the rieis agricultural land of
homes is setting the pace for other Ukraine, now a part of the Soviet
industries -in -the general- recovery Empire. Competent American and
movement which continues un- English. observers, however. ate
abated, according to reports from guessing that the threatened RUsmany parts of the country. The so-Japanese conflict will not go
Federal Housing Administration re- beyond the present border s;iiping
ported a 100 per cent gain in mort- sage. They point out that stalx agg selected for appraisal in wart China at the expense of much
July over th.e4 month last year. suffering and .hardship among its
Meanwhile. America's • -mills- -and civilian -population- has very much
factories regateried an estimated weakened Japan during a year of
-• five per cent increase in produc- stubborn resetence to conquest.
lion activity for July compared JapanZtherefore. is believed to 'be
---- with the --previous month. Unially :a8raid -to take on anothsr- &dyersthere .s a decline during July and ary at this time in view of her
En- increasingly
unstable
economic
August from spring les'els
thusiastic approval last week of status at home and the prospect of
a "great national retail demonstra- continued determined resistence by
lion" by members of the National the 'Chinese.
Retail Dry Goods Association assures a forthcoming event which
THINGS TO WATCH FOR-A
should be of great interest to con- "draftless fan-- which stands on the
sumers. The retail industry, third floor and draws-on cool air at aplargest in the nation with annual proximately floor level, shooting
sales volume of 40 billion dollars it up toward the ceiling in a perand employing 3.500.000 persons. pendicular column
. . A collapswill .set aside one week in Sep ible fish net. which snaps open
all
over the na- like an umbrella, to lift fish out
ternber for stores
tion to tante in dressing up for of the water . . An electric bulb
public inspection.
which gives off perfume or medical vapors, the, light,bulb is thinWASHINGTON--About tIrtie ly coated with clay or alabaster.
of year merchants and jobbers in in wtsich the perfume or medicaevery secuon of the country take ment is absorbed . . . Cakes made
inventory of goods on hand.' and with soap: such a small quantity is
scan" the business skies for poss- added ts the baking mixture that
ibk signs of how much stock-they it does not affect the flavor. Out
shduld lay in .for fall and winter mikes the cake lighter and fluf'trade. The U. S. Department of tier, •
a Commerce here, following the same
NEWS FOR HOMEOWNERSprocedure. has just iasued' its mid- The modern trend in home buildsear report on' consumers' goods ing is toward insulation: walls are
inventories. The report says that protected against heat and co/d.
stocks on hand have irentrned to ceilings and basements against
norrnal. The large quantity of frost.' dirt and seepage. Latest demerchandise which accumulated velopment in the field is "window
during the latter part of •19116 and,conditioning- which architects and
early 1937. says the rersort, has engineers claim is the most vital
been gradually liquidated,. Point- insulation of them all.
Installing
ing out.,that retail sales during thedouble sash sr . storm-windows is
first six months of this year were reported to effect a greated doll-a1'out-13-par-uent-uoder--thase-fer4-ars---and-retres-saving-TO--flie-lionsefhe iiime period of 1937. and about owner than any other type of infive per cent below 1936. the re, sulation. Tests conducted by
Prof.
• port concludes that this trend G L. Larson. Of the
University of
seems to have run its course. and Wisconsin_ show that in the aver-that a continued improvement in age horne which is not
"window
:ales is in prospect. ,
conditioned" one out of every four
,
shoves of coal goes cut. the winWAR SCARE---H(sardins sf rsid (Los in stead of
the furnace.
on a widespread scale has cropped The tests also reveal that the -cost
out again in Eur...sse where :Isere „of. double glazing oi "window conlei general derma-alisaniaissof ssetuss-sistsonsoas-.
ment as a result of the new Far , years through furnace fuel sayEastern crisis. Should RU -"a and !iss.s. Japan go to
;s ft•il tha•
ES IN. NEW yoRKs,,,
Hitler rr.14...7.
• s_ sss.•

,
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look for.this•symbol_in members.own advertising
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America's 1938 wool clip placed!'
at 968.538.000 pounds. 2.000.000
above 1931 . . . Aircraft earnings:
rnited Aircraft second quarter net
At this writing I do not know
income 53 cents a share compared
with 39 cents a year ago. Curtiss- how the election went and I care
Wright nets $2,181.862 in first half Icss. Entirely too much wild-fire
cf 1938 compared with $900.59? in and blue mud slinging. All kinds
1937 period . . Celanese Corp. of of wringing twisting and youAmerica has net income of $1.- I know-what. A lot, of church folks
657.445 in year ended June 30' flew off the handle and "kusst".
against $4.461.X27 last year . . . Even Franklin came into KenAugust home furnishings sales off tucky and lowered "hisself" in
to good start . . . Steel production my estimation. However. I aim tO
gains 74 per cent to a new 1938 vote for the nominee if I have to
high .
Utility holding companies sneeze both wings and toe nails
.
get SEC order to file plans for in- on,
tegration and corporate simplificaA great number of tobacco raistion by December 1 . . July sales ers began cutting their tobacco
of three auto manufacturers show August 3. The majority have and
.will finish this week. Wild-fire
improvement.
did some damage, while it was
almost ripe anyway.

Stella Gossip

l

'

Hazel Route 1

C. A: and
Ralph
Morgan
Icst 90 per cent
of their tobacco from high
water of West
fork of Clarks'
River and Cook
branch near the
Coldwater iron
bridge The to.
bacco was completely submerged and scalded
down.- Yes, last winter these men
burned the plant bed, later prepared the land and planted and
cultivated it to near the harvestcutting stage. Lost, lost! "Earth's
serenest prospects flies, mut twine's
enchantment nere

•Mrs Bland Blacksear and son.
Raleigh. of McKenzie. Tenn., are
visiting Lon Shrader and family
this week.
.
•
Joe McHugh and family have
returned to Cleveland, 0., after
visiting relatives in Hazel.
Mrs. Lon Shrader and Herman
Shrader were in Murray Friday
on business.
A revival meeting is in session
at the. M. E. Church here this
week. The Rev. M. Alexander of
Bradford. Tenn.. is assisting the
pastor. Rev. K. G. Dunn.
Misses Burlene and Eddie Lamb
have returned to Louisville. They
have -been visiting Mrs. Estelle
France and Hurtle Lamb.
fi.
"Ole Glory" asked me how
Mr. and Mess George Shrader
and son. Gene, and Me. and Mrs. liked My new "seat that I was placOh,
Joe Underwood and son. Joe Dons ed during the -campaign'
aid. of Puryear, visited Mr: and fine. I am going down the pike
Mrs. Lon Shrader Saturday after- -as it were on a pair of roller
skates with coat tail flying high
noon,
Stewart was in as a kite.
Mrs. Jennie
Down in Mississippi nobody can
Crossland 'Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie James and vote in political elections unless
granddaughter of St. Louis. :Mo.. they exhibit their 2 last year's
are visiting relatives here this poll tax _receipts. Thus, one-third
of all the voters are disfranchised.
week.
Lon ShradEr and Aubra. Shrader I got this information from my
were in McKenzie. Tenn.. Friday. Holly Springs' "South Reporter".
Callie Hale. of Murray visited published by Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Hambone said -Nobody
in Taylor's Store community Sat- Curd.
don't know why I quit my job
urday.
but ce•
It
r
•
• • ••
_and
-r-h'rho --)44/4-10:414- •
he knowed fore I did." Listen,
Saturday.
Herman and Irvin Shrader spent Bob. show Mr. Mullens the doorFriday night with Mr. and Mrs. back door!
I was in the county school superLon Shrader.
Dave Key and family of Por- intendent's office recently-I inyear visited in Hazel over the vited my self in. I was informed
by Mr. Arnett
tbe had ordered
week-end.
house
be built at
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones and a new set oolto
Lon Shrader attended the speaking by Albent W. Barkley Wedo ht
Hobson Shrader was in Murray
Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris and
his mother. Mrs. Luther Farris.
Sr in Paris tut-sday.
-Earl Littleton and family are in
St.. Louis , this week . purchasing
goods for his store here.
. Mr: and Mrs. Clyde Scarbrough
I and children were in the home of
Lon Shrader and family Monday
afternosin.
Miss. Mildred Terrell of Paducah is visiting her grandparents,
. Mr.
and Mrs. Will Jones. this

r-A

for him
Coldwater.
Good
as
Akils'n Andy would say. That is
ti lc place _wheite I was educated(?)
Mt Grogan tassistant) was too
busy to fool with me.
Well sir this 'August iS awful hot:
Ail awful -good school girl attendan awful good school which
had an awful. good teacher'
rthat
aught 'her awful good manner!.
All summer goods reduced from
$200 down to 81.98. All the women
Made. i break for town while the
men stayed at home and sang a
song of six pence. a bottle full of
rye, four and 20 black birds baked
in a pie.-"Eagle".,.

Owen Billingtoo to'
Teach and Coach
Owen Billington, popular young
Calloway counttan, accepted ii-Fist
Mondage as coach an dinstructor
in the Trimble high school in
Trimble. Tenn., near Dyersburg.
Billinston, who was vice-chairman of the Chandler campaign
committee in the recent Senatorial
election and who has taught school
III this county for seven years, has
taken a wide interest in public affairs arid is well-known throughout
this area.
He is a graduate of Murray State
College and the Murray Training
school, and for one 'year was supervisor of adult education in the
county. His school starts Monday.
Billington will move his wife and
children 'to Trimble as soon
he
gists estabiished there. He is the
son 'of the Rev. and Mrs. D. W.
Billingtim. of Murray.

a

Pine Bluff Nine to" Diversion Ditches, Are Beneficial in
To Play Two Tilts
Erosion Control on Calloway Farms
Sunday, August 14 Gullies ao not grow in periods of land from deposits of unproductive
The Pine Bluff baseball team
will play a double-header Sunday
afternoon at the Blutf. In the first
saline, which will get under way
t 2 o'clock, the Calloway club
will meet Model, Tenn., and in
the second clash will meet the fast
Cherry Corner outfit.
Kingins,
who pitched for Paducah in the
Kitty League last year, and Salon the hill
f
Yoerrsthw
eilB
l lulmffob
Saubnidya::1.e
Richard Roberts: who has recently.taken over the team because
of the illness of Otis. Eldridge, announces that the Bluff nine is getting back in form and Sunday's
games should bring about, plenty
of his club'' early season form.
In five of the games played this
season by the Bluff the West Side
outfit has held the lead until the
fatal ninth when Lady Luck turned the trick to make near-victories
into defeats. And the game last
Sunday with Cherry proved to be
no exception of the fatal ninTn
jinx. After leading the Cherry
club 4-3 until the first of the ninth.
luck again turned and When the
game ended it found Cherry victorious by a 5-4 count.
Parker for Cherry and C. Salyers
for the Bluff collected two safe
blows each to lead the hitting for
the day. Cherry found Salyers
for 9 hits and the Bluff pounded
out 6 safe Isloirs off Willoughby,
who formerly tossed for the Bluff.

Farmers Who
Miss Crawford Has 'Cover Crops Seed
to Be
Home Management
Put on:Honor Roll
Post in Monticello
An honor roll of farmers who
seed all their tillable land to cover
crops will be placed on display iii
the office cf the county agent. it
was declared today by J. T. Cochran. agent. •
Cochran said all crops sown for
cover fors only land designated
for anything other than wheat
will have VS be seeded by- October
1 in order for its entrepreneurship•
to be included on the honor roll.
Wheat land, however, may go untd4October 15.
Farmers who sow only their toKenton cdunty
sheep raisers bacco gisiund in cover crops will
sold about 10.000 pounds of wool be g:sen honorable mention, the
through the state pool.
Cousity agent discl:sed.

Miss Virginia Frances Crawford
left Tuesday for Monticello. Ky..
near Somerset where she has been
employed as - assistant home managements supervisor of two counties in that area. with Monneello
as headquarters.
A graduate of Murray State Col!sae --a4%&,--instrtieter-of-honte -rccrnornies lat. year at Barlow High
school. Miss Crawford is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Crawford of College Addition_

subsoil.
A diversion ditch constructed qp
the farm of Hubert and Cassie
Hendon, cooperators with the Soil
Conservation Service, is preventing
further gullying, the superintendent
must gully
problems.said. On this farm, a Program of
One of the best ways to check the
terracing, diversion ditches, timber
growth of a gully is to keep water, stand improvement, liming. fertiliout of it by . putting indiversion ration, longer crop rotations. and
terraces or ditches just above the the itkiremeut of steep and eroded
slopes to trees and pasture has
d
gully heads. Smith said. These
brougnt about greatly improved soil
_catch water from areas above an i and
moisture conditions.
,
,
escort it around the danger points.

drought. but thrive on water. That,
according to Wattage G. Smith.
superintendent of the Murray CCC
las solutions _of
nn Is the key .
camp,

•

It is generally emptied into 'wooded I Chiropractic: The science thar
makes people well and '•
or grassed areas or into natural I
drains where it can _do ng_harm.
happy.
On some farms water kept out of
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
gullies may be diverted to farm
Chiropractor
ponds for livestock use, he said.
'
rriw
ay.
Frequently diversion ditches con- 9961 West Main
u
structed to prevent the growth of 1 Murray:Mon., Wed., & Fri.MP
Benton: Tom, Thurs. & Sat.
gullies also help to protect bottom I

OWENSBORO AND WEBER

WAGONS!
•
They are strong; they run light; they last well—
the best wagons for the money. You will need a
wagon in harvesting your crop. Come in and let
us show yen our wagons. They are good and ouct
prices are right. The new McCORMICK-DEERING
MOWER is taking the lead. The new oiling system
is a great improvement; gives it long life and light
running. The McCO.RMICK-DEERING Self-Dump
HAY RAKES can't be excelled. REMEMBER, if
you buy a mower or rake front us and need any
repairs in years to come, you will have no trouble
in finding them in stock, for we carry a large stock
of, repairs.
•
Our motto is: "GOOD GOODS at RIGHT PRICES"
•

Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.
J

Bert Sexton
D. Sexton
ha Douglass
Fr,nces Sexton
Chm- N's Sexton

•

The "Housing Guild" Home
uilding Program Has Been

.•
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This symbol means a lot
to lovers of good beer!

,

'IT IDENTIFIES the brewers, who haV'e
pledged their support"to the du)y constituted
authorities for the elimination of anti-see-di)
conditions -in -the sale of beeri
-' .''
'-1!-71---. - 1. _
!
It identifies the brewers *ho,thiough The
Brewers' -Code of Practice, have pledged

the

themselves' to the prornolioractical
moderation-and sobriety"--- These bre.ikers .ask, with all thoughtful
.
- •
citizens, for adequate enforcement of existing
laws ... to dose outlets operating illegally
\. ...to Prevent the sale of beer to minors...
or after- legal hOurs ... or to persona who
.
have drunk totexcess.:
\

These bresiVe
''
ts inait-i'otetaiC iiitii:Ori

.

—-

\ who -sell beer as laik-abiding citizens and
e-: who operate, legal. respectable premises.
• -:-. .
..._...
UNITE,D BREVitER 5 INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION
21 Esau 40th Street, Ne'.... Yorit,'N. y.

..,..-

._

Correspondence-is invited from groups 'acid in-.
dividuals ererytrhere who are intirested in the
brewing industry anal Ifs coital resprtrksibilitie3.

'

YOUR PLAIN NOTE
TO APPLY----You
use any
of the three ,ways. Every request
receives .our prompt attention
L PHONE 5-2-1. / Tell us of
your .money needs.
2 Cut this ad out--write your
name and 'address on itand mail to Us. •
3. Call at office-conveniently located. Private consultation moms.
Confidehhal -dealings,

The Plan In A Nutshell
The Calloway County Housing Guild, members of
the National Housing Guild. sprmsored by-the Johns-Manvine Corporation, is a simple and practical plan. We furnish the plans o'r dratv them according to your oWn ideas,
and our estimate includes all costs, materials. building,
electrical' work, plumbing, heating, excavating, painting,
etc. YOU ONLY HAVE TO DEAL WITH ONE CONTRAC-

TOR, and he alone is, responsible 12r the satisfactory completion of the.job. By figuring all these services under one
contract, you eliminate extra profits that necessarily have
to be made under the old plan of individual contractors.
You get standardized materials and workmanship of a
uniform quality. The Guild plan even assists you in getting an F.. H. A. loan. Just talk to your neighbor who has
built tinder this plan or ask to see his home or building.,

Headquarters,of the Calloway County Housing Guild Are At The

FRANKLIN'

•
• .-,-......,A..---•••‘•••••=rammilimsssassmosseus.-ss.s.samisess-s-sass.s.-s=ss
..--.
-

-

As the Most Practical Plan Devised in the U. S.
to Give You "A Better Home for Less Money"

Then Cast Your Own Vote For Your OWn,
Home or Remodeled Home By Corning
In Now For Complete Details! -

Franklin Plan
Merit Loan System
The Franklin Plan Writ Loan
System offers available cash
seedit up to $300 to husband and
wife. or single persons' ,

SECURITY CO.
Incorporated
Rooms 2116-206 Taylor Building
orner Broadway and Ith
ta_daten, Acy._
name 5-2-1.
_

ssia

By the People of Murray and Calloway County

/

and encourage the great boar-of...retailers -

t".

Onas Thompscn and Miss Lula
Paschall spent a few tiours-sFsiday afternoon with Mrs. Lela
Shrader.
Bryan Wrather and' family returned. to their home in Detroit.
•Mich.. Tueaday after visiting relatives on this...route.
L. W. Cosby trahsacted business
in Puryear Tuesday.
Dr A. F. Paschall was in Crossland.] Monday.
__Mr. Greens -President of the
Kentucky and Tennessee Clay Co,
of Mayfield. was in Hazel Saturday
rn business.
Leo Myers was in Murray Wednesday.
Make Erwin and Mrs. Erwin and
Edith Myers spent Friday afternoon at the Farris gravel pit.
Lester Farris' was a business
visitor in Murray . Saturday.
- Those visiting .in the home of
Mr: and Mrs. Lon Shrader Sunday were Mr.- and Mrs. Aubra
Shrader and sons. Mrs. J. B. Black hear and son of _MrKenzie. Mr..
and Mrs. Hobson Shrader-- and
daughters. Mrs. Cale Langston, of
-Paducah. Mr. and Nits Z. T. Breadway of Paris, Mn Alton and Lottie Hedges. Paris_ and Luther Farris and son. Owen.
Audrey Simmons transacted buttricsir- in Paris Saturday.
Shrader ha'S returned from
Chattanooga. Tenn. Mrs. Shrader
will remain' there for a few weeks
visit with her brother Pas
- way..
and fie -

PHONE.,72

alloway County Lumber Co.
e

"••••••• •••••
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